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ABSTRACT
Aware of the proliferation of discussion, activity, and even legislation regarding 
assessment of educational programs; informed by the Southern Association of Colleges 
and Schools (SACS) regarding institutional effectiveness; and realizing that assessment 
efforts are a valid means o f revealing programmatic strengths and weaknesses and, 
therefore, of suggesting where change is needed, the Louisiana College English faculty 
began in 1991 to study how best to assess the effectiveness o f its core requirement in 
English, a three-semester writing program. The project that forms the basis for this 
dissertation had its inception in that endeavor. This descriptive study, designed to assess 
the effects and effectiveness of the Louisiana College writing program, incorporates both 
quantitative and qualitative research. Driven by the philosophy that ethical assessment 
must be tailored to the institution and program it investigates, the LC plan may serve as 
an adaptable model for others. It has entailed designing, piloting, and revising data- 
collection instruments; collecting information via instruments, interviews, printed 
sources, and observation as a teacher/administrator in the program; analyzing data; and 
reporting findings to all appropriate audiences. Data gathering instruments and 
participant selection reflect the understanding that both depth and breadth of 
investigation must be sufficient to encompass the whole o f a writing program.
Therefore, this assessment included study of responses by students, English teachers, 
other faculty, and alumni as well as examination of the effects of social, cultural, and 
institutional contexts in which the program is situated. Presentation of data not only 
details immediate findings but also suggests information yet to be gleaned for future
x
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understanding o f the writing program effects. Documents reporting findings are tailored 
to appropriate audiences and included in their entirety as disseminated. Finally, the paper 
presents revisions o f  the plan and instruments for continual and incremental assessment 
at Louisiana College as well as recommendations for other institutions wishing to use 
information, instruments, and the process as models for designing their own writing 
program assessment.
xi
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CHAPTER ONE 
INVENTION: DEFINING THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Assessment is a word that became a permanent part o f educators' lexicon in the 
1980s. Along with the word accountability, it generated discussion, activity, and even 
legislation aimed initially at primary through secondary education; soon, however, those 
in higher education began to be involved—both voluntarily and involuntarily. Aware of 
this trend, informed by the Southern Association o f  Colleges and Schools (SACS) 
regarding institutional effectiveness, and realizing that assessment efforts are valid as a 
means o f revealing both strengths and weaknesses and, therefore, o f suggesting where 
change is needed, the Louisiana College English faculty began in 1991 to study how best 
to assess the effectiveness of its core requirement in English, a three-semester writing 
program. The project that forms the basis for this dissertation, a descriptive study to 
assess the effects o f the Louisiana College writing program, had its inception in that 
endeavor.
What methodology would shape our program assessment? Quantitative? 
Qualitative? Brian Huot notes in “Toward a New Theory o f Writing Assessment” that 
traditional writing assessment is predicated upon several assumptions, among which are 
“[wjriting quality can be defined and determined,” “[sjtudent ability to write can be 
coded and communicated numerically,” and “[a]n assessment’s value is limited to distinct 
goals and properties in the instrument itself’ (551). However, because numerous aspects 
of the composing process resist being quantified, I determined that it would be
1
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2inappropriate to proceed exclusively along those lines. William Irmscher argues for 
qualitative composition research in “Finding a Comfortable Identity,” but does so in part 
based on the observation that quantitative research often runs counter to the act of 
composing and may violate the “natural environment o f composition” (83, 85). 
Recognizing that writing occurs in a myriad o f “natural environments,” I decided that the 
research model should be broad enough to reflect as many o f those environments as 
possible. Furthermore, while I agree with John K. Smith and Lous Heshusius (“Closing 
Down the Conversation: The End of the Quantitative-Qualitative Debate Among 
Educational Inquirers”) that quantitative and qualitative research methods grow from 
different understandings regarding “truth” and “knowledge,” and that the conversation 
does not need to end, I see with William Firestone (“Meaning in Method: The Rhetoric 
o f Quantitative and Qualitative Research”) that it is the use o f rhetoric that provides the 
way back and forth between the two approaches to knowledge about composition. The 
very complexity of composition argues for, not against, the multi-modal approach to 
assessment used in this study.
Indeed, the more I thought about the project at hand—gathering information, 
interpreting that information, drawing implications based on the interpretation, 
communicating my findings, and projecting how the entire process might be revised—I 
realized that designing a writing program assessment plan is not unlike the composing 
process itself. Clifford Odell defines competence in writing as the ability to “discover 
what one wishes to say and to convey one’s message through language, syntax, and 
content that are appropriate for one’s audience and purpose” (103). Each phase o f the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3assessment project must reflect both a specific focus and audience; as the author, I must 
constantly be aware that the language and design of data-gathering instruments will in 
themselves potentially affect not only their interpretation but also the responses they 
elicit; the instruments must be as “tight” as possible while allowing for communication of 
the unanticipated. Those responses will, in turn, at least partially dictate the analytical 
possibilities and, therefore, the conclusions that might be drawn. Communicating 
research findings must proceed ethically and in a variety o f ways to reach all appropriate 
audiences. Finally, because effective assessment is an on-going process, I must look for 
ways to improve the process for the next cycle. It is fitting that the composing process 
itself should be an appropriate metaphor for composition program assessment.
As a teacher and administrator in the Department of English at LC, I have in the 
course o f this study assumed two additional roles, that o f assessment coordinator and 
teacher researcher. This research project, a descriptive study incorporating both 
quantitative and qualitative research, has entailed designing, piloting, and revising data- 
collection instruments; collecting information via instruments, interviews, printed 
sources, and observation as a teacher/administrator in the program; analyzing data; and 
reporting findings to all appropriate audiences. The result is not only a one-time 
assessment o f the Louisiana College writing program but also a collection o f data that 
may continue to yield valuable information for the College. Additionally, there now exist 
instruments and a plan that may be revised and used in the future both for ongoing 
assessment of the Louisiana College program and as an assessment model for other 
small, liberal arts colleges.
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4While any writing project is both cyclical and recursive, there must be a 
beginning; the author must initiate the process. Often referred to as the invention phase, 
beginning necessitates considering what others have already said about the subject at 
hand and what is yet to be said to answer a specific need. The writer thus discovers 
purpose, message, audience, and plan o f action. Because developing an assessment plan 
for a writing program is in itself an act o f composing, it is only natural that it should 
proceed in like manner.
Literature Review
The closing years o f the last decade saw increased attention to the matter of 
assessment at the college level, including mandatory assessment o f programs in many 
institutions. In the July-August 1991 issue of Academe, Committee C on College and 
University Teaching, Research, and Publication issued its report, "Mandated Assessment 
of Educational Outcomes." That report cites the August 1986 report o f the Task Force 
on College Quality, "Time for Results: The Governors' 1991 Report on Education." Of 
its six recommendations, two deal specifically with assessment: number three calls for 
"the development in both public and private institutions of'multiple measures to assess 
undergraduate student teaming,' with the results to be used to evaluate institutional and 
program quality," and number six calls for "the requirement by accrediting agencies that 
information about undergraduate student outcomes be used as one basis for 
reaccreditation" (“Mandated Assessment” 49). Further, the Committee C report states 
that in 1988, the National Association o f State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges had 
issued a "Statement ofPrinciples on Student Outcomes Assessment." According to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5Committee C, this report stressed, among other things, "the linkage o f  assessment 
programs to strategic planning and program review" (50). One year later, in 1989, the 
Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central Association issued 
its "Statement on Assessment and Student Academic Achievement" which "confirms the 
primary responsibility of faculty for assessment" (“Mandated Assessment” 50). The 
language o f Charles S. Lenth’s 1996 report from the third workshop for The National 
Assessment o f College Student Learning suggests, however, the possibility o f effective 
assessment designed and mandated by a national group convened for that purpose; 
clearly, then, those in composition must aggressively pursue faculty ownership of 
institutional assessment in higher education. A reading of this material reveals that in 
some politically powerful circles, perhaps not much attention has been paid to 
knowledgeable composition researchers even since Edward M. White attended the first 
such conference in 1991 and argued unsuccessfully for the use o f portfolios for 
assessment of composition.
National efforts aimed at elementary and secondary education began in the 
1980s; as recently detailed by Robert Rothman in Measuring Up: Standards, 
Assessment, and School Reform, these efforts did, however, propel educators to search 
for innovative methods of assessing student learning. By the end o f the eighties, even 
some large-scale assessment programs were including such data as writing samples. 
Rothman reports evidence o f several programs begun in this decade which emphasized 
the importance of the outcomes o f assessment: teacher education and student learning 
inherent in the assessment procedures themselves. These trends that began with an
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6emphasis on elementary and secondary education have been repeated with regard to 
higher education. Thus, while mandated assessment has become a reality, faculty in 
higher education have responded by realizing the necessity o f  their playing primary roles 
in the shaping of that assessment. In fact, White argues that because effective 
assessment necessarily produces faculty development (particularly when such a 
component as assessing through portfolios is present) the issue of cost-effectiveness 
related to plans for assessment must recognize this fact as a "bonus" (Daiker 38).
In addressing questions about the assessment phenomenon, T. Dary Erwin, 
author of Assessing Student Learning and Development, observes that although the 
"intense attention to assessment may not last . . .  its effects will last because of the 
permanency of the actions being taken now" (6). The implication is that assessment 
must, therefore, proceed with thought and caution. An American College Testing 
(ACT) publication, College Assessment Planning, notes that "[assessment activities 
must be linked to real questions and concerns” (1). The discussion that ensues is based 
on the realization that assessment is a complex process: "The basic process of 
assessment is one of description. Evidence that indicates cause and effect relationships 
may take years to acquire. In the meantime, changes can be noted that may be judged 
desirable or undesirable . . . "  (8).
The American Association o f Higher Education Assessment Forum, begun in 
1989, articulated nine statements comprising The Principles o f Good Practice fo r  
Assessing Student Learning. Originally published in 1992, the principles are reprinted in 
Assessment in Practice: Putting Principles to Work on College Campuses and lay the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7foundation for that work. While several reiterate ideas mentioned above, all concur with 
documented notions concerning writing program assessment; they are as follows:
1. The assessment o f student learning begins with educational values.
2. Assessment is most effective when it reflects an understanding of 
learning as multidimensional, integrated, and revealed in performance 
over time.
3. Assessment works best when the programs it seeks to improve have 
clear, explicitly stated purposes.
4. Assessment requires attention to outcomes but also and equally to the 
experiences that lead to those outcomes.
5. Assessment works best when it is ongoing, not episodic.
6. Assessment fosters wider improvement when representatives from 
across the educational community are involved.
7. Assessment makes a difference when it begins with issues of use and 
illuminates questions that people really care about.
8. Assessment is most likely to lead to improvement when it is part of a 
larger set of conditions that promote change.
9. Through assessment, educators meet responsibilities to students and 
to the public. (2)
I concur with these principles and have designed this study accordingly: it rests on the 
educational values of Louisiana College and the composition faculty; it is broad-based 
and multi-dimensional. In all phases o f its development and implementation, it has 
reflected the needs and rights of persons impacted by the writing program.
Types o f Program Evaluation 
Program evaluation is usually conducted as either of two types: formative 
(conducted while a program is underway) and summative (conducted at some end point 
in a program). As Robin Lloyd-Jones points out, "[t]he difference, however, lies less in 
the timing than in the intentions of the assessor" (2). It is generally the case that 
formative evaluation is conducted by and for those in the program for the purpose of 
examining its effectiveness and determining what changes, if any, should occur.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8Summative evaluation, on the other hand, most often is imposed from without for the 
purpose o f ensuring accountability. Barbara Davis, Michael Scriven, and Susan Thomas, 
in The Evaluation o f Composition Instruction, point out that "results o f this kind of 
[summative] evaluation may eventually include the improvement of whatever it was that 
was evaluated, but that is not the primary aim" (4).
While attention to assessment has certainly increased in the last decade, 
educators have long given more than lip service to the concept of program evaluation. 
Over ten years ago, Stephen P. Witte and Lester Faigley reported that in the field of 
composition, efforts have been somewhat hampered by the lack o f published scholarship 
"on the theory o f writing program evaluation" (5). Nevertheless, it is still too often the 
case that "judgments are made about the effectiveness of writing programs on the basis 
o f limited evidence, such as the year-to-year scores on exit examinations from writing 
courses" (5). They point out that most frequently, writing programs are evaluated by 
one of two approaches, the expert-opinion approach (which is accomplished by a variety 
o f methods) and the quantitative approach "which typically uses pretest-posttest designs" 
(7). These authors conclude that the first type is a less than satisfactory method since 
"[a]ll is dependent upon the knowledge, biases, commitment, and sensitivity of the 
evaluator" (7). With regard to the second type, Witte and Faigley judge that 
"[e]valuation studies . .  . which were based on the quantitative model have yielded few 
major insights concerning the teaching o f writing or the operation o f  writing programs. 
Indeed, the findings o f most evaluations of writing programs and courses hardly justify 
the massive efforts required to conduct the research" (38). Finally, they conclude that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9"[evaluations o f writing programs and courses, if they are to result in valid and reliable 
judgments, must employ a variety o f methods and procedures" (38).
Edward M. White concurs with Witte and Faigley, arguing that an "evaluation
design that attempts to define and acquire information about a wide range o f . . .  goals
will be more responsible" (Teaching and Assessing Writing 203-4). Underlying this
statement is the belief that assessment design must rest on the foundation o f  recognized
philosophy and intended effects o f the program under scrutiny. Davis, Scriven, and
Thomas would add that a viable assessment plan must also make room for revealing not
just intended effects or lack of effects but also unintended effects. In fact, they contend
that "a program must . . .  be judged for what goals it selected, against the needs of those
it was supposed to serve and the resources it had available. It is entirely wrong to
suppose that the selection of goals is either beyond criticism or that—even when faultless
—it defines the search area for an evaluation" (11). In its 1982 report, the CCCC
Committee on Teaching and Its Evaluation in Composition laid the groundwork for the
above conclusions, asserting that
the evaluation of instruction in writing requires special procedures and 
specially designed instruments that use distinctive questions—possibly 
adaptations of some of the procedures used to evaluate other kinds of 
teaching, but also new procedures not customarily used in evaluation of 
other teaching. Not only do we need to gather special data about 
instruction in writing, but also we need to develop distinctive criteria for 
use in making sense of those data. (214)
One of the observations in the Committee C report is that "justification for 
developing any assessment plan in a given case . . .  must be accompanied by a clear 
showing that existing methods o f assessing learning are inadequate for accomplishing the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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intended purposes of a supplementary plan, and that the mandated procedures are 
consistent with effective performance o f the institutional mission" (“Mandated 
Assessment” 55). Research in the literature suggests, then, that the only truly viable plan 
for assessing a writing program will be one devised specifically for that program, one 
that is compatible with its philosophy and responsive to  its needs. In addition, 
recognition o f the complexity of the act o f writing necessitates recognition o f the 
complexity of the teaching of writing; that, in turn, demands attention to the multi­
dimensional effects of such a program (both intended and unintended, tangible and 
intangible) that must be considered in designing a program evaluation.
Assessment Methodology 
Qualitative research has come to the fore as the methodological choice for 
composition research as it has for research in other areas that seek to study any "reality 
that is complex, intertwined, [and is] best understood as a contextual whole, and 
inseparable from the individuals—including the researchers—who know that reality" 
(Bradley 431). The researcher becomes an interpreter with the interpretive activities 
occurring in an iterative manner. Design of such a research project "includes initial 
specification of many elements of the research design, with the expectation that emerging 
understanding may suggest alterations to the plan" (Bradley 439). Such conditions 
signal the appropriateness of the teacher/researcher, one who has first-hand knowledge 
of what is being assessed. Researchers Yvonna S. Lincoln and Egon G. Guba further 
maintain that the presence of a teacher/researcher increases the likelihood that activities 
that "work toward credibility" will be present. Some o f  these are "prolonged stay in the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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field, persistent observation, triangulation, discussions or debriefing with peers, and 
checks o f results with members of the community under study" (Bradley 436).
In their article "Adventuring into Writing Assessment," Richard Haswell and 
Susan Wyche-Smith not only describe their experience with designing a writing 
assessment program using a qualitative research design, but they do so in a manner that 
is liberating for other teacher researchers. Two specific cautions they include are that 
"authoring o f an examination obligates subsequent examination of the exam" and that "it 
helps if the people who created and give the ©cam conduct the follow-up studies" (234). 
And while they note that the literature suggests over and over that the most effective 
composition assessment "only occasionally match[es] the problems" o f another 
institution, that does not mean that the literature on writing assessment is useless for 
designing assessment to fit a given situation. Rather, "[i]t means its uses go far beyond 
solving problems, most often freeing test-constructors creatively with options and 
insights rather than binding them with set answers" (227).
In 1994, the International Reading Association and the National Council of 
Teachers o f English published their Standards fo r  the Assessment o f Reading and 
Writing, a document that affirms many of the ideas found in other recent literature on 
writing assessment. Chief among these are affirmations that assessment procedures must 
contribute positively to both teaching and learning (15), that "teachers are in a unique 
position to engage in valid assessment" (27), that "assessment must reflect the full 
complexity o f the curriculum" (17), and that the "assessment process should involve 
multiple perspectives and sources of data" (29).
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Much has been written about the use o f portfolios in various kinds o f  assessment 
efforts. In their "Maintaining a Portfolio-Based Writing Assessment: Research That 
Informs Program Development," William Condon and Liz Hamp-Lyons quote Edward 
White as declaring that portfolios are "the future of writing assessment" (Daiker 277). 
They discuss ancillary benefits o f portfolio-based assessment such as "reform[ing] 
courses and curricula,. . .  provid[ing] a forum for faculty training and development, and 
. . .  creating] an environment that encourages faculty to perform continual self- 
evaluation" (Daiker 285). The CCCC Committee on Assessment published its "Writing 
Assessment: A Position Statement" in the October 1995 issue of College Composition 
and Communication. This document affirms the value of using portfolios in the 
assessment of composition as well as the value o f the findings of many other composition 
researchers. A specific assumption discussed, however, has implications for the design 
of other data-gathering instruments that might become a part of a qualitative research 
project: "the means used to test students' writing ability shapes what they, too, consider 
writing to be" (433). This assumption should inform the choice and wording of 
statements about writing that comprise such things as rating scales and questionnaires.
Finally, a statement from Susan H. McLeod reaffirms the findings o f  other
researchers investigating effective composition assessment:
An evaluation focusing on the user of and the purpose for the data 
recognizes that there is no one particular paradigm, sacred methodology, 
or magic design for evaluation, but a variety of creative possibilities. For 
that reason it is a challenging and to some a daunting task. But as those 
engaged in evaluation o f their writing programs know, it is a task that 
can—and often must—be done. (380)
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That it must be done is now a given; for Kathleen and James Strickland, writing in 
Reflections on Assessment: Its Purposes, M ethods, and E ffects on Learning, one of the 
functions o f any assessment is “to drive instruction” (27). In their opinion, “our job is to 
look for evidence from a variety o f sources, piece it together to make sense o f what is 
happening, and use this information to support our decisions for the sake o f student 
learning. We are the professionals and we are responsible for making this happen . . . ” 
(211).
Defining the Problem 
Background
In the spring o f 1991, a faculty committee at Louisiana College began the work 
of assessment in response to a Southern Association of Colleges and Schools 
accreditation self-study that placed before the College the necessity o f assessing its 
institutional effectiveness. The English faculty realized there was no instrument available 
for immediate use in evaluating the effectiveness of the core requirement in writing, a 
series of three courses required of all students. Furthermore, it was apparent that to use 
instruments on the market would not only not produce valid information but would likely 
create an erroneous picture of both the program and its results. English faculty 
discussions revealed the need to articulate the program's goals and objectives, to 
determine whether or not practice meshes with theory, to evaluate the growth of 
students, and to update continually the program in response to demands of a changing 
world. The conclusion was that an assessment of the writing program should accomplish 
the following: help the English faculty answer questions raised, revealing the strengths
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and weaknesses o f the program and suggesting needed changes; provide, for the College 
administration and for SACS, documentation o f  program effectiveness and/or o f analysis 
o f strengths and weaknesses accompanied by recognition o f needed changes; and 
perhaps provide for constituencies (present and prospective students, parents, and 
supporters o f  the College) a documented description of the effects of the program. 
Furthermore, such an assessment plan should evaluate whether or not each course in the 
program is in harmony with the following mission statement of the College.
The primary purpose o f Louisiana College is to be a community o f 
learning and free inquiry, presenting a thorough and honest academic 
program from a Christian perspective consistent with the principles set 
forth in the Louisiana College Doctrinal Statement.
Through all of its programs and activities, and with all o f its resources, 
the College strives to educate the total person. Combining a competent 
faculty, a challenging curriculum, and the principles of academic 
freedom and Christian community, the College seeks to provide an 
environment of excellence within which teacher and student work 
together to integrate liberal arts and career education, leadership and 
service, faith and learning.
While the writing program is designed to facilitate several of the institutional goals, it is a
specific response to the following goal: "To develop in students the ability to
communicate meaningfully and effectively."
English faculty assessment efforts during the spring semester of 1991 were 
limited to discussions related to the philosophy o f the program, a description o f what 
each course in the program attempts to accomplish, and some research into how English 
departments in other colleges were assessing their writing programs. Once the faculty 
compiled information for the SACS accreditation self-study, efforts waned. I had 
become interested in the project, however, and over a period of one and one-half years,
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researched, designed data-gathering instruments, collected information from students and 
faculty, and began to analyze the findings. Following are general, tentative conclusions I 
drew from that study.
1. Among the English faculty exist few real variations in what we believe should 
be taught in each course. Close association over a period of years facilitates on-going 
communication, informal assessment, and fairly uniform approaches and standards. In a 
few instances, there is a difference between what we believe, ideally, we should teach 
and what we actually teach. However, it appears that the difference is fairly small; there 
seems to exist greater harmony between theory and practice than I expected to find. The 
faculty agrees that the following strategies and skills are essential and teaches them by 
the end of the second semester course, 
writing strategies and skills:
• understanding and recognizing the features o f effective narrative, analytical, and 
argumentative essays
• defining an issue to write about
• planning before writing
• generating ideas
• writing a thesis for narrative, analytical, and argumentative papers
• supporting a thesis with appropriate, concrete details
• writing introductions and conclusions for narrative, analytical, and argumentative 
papers
• locating appropriate secondary sources
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• evaluating evidence using clear criteria
• understanding plagiarism and how to avoid it
• integrating support from primary and secondary sources
• using MLA documentation form
• following a strategy in judging one’s own and others’ writing
• revising ideas and organization
• using others’ comments to aid revision 
reading strategies and skills:
• identifying theme and evidence of theme in essays, short stories, poems, dramas, and 
novels
• reading literature perceptively, noticing key elements
• reading critical materials with understanding
• understanding layers of meaning in literary work
• synthesizing ideas from reading
• understanding that literature may be read from numerous valid perspectives
• perceiving that literature initiates action: raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.
2. A considerable amount of writing o f various types seems to be required in 
courses across the College. Non-English-teaching faculty report that on the whole, 
students complete these tasks fairly well. Further, even though they require writing 
tasks, fewer than half of those responding to a questionnaire reported that they teach 
writing skills specific to their discipline.
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3. Examination of questionnaires completed by students enrolled in the writing 
program suggests a heartening degree o f agreement between what English teachers say 
we are teaching and what students think they are learning. Further, an average of 79% 
of students responding reported significant improvement in their ability to write 
effectively.
4. A random sample of 7% o f the approximately 450 juniors and seniors listed in 
the spring 1992 student directory yielded a pool o f thirty students; o f these, only five— 
not quite 17% of the pool—had completed the three-semester writing program at LC, the 
rest either having fulfilled the English requirement at other institutions or not having yet 
completed the English requirement. While the plan had been to administer a self- 
assessment questionnaire to students who had completed the LC writing program, the 
method o f determining the target population unexpectedly produced a finding I had not 
anticipated but subsequently determined was vital information. I concluded that further 
study is needed to address the questions o f how many students opt to complete the core 
writing courses at other institutions and how many students postpone required English 
courses until their junior or senior year.
5. From the 538 people who had graduated from December 1988 through 
December 1991, the Registrar provided a list of fifty produced through a random sample. 
Of these fifty, twenty-four, a little less than 50%, had completed the three-semester 
writing program at LC. Clearly, then, this aspect of the research had uncovered a 
significant factor affecting the outcomes of our writing program.
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Developments Since the Preliminary Study 
Within the last few years, Louisiana College has received increased national 
recognition for its academic program. The 1997 issue of U.S. News and W orld Reports 
Am erica’s  Best Colleges ranked Louisiana College in the top tier (top thirty-two) among 
southern liberal arts colleges and the number four school in this category according to 
"sticker price." Barron's Best Bays in College Education has included Louisiana 
College in all editions o f its prestigious guide to the three hundred best college/university 
values in the nation, and Barron’s Compact Guide to Colleges rates Louisiana College as 
one o f the four hundred most competitive colleges or universities o f any kind in the 
nation. Additionally, in 1997, Louisiana College was listed in The Student Guide to 
Am erica’s  100 B est College Buys and in 1998 in the inaugural edition of Am erica’s 100 
B est Christian Colleges.
The core requirement in English should contribute toward the academic 
excellence o f the over-all program; a thorough assessment ought to reveal not only the 
strengths but also the weaknesses and, therefore, reveal areas in which changes are 
needed as well as aspects that need to be continued and perhaps intensified. Although 
the English faculty's awareness o f the need for formal assessment is greater than it was 
several years ago, a comprehensive plan for assessing the effects of the writing program 
does not exist; this study answers that need. In the 1996-97 academic year, the College 
appointed a Coordinator of Institutional Effectiveness and began moving toward defining 
how each segment o f the curriculum will be assessed. Assessment imposed from 
"without" often comes packaged with a research design that may be inappropriate for the
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area to be assessed. Because research has confirmed that effective assessment o f writing 
programs is a complex matter not easily addressed by anyone, but certainly not without 
involving those within the program in its design, I saw the urgency o f  putting in place 
both a plan and tools for conducting such an assessment. Furthermore, the work that I 
had already done in this area made me aware that rather than a quantitative, experimental 
study, a descriptive study utilizing both quantitative and qualitative methodology carried 
out by a teacher-researcher is an appropriate means for conducting research that will 
produce solid data.
Composition assessment literature notes the importance o f such factors as 
involving multiple audiences in the design o f the assessment to ensure that those involved 
will benefit from the assessment, involving designers of the assessment in follow-up 
scrutiny o f the design and in follow-up studies (re-assessment efforts), and understanding 
the audiences to whom findings will be reported. Qualitative, descriptive methodologies 
are responsive to these factors. In his article "Rationale for Qualitative Research," Brett 
Sutton claims that "possessing a personal point of view is no longer a weakness to be 
overcome but a technique of engagement and a source of insight that contributes to the 
overall goal o f understanding" (425). My knowledge of and relationship with the 
Louisiana College community and my position as Director of Freshman English have 
given me both a commitment to the assessment project and some practical advantages 
for carrying out such a study.
Louisiana College, a private, coeducational, four-year college of liberal arts and 
sciences, has a student enrollment o f approximately nine hundred and a full-time
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instructional faculty of sixty-two. Because Louisiana College is a small school, it was 
feasible to assess the entire writing program. Five full-time English faculty who teach 
composition courses coilaboratively plan the writing courses' curricula and communicate 
frequently regarding both teaching methodology and students' responses. In addition, 
cooperation among the faculty of the College facilitates communication regarding 
students' writing across the curriculum. While there was support for this study from the 
institution (from the chairperson of the Division o f the Humanities and from the 
Coordinator o f Institutional Effectiveness), there were no institutional funds available to 
invest in it. However, in-kind support was available for certain aspects of the research, 
such as provision of information by the Office of the Registrar and the Alumni Office. 
These factors facilitated an ambitious undertaking.
Research Questions
The study began with questions: What do the Louisiana College English faculty 
believe should be taught in each of the courses that comprise the core writing program? 
Are we actually teaching these things? Do students learn what we are teaching as 
evidenced by their writing in the classes and after the classes (in other classes across the 
campus, in graduate schools, and in jobs)? How can we begin to answer such pertinent 
questions? Together, these questions suggested the following, more comprehensive 
research question: What are the effects of the Louisiana College writing program as 
revealed (1) by analysis of data collected through assessment instruments administered to 
students in the program, current students who have completed the program, alumni who 
completed the program, English-teaching faculty, and non-English-teaching faculty, (2)
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by assessment o f writing samples, and (3) by analysis o f those data in relation to the 
cultural and social context, the institutional context, and the program structure and 
administration?
Operational Definitions
•  Louisiana College writing program: the three-semester core requirement in English
• English 101 and 102 comprise a two-semester continuum of study and practice in 
the essential elements o f correct and effective written expression. These courses 
emphasize the importance of revision; collaboration supported by networked 
computers; development of critical thinking skills through the reading and analysis of 
literary, journalistic, and other academic discourses; and the ability to write 
documented papers using multiple sources.
• The third course is one o f three sophomore level, writing intensive studies of 
selected British, American, or world writers. While students may not test out of a 
course, those who take the freshman honors composition course, English 105, may 
complete the program in two semesters.
•  assessment instruments:
• a four-point Likert scale on which English faculty indicate the degree to which we 
believe specific writing and reading strategies and skills should be taught in each 
writing course
• a four-point Likert scale on which English faculty indicate at the end of the 
semester the degree to which we taught specific writing and reading strategies and 
skills in each writing course
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• a four-point Likert scale on which, at the beginning o f the semester, students in 
each writing course complete self-assessment o f their need for improvement in 
specific writing and reading strategies and skills
• a four-point Likert scale on which, at the end o f the semester, students in each 
writing course indicate (a) the degree to which the course helped them improve 
specific writing and reading strategies and skills, (b) the degree to which attitudes 
toward writing have changed, and (c) (through response to two open-ended 
statements) both the best features of the course and features o f the course that need 
to be changed
• a questionnaire through which juniors and seniors who have completed the writing 
program at LC (a) describe the nature o f their writing since completion of the 
program, (b) assess their writing ability, (c) assess the strengths and weaknesses of 
the writing program, and (d) offer suggestions for changes in the writing program
• a questionnaire through which alumni who completed the writing program
(a) describe the nature of their writing since graduation, (b) assess their confidence 
and abilities to complete writing tasks, and (c) offer recommendations for the writing 
program
• a questionnaire through which non-English-teaching faculty (a) describe the nature 
of the writing tasks they assign, (b) describe general criteria used in evaluating that 
writing, and (c) assess the abilities of students to complete those tasks
• writing samples collected from classes in the writing program
•  completed the program: passed each course with at least a grade of D
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•  cultural and social context: "all influences from outside the institution which affect 
either the day-to-day operation o f the program or the nature o f the program," influences 
"over which no one directly associated with the program has control" (Witte and Faigley 
40)
• Primary influences on the Louisiana College writing program include such factors 
as the educational and cultural background of students and the expectations and 
pressures from the larger constituency of Louisiana Baptists channeled through the 
College Board of Trustees.
•  institutional context: "such matters as institutional policies and features which can 
affect different aspects of writing programs and the courses included in them" (Witte and 
Faigley 40)
• Factors affecting the Louisiana College writing program are admissions policies, 
budget considerations and constraints, and policies governing class load and office 
hours.
•  program structure and administration: "the way writing courses are organized into a 
program and all administrative aspects o f the program not directly a part of an 
administrative structure beyond the writing program itself' (Witte and Faigley 40)
• Factors pertinent to this program are those such as organization and governance of 
the Department o f English and job description of the Director o f Freshman English.
The Plan
Playing off Odell’s definition o f competence in writing, I conclude by likening 
this chapter to discovering what has already been said about writing program assessment
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and determining what needs to be said pertinent to assessing the Louisiana College 
writing program now and in the future. Chapter Two will examine the process of data- 
gathering, from designing instruments and implementing them to collecting information 
via other sources. In Chapter Three I will present and interpret the data in light of such 
factors as the mission statement o f  the College and the philosophy o f the English faculty. 
This chapter will examine not only what was discovered but what was not discovered: 
what information still could—and perhaps should—be gleaned for future understanding of 
the writing program effects. Chapter Four will present reports o f the findings as 
disseminated to various audiences, and Chapter Five will focus on assessment as an 
ongoing process, outlining a procedure for continual and incremental assessment at 
Louisiana College as well as suggesting how other small liberal arts colleges might use 
information, instruments, and the process as models for designing their own assessment 
plans.
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CHAPTER TWO 
DATA GATHERING
Research Plan
The plan for assessing the Louisiana College writing program combines features 
o f formative and summative program evaluation since its intent is two-pronged: (1) to 
provide the structure and supporting instruments for assessment as an on-going process 
(formative emphasis) and (2) to provide information in compliance with the SACS 
recommendation regarding institutional effectiveness (summative emphasis). I agree 
with the premise stated by the CCCC Committee on Teaching and Its Evaluation in 
Composition in their publication Evaluating Instruction in Writing: Approaches and 
Instruments: "The evaluation o f instruction in writing requires special procedures and 
specially designed instruments that use distinctive questions—possibly adaptations of 
some of the procedures used to evaluate other kinds o f teaching, but also new 
procedures not customarily used in evaluation of other teaching" (214). Therefore, 
following the suggestion that effectiveness of a program, course, or teacher may best be 
assessed by "bringing together the information furnished b y . . .  [several] instruments" 
(CCCC Evaluating 217), I gathered data from a variety o f sources and concerning a 
broad scope o f variables. To collect information pertinent to Louisiana College, I 
developed, piloted, and revised those instruments defined in Chapter One, two of which 
are adaptations o f instruments offered by the CCCC Committee. In addition to using 
specially designed assessment instalments to gather data from students, faculty, and 
alumni, because research has convinced me of the wisdom of examining such
25
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components as the cultural and social context, the institutional context, and the program 
structure and administration, I collected information about these components and 
considered its relevance as I interpreted other data. Some o f this information was 
already known to me due to my position within the institution for fifteen years; other 
information was collected via interviews and review of existing pertinent documents. An 
understanding of the Louisiana College environment may shed light on both problems 
and possibilities o f the design phase o f this project; therefore, I present that information 
prior to my discussion of instrument design and implementation and o f other types of 
data gathering.
The size and nature o f  the institution as described in Chapter One were key 
factors enabling me to design and administer questionnaires and to access other needed 
information. Louisiana College (LC) emphasizes its environment as a learning 
community; cooperation among faculty and staff is encouraged. Not only is the campus 
small, but the Department o f  English, Journalism, and Languages is housed in the same 
building as all administrative offices, the faculty lounge/mail room, and five other 
departments; furthermore, this building is situated in the center o f the campus. I had 
ready access, therefore, to people and documents. LC also fosters a spirit of close 
cooperation among faculty and students, a situation that facilitates direct data gathering.
On the other hand, both faculty and staff experience certain detriments of being a 
part of a small institution. The most obvious is the impact of limited financial resources 
on the individual work load: faculty and staff often wear multiple hats without 
compensation in time or money. In light of the above, I did not feel free to ask for
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time-consuming involvement that would ideally be available in such a comprehensive 
assessment effort, involvement such as formation of a writing sample rating committee. 
When I did ask for limited participation and assistance, however, my colleagues were 
always charitable.
Designing Assessment Instruments 
One of the greatest challenges in any assessment as in any research is to gather 
data in such a manner that it will provide necessary and pertinent information upon 
which to draw conclusions. The means, therefore, are as important as the end; this 
assessment project focuses not only on the findings of the process but also on the 
process itself. I set out both to assess the LC writing program and to design a model for 
ongoing and future assessments—at LC and at other similar institutions. Much can be 
learned about assessment, about the details o f the writing program, and even about 
composition by examining the process.
As noted in Chapter One, I have been guided by Clifford Odell’s definition of 
competence in writing as the ability to “discover what one wishes to say and to convey 
one’s message through language, syntax, and content that are appropriate for one’s 
audience and purpose” (103). The design phase of this assessment project entailed the 
selection of vocabulary, syntax, content, and format o f data-gathering instruments both 
to convey desired messages to and to elicit informed responses from target audiences. 
After tossing out the language line (via pilot administrations) and evaluating the catch, 
revisions in instruments and procedure followed.
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Likert Scale for English Faculty 
To form a basis on which to assess, first I needed to document which writing and 
reading strategies and skills the composition faculty theoretically believe should be 
taught in the three-course writing program, and second I needed to document what we 
actually teach. The first instrument designed was a four-point Likert scale of sixty-three 
items plus provision for adding items. Figure 2.1 replicates directions and a portion of 
that questionnaire; see Appendix A. 1 for the full questionnaire.
COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM ASSESSMENT
One of the first steps in assessing the three-semester college writing program is determining what 
we believe to be the important components of each of the three courses. The following 
questionnaire is designed to help us separate what we say is important—theory—from what we 
actually do—reality. I have attempted to include a wide range of writing, reading, and thinking 
skills, but I am sure that I have omitted items that we need to include. As these become apparent, 
please add them.
ENGLISH FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE
For each item, indicate the degree to which you agree with the statement “It is essential that I 
teach students to . . .  (the skill listed).” In addition, note whether your response is based on 
what you believe to be the ideal (I), even if you do not actually teach it, or what you actually 
allocate time to teaching (T).
Example: You may strongly agree that, ideally, it is essential to spend class time teaching 
revision techniques in English 101; however, in reality, you spend virtually no class time 
examining revision of example essays, discussing how one revises, or having students experience 
guided revision. You would respond as follows to item #37 (revise ideas) for 101: I/I to indicate 
that ideally you strongly agree, and 3/T to indicate that teaching time devoted to that skill 
suggests you disagree that it is essential.
Example: Further, for English 102, because you assume revision techniques have been taught in 
101, you think that ideally only cursory treatment of teaching revision should be necessary. In 
reality, no teaching time is devoted to this area. Under 102, therefore, you would indicate 3/1, 
4/T.
Example: For English 200 or 201, you believe that no class time should be devoted to teaching 
revision; in reality, no class time is used to teach revision. You would indicate 4/1,4/T for
English 200/201.____________________________________________________________
Figure 2.1: Instructions & samples from pilot English faculty questionnaire (Fig. cont.)
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Example: Notice that you may indicate that while you believe no time should be spent teaching a 
certain skill, you find that you do, in fact, find it necessary to devote time to it. For instance, you 
may believe that ideally, no class time should be devoted to a review of punctuation in 102; 
however, you find that each semester you must do that. For item #43 (Write without significant 
errors in grammar, punctuation, mechanics, and spelling), under English 102, you would indicate 
4/1, 2/T.
FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DETERMINING 
APPROPRIATENESS OF SKILLS TAUGHT
For each class you teach, please indicate the degree to which you agree that ideally (I) 
it is essential to teach each skill, and the degree to which the time spent teaching each 
skill (T) suggests you agree it is essential to teach that skill.
Scale: 1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = disagree, 4 = strongly disagree 
I = believe ideally, T = belief reflected by teaching time
SKILL
Writing
COURSE 
91 101 102 105 200/
201/202
1. Understand and recognize the 
features of effective narrative essays
2. Understand and recognize the 
features of effective argumentative 
essays
Note that the courses include English 91, a remedial course offered at the time of
the pilot but not taught in the past three years. For each item, respondents indicated for 
each course taught the degree to which they agreed that ideally the strategy or skill 
should be taught mid the degree to which their instructional time devoted to that strategy 
or skill suggests they agree the strategy or skill should be taught. Responses were made 
by marking 1,2,3, or 4 (strongly agree to strongly disagree) for both categories. The 
instrument required respondents to consider too many major pieces of information 
simultaneously; it proved maddeningly confusing and time-consuming. I learned a 
number o f things from this pilot effort at design, administration, and interpretation. The
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most apparent is that design—both the appearance o f the instrument and the instructions 
for its use—conveys a message and draws a reaction; design alone potentially affects the 
data recorded. Three pages of sixty-three single-spaced items combined with complex 
instructions sent a negative message and drew reactions of frustration from teachers who 
wanted to be cooperative. Because I am a teacher-researcher, I experienced feelings 
similar to those o f my colleagues as we attempted to document what we believe and 
what we do with regard to our composition classes. In spite o f major shortcomings, the 
scale helped establish a workable perception o f both theory and practice with regard to 
writing and reading strategies and skills for each o f the three courses in the program, a 
perception which suggested appropriate content revisions. And not only did my 
colleagues’ comments prove helpful in planning a more effective instrument, their 
participation in the pilot stage gave them a sense o f ownership in the assessment project.
While I had designed the instrument to allow each teacher to respond to only one 
scale, my intention was based on false economy; implications for design revisions were 
clear. Concluding that specificity enhances efficiency and, therefore, clearer 
communication o f information, I revised by designing two English faculty questionnaires 
for each course. The first, used at the beginning o f the semester, documents the degree 
to which faculty agree specific strategies and skills should be taught in that course; the 
second, used at the end of the semester, documents the degree to which instruction 
focused on the teaching o f specific strategies and skills. A four-point Likert scale, the 
instrument calls for respondents to circle a number correlating to degree of agreement, 
from 4 (very much) to I (not at allY While the revised instrument contains as many as
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sixty-two items (the number o f items varies from course to course), the items are divided 
into eight categories, with the largest containing eighteen. Structurally, then, the revised 
instrument is more user-friendly: the respondent considers one variable for one 
strategy/skill for one course at a time; response time is five to ten minutes. Moreover, 
items and organization are identical to those on student assessment forms, facilitating 
direct comparison of faculty and student responses.
Content revision began by examining faculty responses to the original 
questionnaire and coding items according to course-specific designations. Working from 
the sixty-three items on the original faculty response forms, I revised terminology to 
reflect concepts used in instruction, eliminated overlapping terms, and categorized the 
resulting items. Arrangement of categories is suggestive of the composing process, 
beginning with “Getting started on an essay” and ending with “Other writing-related 
issues.” Guiding this process was my awareness that assessment instruments themselves 
convey both the philosophy and priorities o f the writing program. Stem phrases, or 
prompts, in each section were appropriately re-worded for the end-of-semester 
questionnaire for each course; otherwise, the two faculty instruments for a given course 
are identical. Placement on the page may either facilitate or hinder response to a 
questionnaire; therefore, I carefully considered such features as I designed all 
instruments. Note that presentation o f questionnaires within the body of this document 
may alter some design features; instruments included in the Appendix more accurately 
reflect the actual format. Figure 2.2 presents the questionnaire used by faculty at the
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beginning o f the semester to document the writing strategies and skills we think we 
should teach in English 101.
ENGLISH 101 WRMfGS&SE
___* __
5  y S  '<  '  \  s  y r .  j*
:•/ J s  ■* s
I. Getting started on an essay very some­ a not
It is essential to teach students to — much what little at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 1
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 I
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 1
4. use pre-writing techniques such as brainstorming, 
branching, freewriting, & outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 I
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive essay 4 3 2 1
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 I
II. Developing an essay
It is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to prove 4 3 2 1
the point of the thesis
2. research a topic 4 3 2 I
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 I
4. support the thesis with appropriate, concrete 4 3 2 1
details
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and arguments 4 3 2 1
8 use support from a primary source 4 3 2 1
9. use support from a secondary source 4 3 2 I
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 4 3 2 I
11. organize ideas 4 3 2 1
7igure2.2: English 101 faculty beginning-of-semester questionnaire (fig. cont.)
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II. Developing an essay
It is essential to teach students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 1
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 1
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 1
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 1
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 I
17. consider connotation when choosing words 4 3 2 1
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 1
III. Revising an essay
I t is essential to teach students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 1
2. revise the organization of an essay 4 3 2 1
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 1
4. adjust writing style according to the needs of the 
audience
4 3 2 I
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 1
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 1
7. determine the need for further development 4 3 2 1
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ writing 4 3 2 1
9. use other people’s comments to improve writing 4 3 2 1
10. improve sentence structure by combining sentences 4 3 2 1
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 1
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 I
IV. Proofreading/editing an essay
It is essential to teach students to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in grammar and punctuation 4 3 2 1
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 1
(fig. cont.)
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IV. Proofreading/editing an essay
I t is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 1
V. Use computer capabilities
It is essential to teach students to use the 
computer fo r  —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 I
2. conducting research 4 3 2 1
3. revising organization 4 3 2 I
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 I
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 1
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 I
VI. Writing in other contexts
It is essential to teach students to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. write essay tests 4 3 2 I
2. write in-class essays 4 3 2 1
3. transfer the principles of essay writing to writing 
in other classes
4 3 2 I
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently explore 
new text
4 3 2 1
VII. Reading/writing connections
It is essential to teach students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 I
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key elements 4 3 2 1
3. understand layers of meaning in literary work 4 3 2 I
4. understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 I
5. understand how literature initiates action (raises 
questions, influences various environments, etc.)
4 3 2 1
(fig. cont.)
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VIII. Other writing related issues
I t is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of effective 
persuasive essays
4 3 2 I
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 I
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 1
4. understand relationships among writer, purpose, 
and audience
4 3 2 1
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 I
6. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 
argument
4 3 2 1
7. have a clear sense of genre differences 4 3 2 1
8. use appropriate vocabulary for talking about 
literature
4 3 2 1
Identify other skills that should be taught, and indicate the degree to which you agree that it is 
essential to teach them in English 101.
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 I
4 3 2 I
4 3 2 I
Figure 2.3 replicates a portion of the end-of-semester questionnaire for English 
101 faculty; the full questionnaire appears in Appendix A.2. Beginning and end 
questionnaires for each of the other courses in the writing program are presented in 
Appendix A. 3-6; because the sophomore courses (200 and 201) used instruments 
identical with the exception of their titles, the two questionnaires for English 200 only 
are presented.
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I. Getting started on an essay
Instructional time and effort were iErected 
toward teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 I
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 I
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 I
4. use pre-writing techniques such as brainstorming, 
branching, freewriting, & outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 1
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive essay 4 3 2 1
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 1
Figure 2.3: Sample from English 101 faculty end-of-semester questionnaire
Likert Scale for Students 
The first assessment instrument designed for students was a five-point Likert 
scale administered to all students in English 101 at the end of the semester. Divided into 
four sections, the questionnaire asked respondents to indicate the degree to which they 
had improved in thirty-six writing strategies and skills and to identify both the best 
features of the course and desired changes for the course. A sample o f this instrument 
appears in Figure 2.4; the complete questionnaire is in Appendix A. 7.
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE TO ASSESS WRITING PROGRAM
We are assessing the effectiveness of the college writing program, a group of courses including 
English 91, English 101, English 102, English 105, English 200, and English 201. Your candid 
response to the following questionnaire will provide valuable information for this assessment.
Please circle the number that best describes your response to each item. Thank you for your time
and cooperation.______________________________________________________________
Figure 2.4: Sample from pilot student end-of-semester questionnaire (fig. cont.)
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English 91 101 102 103 (Circle course number)
Fall 1991
Parti
The course helped me improve my ability . . .
Very Much Somewhat A Little Not at All Irre
1. to define an
issue to write
about 1 2 3 4 5
2. to come up with
ideas for use in
writing 1 2 3 4 5
3. ro state a main
idea/thesis I 2 3 4 5
4. to support my
thesis. I 2 3 4 5
Part II
Comments on drafts . . .
Very Much Somewhat A Little Not at All Irrelevant
I. addressed the
stated goals of
the assignment. 1 2 3 4 5
2. took into account
my goals for
writing. 1 2 3 4 5
3. addressed strengths
as well as weaknesses 1 2 3 4 5
Part III
After taking this class, I believe that..
Very Much Somewhat A Little Not at All Irrelevant
I. I am better able
to do my writing
assignments. 1 2 3 4 5
2. I am more willing
to undertake writing
tasks. 1 2 3 4 5
3. I have increased
confidence in myself
as a writer. 1 2 3 4 5
Part IV (Answer on the computer, print out, but do not save. Staple this part to the
questionnaire.)
What were the best things about this course?
What thines need to he chanced the next time the teacher offers this course?
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At the beginning o f the next semester, all English 102 students responded to a 
four-point Likert scale on which they documented the degree (from 1 IVerv much! to 4 
[notataU]) to which they needed to improve their ability in seventy-three writing and 
reading strategies and skills. The four-page questionnaire of seventy-three items was not 
categorized, increasing the perception that it was long and tedious. See Figure 2.5 for a 
partial representation of this instrument and Appendix A. 8 for the complete
questionnaire.
ENGLISH 102 
NAME
NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
SPRING 1992
I need to improve my ability . . .
1. to define an issue to 
write about.
2. to come up with ideas 
for use in writing.
3. to state a main 
idea/thesis.
Very Much 
I 
I 
1
Somewhat
2
2
2
A Little
3
3
3
Not At All 
4 
4 
4
39. to use deductive logic
40. to know how to make 
concessions in
I 2 3 4
argumentative writing. I 2 3 4
41. to think critically about 
essay topics.
1 2 3 4
Figure 2.5: Sample from pilot student beginning-of-semester questionnaire
The design of the end-of-semester instrument described above (Figure 2.4) 
allowed me to use it for 102 classes; incompatibility in design and content of the two 
instruments used in 102, however, complicated analysis of results. The most important 
thing I learned from this pilot, therefore, was that compatibility in design and content of 
beginning- and end-of-semester questionnaires facilitates data interpretation;
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furthermore, compatibility with questionnaires administered to  faculty would facilitate 
comparison/contrast between student responses and faculty responses. I also recognized 
that the absence o f lines increased the chance o f error in responding and that the lack of 
divisions increased the tedium of responding to a three and one-half page list o f seventy- 
three items. Despite design flaws, though, students’ responses to both instruments did 
provide valuable information about not only their perspectives of their needs and 
evaluation of their growth as writers but also their familiarity with terminology.
Building on implications from the pilot phase of the project as well as on 
information from research regarding questionnaire design and assessment effectiveness, I 
revised with the intention of writing instruments that would answer the needs cited above 
as well as convey the philosophy of our program, transmit accurate and easily 
understood notions about writing and reading strategies and skills, and promote a sense 
of investment and ownership in the program. The revised instrument for student 
assessment of needs in English 102 is presented in Figure 2.6; questionnaires for other 
courses in the writing program are included in Appendix A. 9-13. (Again, questionnaires 
for English 200 only are presented.)
February 3, 1997 
Dear Student:
We need your help in assessing the effectiveness of the Louisiana College writing program. The 
attached questionnaire asks you to indicate your learning needs in eight areas of the composition 
process; please answer it thoughtfully and openly. At the end of the semester, we will ask you to
Figure 2.6: Cover letter & English 102 beginning-of-semester questionnaire (fig. cont.)
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indicate the degree of improvement you made in each of these areas. A comparison of responses 
to the two questionnaires will provide one means of determining the effects of the instructional 
activities in English 102.
Because you are an important part of this research project, you will receive a copy of the results; 
thank you for participating in this study.
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director of Freshman English
Department of English. Journalism  and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box 60& PineviBe, Louisiana 71359060& {318) 487-7229, Fax (318)487*7310
rirrfe-flK * mmiW  . m i i g
MBEPiT
I. Getting started on an essay very some­ a not
I  need to improve my ability to__ much what little at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 I
2. identify my purpose 4 3 2 I
3. identify my intended audience 4 3 2 I
4. use pre-writing techniques such as brainstorming, 
branching, freewriting, & outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 I
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive essay 4 3 2 1
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 I
II. Developing an essay
I  need to improve my ability to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to 
prove my point
4 3 2 1
2. research my topic 4 3 2 1
3. generate ideas to support my thesis 4 3 2 1
( 5g. cont.)
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II. Developing an essay
I  need to improve my ability to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
4. support my thesis with appropriate, concrete 
details
4 3 2 1
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 
arguments
4 3 2 1
8 use support from a primary source (the main 
work being studied)
4 3 2 I
9. use support from a secondary source 
(information related to the work being studied)
4 3 2 I
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 4 3 2 1
11. organize my ideas 4 3 2 I
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 I
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 I
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 I
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 I
16. choose words that say what I mean 4 3 2 I
17. consider connotation (associated ideas) when 
choosing words
4 3 2 I
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 1
III. Revising an essay
/  need to improve my ability to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
I. revise my ideas 4 3 2 1
2. revise the organization of my essay 4 3 2 1
3. adjust my writing style according to my purpose 4 3 2 I
4. adjust my writing style according to the needs of 
my audience
4 3 2 I
5. determine the soundness of my evidence 4 3 2 I
( 5g. cont.)
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III. Revising an essay
I  need to improve my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 I
7. determine the need for further development 4 3 2 I
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ writing 4 3 2 I
9. use other people’s comments to improve my 4 3 2 1
writing
10. improve sentence structure by combining 4 3 2 I
sentences
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 I
12. revise my word choice 4 3 2 1
IV. Proofreading/editing an essay very some­ a not
/  need to improve my ability to — much what little at all
1. correct my mistakes in grammar and punctuation 4 3 2 I
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 I
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 1
V. Use computer capabilities
I  need to improve my ability to use the 
computer fo r__
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
I. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 1
2. conducting research 4 3 2 1
3. revising organization 4 3 2 1
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 1
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 1
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 I
VI. Writing in other contexts
I  need to improve my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. write essay tests 4 3 2 1
( 5g. cont.)
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VI. Writing in other contexts
I  need to improve my ability to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
2. write in-class essays 4 3 2 I
3. transfer the principles of essay writing to writing 
in other classes
4 3 2 1
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently 
explore new text
4 3 2 1
VII. Reading/writing connections
/  need to improve my ability to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 1
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key 
elements
4 3 2 1
3. understand layers of meaning in literary work 4 3 2 I
4. understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 I
5. understand how literature initiates action (raises 
questions, influences various environments, etc.)
4 3 2 1
6. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding
4 3 2 1
VIII. Other writing related issues
I  need to improve my ability to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of effective 
persuasive essays
4 3 2 I
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 1
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 1
4. understand relationships among writer, purpose, 
and audience
4 3 2 1
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 I
6. use MLA documentation 4 3 2 I
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 
argument
4 3 2 I
( 5g. cont.)
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VIII. Other writing related issues
I  need to improve my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
8. have a clear sense of genre (types of literature) 
differences
4 3 2 1
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking about 
literature
4 3 2 I
If you are willing to participate in other aspects of this research by allowing examination of your 
responses to this questionnaire, the end-of-semester questionnaire, and samples of your writing 
and perhaps by being interviewed about your writing as a part of a case study, please sign your 
name. If you are selected for such a study, the possible interview will be the only additional 
involvement of your time. Thank you for your consideration.
name date
As with the English faculty questionnaires, I determined that students should 
evaluate their needs and improvement with regard to course-specific strategies and skills. 
While most strategies and skills are appropriate to some degree in all three writing 
courses, some are introduced at the 102 level and others are pertinent only at the 
sophomore level. To facilitate evaluation o f students’ growth over the course o f the 
semester, I decided that the same design, content, and organization should comprise the 
two instruments (pre and post) used with each course. Likewise, parallel design, 
content, and organization of the student questionnaire and the faculty questionnaire 
would enhance the process of drawing conclusions about the correlation between 
instruction and learning. Revision produced questionnaires with items ranging from 
sixty-one to sixty-four in number; all are divided into seven or eight sections according 
to strategy and skill category. Such division helps focus respondents’ attention as does 
repetition o f the scale categories in each section as well as at the top o f each page. The
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needs assessment questionnaire for the sophomore level courses includes provision for 
students’ listing of additional strategies and skills with which they need help. Two other 
features were added to encourage participation and candid responses: a cover letter 
explains the purpose o f the questionnaire and assures participants that results will be 
available at the conclusion o f the study, and an invitation to participate further in the 
study appears at the end o f the questionnaire, such willingness being signaled by the 
student’s signature. Unless the student’s signature appears, the responses are 
anonymous.
Assessment of Writing Samples 
To evaluate writing samples collected from composition classes, I developed an 
evaluation grid for essays from each course—English 101, English 102, English 105, and 
English 200; these are presented in Figure 2.7. The design with three rankings is based 
on Peter Elbow’s analytic grid (“Ranking, Evaluating, and Liking” 195). Descriptive 
categories are derived primarily from essay evaluation forms we use in the composition 
classes at Louisiana College, but some of the wording echoes Elbow.
EVALUATION GRID FOR 101
strong okay weak
thesis, content, concreteness
organization, guiding the reader
language: syntax, wording, voice
grammar, usage, punctuation, spelling
overall effectiveness
iugure 2.7: Evaluation grids for assessing writing samples (fig. cont.)
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EVALUATION GRID FOR 102
strong okay weak
thesis, development
organization, guiding the reader
use of secondary sources
language: syntax, wording, voice
grammar, usage, punctuation, spelling, documentation
overall effectiveness
EVALUATION GRID FOR 105
strong okay weak
thesis, development, use of secondary sources
organization, guiding the reader
contribution to scholarship
language: syntax, wording, voice
grammar, usage, punctuation, spelling, documentation
EVALUATION GRID FOR 200
strong okay weak
thesis, development, use of secondary sources
organization, guiding the reader
contribution to scholarship
language: syntax, wording, voice
grammar, usage, punctuation, spelling, documentation
Writing Assessment for Juniors and Seniors 
Once students have completed the writing program, how do they fare in other 
writing situations? In other words, what are the effects of the writing program as 
experienced in classes across the curriculum? Two instruments were designed to help
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answer that question: one to query students themselves and the other to query their non- 
English-teaching professors.
The first, a writing assessment for juniors and seniors, included a cover letter 
indicating the purpose o f the questionnaire and the value o f the student’s responses not 
only to the items but also to the instrument’s design and content. Divided into twelve 
parts, including three open-ended questions, the questionnaire asked students to reflect 
on the type and frequency o f their writing, both school and non-school related, to 
evaluate how well they have handled writing tasks, to indicate both their writing 
strengths and weaknesses, to identify the strengths and weaknesses o f  the LC writing 
program, and to suggest changes to the program. The letter and a sample o f the 
questionnaire appear below in Figure 2.8; the complete questionnaire appears in 
Appendix A. 14.
L q u isia n a C qllege
*
May 5, 1992
Dear_______________________________ :
I need your help with a writing assessment project I am doing through LSU. The tuning of this 
request seems atrocious; however, the end of the semester gives you the best perspective for 
responding to the attached questionnaire. Your input will give me valuable information about 
both our writing program at LC and the format of the questionnaire.
Because you have completed the three-course core requirement in English at Louisiana College, 
you are in a unique position to help us evaluate the effectiveness of those courses. My goal is to 
assess the present program and to discover changes needed to provide students with skills, 
abilities, and
understandings necessary for excellent writing and thinking in other courses at LC and in life 
after graduation.
Figure 2.8: Pilot questionnaire for juniors and seniors (fig. cont.)
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Please take a few minutes to give me your candid response to the following items. Feel free to 
make suggestions not specifically called for concerning both the questionnaire and the English 
program.
I need your response by Friday, May 8. Separate the questionnaire from this cover letter (to 
guarantee your anonymity), and return to P.O. Box 930 (Department of English, Journalism, and 
Languages). Thank you for helping us make our program better!
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Assistant Professor of English
Department of English, Journalism  and Languages 
Louisiana College; 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box 606; Pinevilk; Louisiana 71359-0606, (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
WRITING ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JUNIORS AND SENIORS
As you respond to the questionnaire, please note any items that are not clear, suggestions you 
have for clarifying or restructuring the questionnaire, or anything else you deem helpful.
Your major____________________________ Classification__________________
I. During which semester did you complete each course? (Indicate, for example, spring 1990 as 
S/90, summer 1990 as SU/90, fall 1990 as F/90; leave blank any that do not apply.)
_________ English 91  English 105
_________ English 101  English 200
_________ English 102  English 201
II. On an average, how much writing do you do each semester in classes other than English 
classes?
Number of time per semester
0-1 2 3 4 5+
Paper of one to three typed pages ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Paper of four typed pages ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Paper of five to seven pages ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Paper of eight to ten pages ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Paper of eleven to fifteen pages ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Paper of more than fifteen pages ___ ___ ___ __  ___
Essay examination questions ___ ___ ___ __  ___
Other (describe)_________________________ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
(fig. cont.)
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Vm. When writing a paper, (as with the last three), how often do you do the following?
Always Usually Often Rarely Never
Brainstorm or freewrite____________________ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Outline before drafting________________________ __  ___ ___ ___
Write at least two drafts ___ __  ___ ___ ___
Write three or more drafts ___ __  ___ ___ ___
Have someone else read and give feedback ___ __  ___ ___ ___
Write on the computer ___ __  ___ ___ ___
Run computer spellcheck___________________ ___ __  __  ___ ___
Run computer help programs______________________ _ _____ _ _ _____ ____
From approximately 450 juniors and seniors listed in the student directory, I 
selected every fifteenth name, producing a random sample of thirty students, about 7% 
of the target population. I examined transcripts to identify those who had completed the 
writing program (taken and passed all three courses at Louisiana College); the yield was 
only five. Each o f these students received the assessment questionnaire, but only two 
completed and returned it. As noted in Chapter One, this pilot experience revealed a 
circumstance that needed to be further investigated: the apparently small percentage of 
students who complete all courses in the writing program at LC. Additionally, I 
recognized the necessity of using a different method for determining the target 
population in the next phase of the project; this method will be detailed below in the 
section “Implementing Assessment Instruments.”
Based on my findings from the pilot, I revised the writing assessment cover letter 
and questionnaire for juniors and seniors. The letter revision eliminated two primary 
problems: time element and tone. In the pilot, students were asked to return the 
questionnaire within a three-day period, a highly unrealistic request; additionally, even 
though the letter explains the intent o f the research, the tone suggests that participation 
is being sought as a personal favor. The one-week turn-around requested in the revised
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letter may seem unrealistic; however, I considered that respondents received the 
questionnaire through campus mail and would return it either by the same or a more 
direct manner. Also, I reasoned that asking for a quick response at the end of the 
semester might counteract the procrastination tendency and give me time to follow up on 
non-respondents prior to the final examinations period. In the revision, the purpose of 
the questionnaire is more straightforward, the tone appeals to the students7 relationship 
to the writing program, and the statement o f  access to results suggests the students7 
future value to both the research and the program.
While the basic content of the questionnaire did not change, the arrangement of 
sections and the formatting of the instrument changed significantly. Whereas in the 
original, the first item asked for the semester in which each English course had been 
taken, the revision placed it ninth of thirteen sections. Rationale for this change is that 
the focus of the writing being assessed is writing for classes other than English and in 
non-school related situations; initial placement of the item focused the respondent’s 
attention on English classes, a focus that potentially influences responses throughout the 
questionnaire. In fact, one student in the pilot indicated that he answered all questions 
with regard to writing in English classes only. Another restructuring grouped information 
according to class-related writing, non-class-related writing, and evaluation of strengths 
and weaknesses of the writing program. Research on questionnaire design suggests that 
varying response formats within a single instrument helps respondents focus attention 
and more carefully consider their responses; therefore, the final questionnaire retained 
this feature. Although of the thirteen sections, eight call for checking appropriate items,
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these sections do not fell one after the other. As shown below in Figure 2.9, one section 
asks for a three-item list; one section calls for response to a five-point Likert-scale; and 
three sections invite responses to open-ended questions.
L ouisianaC o h b g e
*
April 29, 1997
Dear_______________________________:
We are in the process of assessing the effectiveness of the Louisiana College writing program. 
Because you have completed the three-course core requirement in English at Louisiana College, 
you are in a unique position to help us evaluate the effectiveness of writing instruction in those 
courses. My goal is to assess the present program and to discover changes needed to provide 
students with skills, abilities, and understandings necessary for excellent writing and thinking in 
other courses at LC and in life after graduation. Please take a few minutes to give me your 
candid response to the following questionnaire.
I need your response by Monday, May 5. Separate the questionnaire from this cover letter (to 
guarantee your anonymity), place it in the enclosed envelope, and return it either to P.O. Box 606 
(Department of English, Journalism, and Languages) or to the secretary in the English 
Department. As a participant in this research project, you will have access to the results; thank 
you for participating in this study!
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director of Freshman English
D epartm ent of English, Journalism  and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box606, Pineville, Louisiana 713594)606. (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
WRITING ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JUNIORS AND SENIORS
Your major___________________________
Classification______________________
I. On an average, how much writing do you do each semester? Leave blank any item 
that does not apply.________________________________________________________
Figure 2.9: Cover letter & questionnaire for juniors and seniors (fig. cont.)
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1
Number of times Der semester
2 3 4 5 +
Note-taking
Lab reports
Journals
Research logs
Responses to questions (other than exams)
Reading responses
Examination essay questions
Paper of one to five typed pages
Paper of six to ten typed pages
Paper of eleven to fifteen typed pages
Paper of more than fifteen pages
Other (describe)
II. How well have you handled the writing tasks described above?
 Very well
 Fairly well
 Not very well
III. Describe the last three types of papers or writing projects you have completed for 
classes.
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2 ._______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________
IV. When writing a paper (for example, with the previous three), how often do you do the 
following?_________________________________________________________________
Atways Usually Often Rarely Never
Brainstorm, freewrite, or use some other 
invention technique
Outline before drafting
Write at least two drafts
(fig. cont.)
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Always Usually Often Rarely Never
Write three or more drafts
Have someone else read and give feedback
Write on a computer
Run computer spellcheck
Use other computer helps
V. On an average, how much non-school related writing do you do each month? Leave 
blank any item that does not apply.________________________________________
Number of times ner month 
1 2 3 4 5
Letters
Personal journals
E-mail
Job-related writing tasks: (describe)
----
Other (describe)
----
VI. How well have you handled the writing tasks described above?
______ Very well  Fairly well  Not very well
VII. Which of the following do you consider to be your writing strengths? Check all that 
apply.
 Ability to generate and focus ideas for writing
 Ability to define and target a specific audience
 Clear and effective expression of ideas
_____ Appropriate and effective organization of ideas
 Vocabulary
 Selection of appropriate writing style
 Effective revision
 Proficiency in grammar, spelling, and mechanics
 Other_______________________________________________________
(fig. cont.)
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VTII. What do you consider to be your writing weaknesses?
 Ability to generate and focus ideas for writing
 Ability to define and target a  specific audience
 Clear and effective expression of ideas
 Appropriate and effective organization of ideas
 Vocabulary
 Selection of appropriate writing style
 Effective revision
_____ Proficiency in grammar, spelling, and mechanics
  O th e r______________________________
IX. During which semester did you complete each coarse? Indicate, for example, foil 1993 
as F93. spring 1994 as S94. summer 1994 as SU94; leave blank any that do not apply.
 English 91  English 102__ ____ English 200  English 202
 English 101  English 105 ______English 201
X. What do you consider to be the strengths of the LC writing program?
 Invention techniques (brainstorming, freewriting, etc.)
_____ Revision techniques
 Multiple drafting process
 Peer editing
 Teacher comments on drafts
 Evaluation/grade sheet feedback
 Computers
 Literature (reading) component
_____ In-class writing
 Amount of writing
 Other (specify)_________________________________________________
XI. What do you consider to be the weaknesses of the LC writing program? (Be candid 
and specific!)
XII. What should be added to the program to strengthen it?
XIII. What should be eliminated from the program to strengthen it?
Thank you for your thoughtful participation!
If you are willing to participate in other aspects of this research by allowing examination of 
samples of your writing done in various classes and perhaps to be interviewed about your 
writing, please sign your name. If you are selected for participation, the possible interview will 
be the only additional involvement of your time. Thank you for your consideration.
name date
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Questionnaire for Non-English-Teaching Faculty 
In order to learn the nature and scope of writing tasks in classes across the 
curriculum, during the pilot phase I developed a one-page questionnaire o f four short 
check-lists covering the following categories: types o f writing tasks required, factors 
considered in evaluating students' writing, general assessment o f  how well students 
complete written tasks, and indication of discipline-specific writing skills taught. That 
pilot instrument and cover letter appear in Appendix A. 15. The cover letter indicated 
that the information sought was for an assessment project being done through Louisiana 
State University but did not indicate any benefit o f the project for Louisiana College.
The return rate was 50%. Revision o f the questionnaire included a revised cover 
memorandum which linked faculty responses to assessment o f the LC writing program 
and assured faculty that they would receive results of the project. The most significant 
revision o f the questionnaire was the addition of a checklist for identifying the 
respondent’s academic discipline, thereby expanding possibilities for analysis; in addition, 
the instrument asks for a brief description of any discipline-specific writing skills that are 
taught. While the revised questionnaire, like its predecessor, is anonymous, it does ask 
for a separate response o f willingness to participate further in the study by sharing 
syllabi, writing assignments, and students’ writing samples. This revised document 
appears as Figure 2.10.
M E M O R A N D U M
TO: Faculty
FROM: Linda Peevy, Director of Freshman English 
DATE: March 12, 1997
RE: Writing program assessment______________________________________________
Figure 2.10: Cover memo & questionnaire for non-English-teaching faculty (fig. cont.)
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Assessment of the Louisiana College writing program depends in part on assessing how well 
students write in courses across the curriculum. Your responses to the attached questionnaire 
will assist us in that effort I will greatly appreciate your completing the questionnaire, 
separating it from this sheet and returning it to me by Wednesday, March 19.
At a later date, I may conduct case studies on selected students who have completed English 101, 
English 102, and a sophomore-level English course at LC. If you would be willing to share with 
me syllabi, writing assignments, and written work of selected students, please return separately 
this sheet bearing your name. In any event, at the conclusion of the assessment, I will share with 
the faculty the results of our research. Thanks again for your help!
WRITING ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
I. Indicate the academic discipline your courses represent
 Art ____Journalism
 Biology ____Languages
 Business Administration  Mathematics and Computer Science
 Chemistry and Physics ____Music
 Communication Arts ____Nursing
 Education ____Psychology
 Health and Physical Education  Religion and Philosophy
 History and Political Science  Sociology and Social Work
II. What writing tasks are required in your classes? (Check all that apply.)
 Note-taking
 Lab reports
 Journals
 Research logs
 Responses to questions (other than exams)
 Reading responses
 Examination essay questions
 Papers of one-five typed pages; number per semester___
 Papers of six-ten typed pages; number per semester___
 Papers of eleven-fifteen typed pages; number per semester___
 Papers of more than fifteen typed pages; number per semester___
 Other (describe)________________________________________________
m. When you grade student work described above, which of the following do you evaluate?
 Clarification of subject
 Depth of development
 Organization of ideas
 Use of secondary sources
 Knowledge of subject
 Correctness (grammar, punctuation, etc.)
 Other__________________________________________________
(fig. cont.)
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IV. In general, bow well do your students complete the graded written tasks?
 Very well
 Fairly well
 Not very well
V. Does your discipline require special written skills that you teach?  no yes
Ifves. please briefly identify.________________________________________________
VI. If you would be willing to share with me syllabi, writing assignments, and selected writing 
samples, please return to me the separated cover letter bearing your name.
________ THANK YOU FOR YOUR THOUGHTFUL AND CANDID RESPONSES?______
Alumni Questionnaire 
The Louisiana College writing program seeks to help students build a solid
foundation for life-long writing. How do people who completed the writing program
assess their preparedness to respond effectively to writing tasks encountered after
college—in graduate or professional schools and on the job? Getting feedback from
alumni becomes an important segment of program assessment. The pilot assessment
questionnaire for alumni began by asking for name, year graduated, college major, a
listing of jobs following graduation (including graduate school), and response to a
checklist o f English classes taken at Louisiana College. The remainder o f the instrument
consisted of eight short sections of various formats: one rank ordering, one listing, four
checklists, one modified Likert-scale, and one open-ended question. A copy of this pilot
instrument appears in Appendix A. 16.
The Registrar ran a random sample of the 538 people who had graduated from
December 1988 through December 1991, producing a list o f fifty (9.3%). I hand-
searched the transcripts o f these fifty and identified a target group o f only twenty-four
who had completed the writing program. This finding underscored the need to
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investigate why a small percentage o f students complete all writing courses at LC and 
again suggested revision in the method of determining the target population for the next 
phase o f research. The pilot also suggested changes in both organization and content of 
the questionnaire.
Because anonymity encourages candid responses, I eliminated the name space; 
however, I added an invitation to participate further in the research project, such 
willingness to be indicated by signing and giving address, telephone number, and e-mail 
address. Indication of English classes taken at Louisiana College and o f additional 
writing instruction received was placed at the end, following an open-ended question 
asking for suggested changes in the writing program. In addition, because the freshman 
writing courses teach computer use for composing and research, I added a question 
regarding computer use. While the types and content o f items remained the same, I 
clarified terminology and arranged checklists in short columns, giving the appearance of 
greater brevity. The revised cover letter and questionnaire appear as Figure 2.11.
L o u isian a  G x le g e  
♦
July 8, 1997
Dear_______________________ :
I need your help in conducting research regarding the effectiveness of the Louisiana College 
writing program. In general, I want to answer the question “Did the writing courses you took at 
Louisiana College adequately prepare you for the writing you have done since graduation?” 
Because you completed the three-course core requirement in English, you are in a unique position 
to provide valuable information about the helpfulness of our writing instruction.
The attached questionnaire focuses on writing tasks for jobs, graduate classes, and/or volunteer 
work and will take about ten minutes of your time to complete. Please be open and candid; your 
Figure 2.11: Cover letter & alumni questionnaire (fig. cont.)
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responses will be anonymous unless you sign the questionnaire. As a participant in this phase of 
the research, you will have access to die results and conclusions of the project. After you have 
completed the questionnaire, return it in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope; I would 
appreciate your returning it by July 21.
Thank you for your generosity in helping us discover how we can better prepare students for life 
after LC!
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director of Freshman English
Department of English, Journalism and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box 606, Pineville, Louisiana 71359-0606, (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
College major:______________________________________________
Jobs following graduation (include graduate school):_______ ________________________
If you are not presently employed, respond to the following with respect to prior 
employment, graduate school experience, or volunteer work.
I. Post-graduation writing tasks
Rank order (according to frequency) the following writing tasks required in your job. 
Leave blank if not applicable.
1 = most frequently required, 2 = next frequently required, etc.
 memos _____ evaluations _____informal reports
 e-mail _____ letters ______summaries
 paraphrases _____ research reports  advertising
 formal papers _____ case studies ______copy for publication
 correspondence with constituents (clients, students, parents, customers, etc.)
 other (describe)_____________________________________________________ _
II. For the top three writing tasks (above), provide the following information:
audience # double-spaced pages frequency per month
# 1     _________________
#2     _______________
M 3 _____________________  ___________________  ________________
(fig. cont)
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III. For the top three writing tasks, place a check mark in die appropriate column or 
columns describing the type thinking required for the task.
drawing
reporting judging analyzing conclusions
#1       ___________
#2       _________
#3 _________
IV. For the top three writing tasks, indicate the degree to which you felt confident of your 
abilities in the following areas when first presented with those tasks. Leave blank any that 
do not apply.
1 = able to complete task with confidence
2 = able to complete task independently but did not feel confident
3 = able to complete task with help
task#l task #2 task #3
clarifying purpose
identifying the audience
developing ideas
organizing ideas
providing support or evidence
expressing ideas effectively
documenting sources
formatting
editing and proofreading
task as a whole
using the computer
V. Overall, what percentage of an average workday is spent writing?
 0% _____11-20% ____ 41-60%
1-10% 21-40% 61-80%
81-100%
VI. When you write, how often do you use the computer?
 very often  fairly often  a little never
VII. Which of the following do you consider to be your writing strengths?
generating ideas  correctness  speed  clear, effective expression of ideas
writing style  organization vocabulary  other_________________
(fig. cont.)
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VIII. Assessment of over-all writing preparation
On die basis of your experience, what was your preparation for post-graduation writing
tasks?
 1 = superior ____2 = above average _3 = average _4 = inadequate
IX. Recommendations for the Louisiana College writing program
On the basis of your experience, what changes in the writing program would better prepare 
students for post-graduation writing tasks? Include things we should add and things we should 
omit. _______ ____ ________________________________
X. English courses taken at Louisiana College
 EN 91 (English Fundamentals) ____EN 200 (British Writers)
 EN 101 (Composition I) ___ EN 202 (World Writers)
 EN 102 ( Composition II) ___ EN 201 (American Writers)
 EN 105 (Honors Composition) ___ Other___________________
XI. Writing instruction in addition to the above: course, approximate date, and place:
Thank you for your thoughtful and candid responses!
If you are willing to participate in other aspects of this research, please sign your name, and print 
your phone #, current mailing address, and e-mail address.
name phone #
e-mail address
address
As a complement to gathering information from alumni, I attempted to involve a 
central Louisiana company that employs a number of Louisiana College graduates. My 
plan was to develop a questionnaire regarding job-related writing for both alumni 
employees and their supervisors. Because LC has no reliable data on alumni 
employment, I sent a letter to the company’s Director of Employee Assessment and 
Development to establish communication regarding the project. However, I received no 
reply, and time constraints precluded my pursuing this avenue of gathering information 
on the post-graduation writing capabilities o f persons who had completed the LC writing
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program. I am convinced o f the value of including “on the job” writing assessment as 
part o f a thorough program assessment, however, and plan to pursue contact with 
several area employers o f LC graduates in future assessment efforts. With identifying 
information altered, the query letter appears as Figure 2.12.
LomgANAComGE
♦
July 31, 1997 
Mr. John Employer
Director of Employee Assessment and Development 
Central Louisiana Company 
P.O. Box 0000 
Pineville, LA 71360-0000
Dear Mr. Employer:
I am conducting an assessment of the Louisiana College writing program. Because Central 
Louisiana Company employs a number of Louisiana College alumni, I am hoping you may be 
able to help me collect data regarding the job-related writing capabilities of our graduates.
Is it possible for you to identify employees hired since 1993 who are LC graduates? If so, would 
you be willing to work with me to gather information from both those employees and their 
supervisors regarding their job-related writing capabilities? I propose using short questionnaires 
designed to document the kinds of writing tasks required and the effectiveness with which the 
tasks are completed.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter, I look forward to hearing from you at your 
earliest convenience. You may reach me at Louisiana College by mail, by phone (487-7160), or 
by e-mail (peevy@andria.lacollege.edu).
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director of Freshman English
Department of English, Journalism and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box 6%  Pineville, Louisiana 713594606, (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
Figure 2.12: Query letter to alumni employer
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Implementing Assessment Instruments 
Figure 2.13 presents the administration schedule of data-gathering instruments. 
Details of administration follow.
SPRING 1997
February March April May
Faculty: strategy/skills 
priorities
102 ✓
200/201 ✓
Faculty: strategies/ skills taught
102 ✓
200/201 ✓
Students: learning needs
102 ✓
200/201 ✓
Students: improvement
102 ✓
200/201 ✓
Non-English teaching faculty ✓
Juniors/seniors ✓
SUMMER 1997
June July
Junior/senior re-administered ✓
Alumni ✓
Employer query letter ✓
Figure 2.13: Administration schedule of data-collecting instruments (fig. cont.)
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FALL 1997
August December
Faculty: strategy/skills priorities
101 ✓
105 ✓
Faculty: strategies/skills taught
101 ✓
105 ✓
Students: learning needs
101 ✓
105 ✓
Students: improvement
101 ✓
105 ✓
SPRING AND SUMMER 1998
May July
Collection of writing samples ✓
Evaluation of writing samples ✓
Assessment by English Faculty
At the beginning o f the second semester o f the academic year 1996-97 and the 
first semester of the academic year 1997-98, English 101, 102, 105, 200, and 201 faculty 
responded to a Likert scale indicating the degree to which we believe specific writing 
and reading strategies and skills should be taught in each writing course. (English 202 is 
usually taught in the summer and was not included in the project.) Because the format 
and item content o f the faculty questionnaire were identical to those of the student
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questionnaires, I suggested that faculty in English 101, 102, and 105 complete theirs 
simultaneously with their students, thus eliminating their need to use out-of-class time 
for this purpose; questionnaires for sophomore level courses were to be completed out 
o f class. At the end of each of those semesters, faculty responded to a Likert scale 
indicating the degree to which we taught specific writing and reading strategies and skills 
in each writing course.
Assessment by Students in the Program 
At the beginning o f the second semester of the academic year 1996-97, teachers 
in all sections o f English 102 administered the Likert-scale writing skills needs 
assessment during the first class meeting o f the third week of the semester; 
administration time was ten minutes. Follow-up with nineteen absentees proceeded in 
two stages: First, I sent letters to students via their English teachers asking them to sign 
up for a group make-up session or for an individual appointment with me to complete 
the assessment (memorandum to teachers and letters to students appear in Appendix B. 1 
& 2); although several returned the letter with an appointment date and time, only a few 
followed through on the appointment. Second, the English department secretary 
contacted students by telephone; the best response came with this procedure. Within 
one week, nine of the nineteen remained unretumed; these never responded.
Using a blank needs assessment questionnaire (response numbers eliminated), I 
hand tallied the number of responses for each item, a laborious and tedious process. 
Results for each class were reported to teachers and to students through their 
instructors.
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Students in English 200 and English 201 completed the needs assessment 
questionnaires out o f class prior to the first major writing assignment in the spring 
semester o f 1997. While the return rate was fairly good—63%— as I tabulated results I 
noticed that two or three students seemed to have responded without great care- 
marking straight down a column in several instances, and omitting the last page 
altogether in one instance.
Thanks to the assistance of two student workers, I tabulated results o f these 
instruments using Microsoft Excel; while individual responses still had to be entered, that 
process was much faster, less tedious, and more error-free than the previous hand 
tallying. Illustrative o f the necessity of involving others in the assessment process as well 
as o f the level o f interaction between faculty and students mentioned earlier is the 
interest and help o f the two students. One, an English major who knew that there was a 
more efficient way for me to tabulate, directed me to the other, a mathematical 
computing major who taught me to set up and use the spreadsheet. Using the program, I 
calculated the total number of responses for each item and created a chart of results for 
each class as well as a compilation of total results for all classes. Excel also facilitated 
calculating percentages o f responses to each item for each class and for all classes.
At the end of the semester, instruments for assessing improvement were 
administered. While all sections of English 102 completed the questionnaires in class, 
English 200/201 faculty chose whether to have students complete questionnaires in or 
out o f class. If students responded out o f class, they were asked to return the
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questionnaires prior to the final examination; interestingly, the return rate (80.4%) 
improved over that of the needs assessment.
At the beginning of the first semester o f the academic year 1997-98, students in 
each section o f English 101 and English 105 completed the Likert-scale writing skills 
needs assessment in class; at the end of the semester, students completed the Likert-scale 
writing skills improvement assessment. I used the Excel spreadsheet program to tabulate 
responses and calculate results.
I collected writing samples from five students on the following basis: all were 
students who had completed courses under at least two different instructors; three had 
taken all three courses, and two had taken Honors Composition and a sophomore 
course; all seven had indicated willingness to participate further in the study by signing 
the statement at the end of assessment questionnaires; and all writing submitted for 
grading was available from each composition class completed. In each case, only the last 
out-of-class essay written for each course comprised the portfolio. Using evaluation 
grids (presented earlier as Figure 2.7), I classified each writing sample as strong, okay, 
or weak.
Assessment by Students Who Have Completed the Program 
During the 1997 spring semester, a random sample of juniors and seniors who 
had completed the writing program responded to a writing program assessment 
questionnaire. Because the piloting of this questionnaire had revealed a low percentage 
of juniors and seniors who had completed all courses of the writing program at Louisiana 
College, identification of the target population proceeded differently from that of the
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pilot situation. The Registrar provided a list of all juniors and seniors who had 
completed the writing program; I randomly selected 25% from that pool of 188 students, 
yielding a target population o f forty-seven. Since each student at Louisiana College has 
a post office box, the initial sending o f the questionnaire used the postage free, campus 
mail system. Initial response was low, however: only five. I attempted to contact 
students via teachers across the campus (see communication to faculty and students in 
Appendix B.3 & 4). Faculty were quite helpful, delivering letters to students when 
possible and returning them to me if they had no contact with the students. I then 
followed up by telephone, securing four additional responses. Using information 
regarding the major of all students in the target population, information regarding when 
each English class had been taken by those who had returned their questionnaires, and 
names of those students who had signed their questionnaires indicating willingness to 
participate further in the study, I was able to identify all o f the students who had 
submitted questionnaires. In order to preserve the anonymity o f those who had not 
signed their names, however, names were not added to the questionnaires. I then mailed 
a letter and another copy of the assessment instrument to each of the remaining students 
in the pool. This extra mailing was expensive in time and money: the Registrar ran 
English class rosters, and I determined the names of those who had turned in surveys, 
located permanent addresses for all who had not, reproduced additional questionnaires, 
wrote and reproduced a new cover letter (presented in Appendix B.5), and addressed, 
stuffed, and stamped two envelopes for each student (one self-addressed, stamped
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envelope for return). However, the result was that the total number o f questionnaires 
submitted was twenty-one o f  forty-seven, a 44.7% return rate.
Assessment by Non-English-teaching Faculty 
During the second semester o f the academic year 1996-97, faculty responded to 
a writing assessment questionnaire. Whereas the pilot draft o f this instrument had been 
sent at the end of the semester, this assessment questionnaire was sent to faculty in the 
middle o f the semester. Returns were fairly slow (only sixteen o f fifty-seven were 
returned within a two-week period), so I placed a follow-up memorandum in boxes of all 
faculty except those who had returned the cover letter with their name on it. (See 
Appendix B.6) Seventeen additional questionnaires were submitted for a total of thirty- 
three—58%. There were also seventeen faculty who indicated a willingness to participate 
further in the study.
Assessment by Alumni 
During the summer o f 1997, a random sample of fifty-nine alumni who had 
completed the program were asked to respond to a writing program assessment 
questionnaire. As detailed above, the pilot phase of the alumni survey identified the 
target population from the total population of graduates over a three-year period, a 
method that proved unsatisfactory. Therefore, I began this process by securing from the 
Registrar a list of all graduates over the last five-year period who had completed all 
courses in the writing program at Louisiana College; this list produced a pool of 238 
alumni. A random sample o f 25% of these produced the target population of fifty-nine. 
Having discovered through the junior-senior questionnaire mailing that “current
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addresses” secured from the Registrar’s Office were not always current, I appealed to 
the Alumni Office for help. The secretary in that office responded graciously and 
effectively; in return, as I discovered other new addresses, I forwarded that information 
to her. Of fifty-nine questionnaires mailed, twelve were completed and returned—a 
20.3% return. Eight respondents indicated a willingness to participate further.
Principles for Instrument Design 
From the pilot, revision, and administration segments o f the data collection 
phase, I have established the following principles for designing assessment tools:
• Remember that the questionnaire conveys important information about the philosophy 
of composition and the writing program and o f underlying attitudes about 
composition and students.
• Use parallel forms for gathering data to be compared/contrasted. In this project, for 
example, beginning- and end-of-semester instruments for both faculty and students in 
each composition course are parallel.
• Terminology on questionnaires for students should echo that used in the classroom.
• Terms that may not be familiar to all students should be explained. For example, in 
English 102 at the beginning of the semester, students may not know the term 
primary source: therefore, it is followed by (the main work being studied^.
• Write clear instructions that call for the respondent’s dealing with only one issue at a 
time.
• Divide items into manageable units; this will encourage thoughtful responses. See, 
for example, the English 102 end-of-semester questionnaire. (Appendix A. 11).
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• Even when directions for all sections are the same, repeat the prompt for each 
section. See, for example, the English 102 end-of-semester questionnaire (Appendix 
A.11).
• When possible, vary format and response modes; this will help focus the respondent’s 
attention and encourage thoughtful responses. See, for example, the questionnaire 
for juniors and seniors (Figure 2.9).
• Use design techniques that increase the perception o f simplicity and ease of response. 
See, for example, the alumni questionnaire (Figure 2.11).
• Consider the respondent’s proximity and relationship to the program when planning 
the length, time needed to complete the questionnaire, and the manner of and turn­
around time for administration. Compare, for instance, the English faculty’s English 
101 beginning-of-semester questionnaire (Figure 2.2) and the non-English-teaching 
faculty’s questionnaire (Figure 2.10).
Collecting Information via Multiple Methods 
Cultural and Social Context 
As research suggests, program assessment should reveal the appropriateness of 
the goals and objectives at the basis of the program. In addition to the nature o f the 
institution, particularly as presented in its mission statement, significant factors are a 
comprehensive picture o f  the student body and the social and cultural setting of the 
institution, including the presence of other institutions in close proximity.
Following are both the data I determined should be collected and the sources and 
means used to collect it:
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• a description of the relationship between the College and the Louisiana Baptist 
Convention: the LC “Statement of Purpose”
• accreditation requirements: the Louisiana College Catalog
• an academic, economic, and cultural profile of the freshman class: The ACT Class 
Profile Service Report and other information from the Dean of Students, the Director 
of Housing, the Registrar, and the Assistant Registrar
• a profile of the surrounding community in which the College is located: the Chamber 
of Commerce of Central Louisiana Web site.
Institutional Context 
Among factors in the institutional context affecting the writing program are 
several connected with the institutional budget; these have implications for such areas as 
staffing, classroom equipment, class size, teaching load, room arrangement, and 
availability of computers and other support outside the classroom. Some pertinent 
factors derive from the nature of the College as a liberal arts institution, others from 
college policies. I identified the following specific categories of data and their sources:
• tuition and fees: the Louisiana College Catalog and interviews with the Director of 
Admissions and the Division of Humanities chairperson
• financial aid policies: the Louisiana College Catalog and an interview with the 
Director of Enrollment Management
• allocation of funds for the academic area: an interview with the Division of 
Humanities chairperson
• hiring policies: an interview with the Division o f Humanities chairperson
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• bookstore prices and policies: an interview with the manager of the LC bookstore
• college admissions policies: the Louisiana College Catalog
• policies concerning the writing program in the central curriculum: the Louisiana 
College Catalog and an interview with the Division o f Humanities chairperson
• advising policies and trends: the Louisiana College Catalog and a survey of 
sophomore English classes
• policies regarding teaching load and office hours: the Louisiana College Faculty 
Handbook
• policies regarding faculty development and faculty evaluation: the Louisiana 
College Faculty Handbook.
Program Structure and Administration 
A complete assessment must also consider how the writing program is designed,
administered, and staffed. Pertinent factors and sources o f  information follow:
• departmental and personnel structure: an interview with the Department of English, 
Journalism, and Languages coordinator and information known due to my position 
within the program
• responsibilities of the Director of Freshman English: information known due to my 
position within the program
• writing program policies and practices: information known due to my position.
While my position as a teacher/administrator within the writing program offered
certain advantages in securing needed information, interestingly the process also served
to give me a more objective view of the program under assessment.
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CHAPTER THREE 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Data from English Faculty 
Believing that program assessment must rest on the foundation o f recognized 
philosophy and intended effects o f  the program under scrutiny, I determined that, in 
addition to the institutional mission statement and objectives, a description of the 
philosophy, methodology, and methods o f the Louisiana College writing program would 
be the most appropriate basis by which to interpret all data. Examination of descriptions 
and objectives of each course and o f responses to the English faculty questionnaires 
revealed the priorities underpinning our program.
Course Descriptions and Objectives 
English 101 is a computer-based course that teaches the essential skills of correct 
and effective written expression as well as the comprehension of written works and 
appreciation of literary stylistic models. The objectives of the course are
• to develop the student’s ability to write clear, effective prose that combines a 
distinctive personal style with grammatical correctness
• to introduce the process of revision as an essential component o f effective writing
• to develop competency in using computer technology for writing
• to engage students in collaborative learning
• to cultivate critical thinking skills through the reading and analysis o f literary,
journalistic, and other academic discourses
• to encourage self-examination, self-fulfillment, and an expanding sense of values from 
personal encounters with the central issues of life in literature.
74
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English 102 is a continuation of the first-semester composition course. The 
analysis o f  fiction, poetry, and drama provide the subjects for class discussions and 
essays. Its objectives are
• to increase the student’s ability to write clear, effective prose
• to introduce students to the methods of reading the major genres of literature
• to develop critical and analytical skills through writing
• to develop the ability to write a documented paper using multiple sources
• to encourage self-examination, self-fulfillment, and an expanding sense of values from 
personal encounters with the central issues of life in literature.
English 105, Honors Composition, is a computer-based writing course designed for 
students with exceptionally high ACT scores. Such students receive “credit by 
examination” for Composition I. The objectives of this course are as follows:
• to increase ability to write clear, effective prose
• to encourage self-examination, self-fulfillment, and an expanding sense of values from 
personal encounters with the central issues of life in literature
• to introduce the methods of critical reading and thinking necessary for thoughtful 
appreciation of good literature
• to explore the role of technology as a communications tool within a changing 
electronic environment.
The third course in the writing program is a writing-intensive literary study. The 
description and objectives o f  English 200 represent those of the sophomore courses: 
English 200/201/202. Students read significant works of major British writers from
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The Middle Ages through The Modern Period and respond through journals, class 
discussion, individual research, examinations, and formal, critical essays. The successful 
student gains knowledge of British literature and grows in skills o f reading, writing, and 
critical thinking. Objectives of this course are as follows:
• to engage students in a study o f selected British writers and a variety o f literary forms
• to become familiar with the major periods o f British literary history
• to improve critical skills through class discussion and written analysis o f  literary texts
• to gain skill in reading secondary critical sources and writing documented papers
• to engage students with central issues o f  human experience encoded in literary texts.
English Faculty Questionnaires 
Examination o f responses to the English faculty questionnaires supported the 
perception that there is a high level of agreement about which writing strategies and 
skills should be taught and which ones are taught in each course. For purposes of 
interpretation, if 75% of faculty agree either very much and/or somewhat, that particular 
item or category is deemed to be a priority. In general, responses reflect priority 
attention to basic strategies and skills in 101, maintenance of those in 102, and little or 
no instructional attention to them in the third course; some strategies and skills are not 
emphasized at all in 101 but are taught in 102 and maintained in the sophomore course.
Presented below are discussions of the findings drawn from faculty 
questionnaires for all writing courses. To facilitate interpretation, replicas o f each 
section o f the English 101 questionnaire are shown with complete results o f English 101, 
102, and 200/201 faculty questionnaires. Because there are some differences in the
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actual questionnaires, I have indicated which items were not applicable (N/A) for a 
certain level. At the sophomore level, some items actually appeared in different sections; 
responses to these have been presented where those items appear in this questionnaire. 
Figure 3.1 is a summary of beginning and ending responses to section I; following it are
comments upon specific points o f interest.
E N G U SK tojt
r
tbatstrafegy/skili is
trategyfslaSwas;
'
I. Getting started on an essay very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
1. define an issue to write about
a. 101 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
b. 102 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 100/100 0/0 0/0
2. identify the purpose for writing
a. 101 75/75 25/25 0/0 0/0
b. 102 75/25 25/75 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/50 50/50 0/0
3. identify the intended audience
a. 101 75/75 25/25 0/0 0/0
b. 102 50/25 25/50 25/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/0 50/100 0/0
4. use pre-writing techniques such as 
brainstorming, branching, freewriting, & 
outlining to generate ideas
a. 101 50/50 50/50 0/0 0/0
b. 102 75/25 25/75 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/0 50/50 0/50
Figure 3.1: English faculty questionnaires summary, section I (fig. cont.)
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I. Getting started on an essay very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive 
essay
a. 101 75/75 0/0 25/25 0/0
b. 102 75/50 0/50 25/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/50 50/50 0/0
6. think critically about essay topics
a. 101 100/25 0/75 0/0 0/0
b. 102 75/50 25/50 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 100/50 0/50 0/0
While there were some differences in opinion as to degree o f importance of 
individual items, the overall pattern of agreement reflects a high degree o f attention to 
strategies and skills categorized as “I. Getting started on an essay' in English 101, 
maintenance o f those skills in 102, and significant attention to only one o f those (“define 
an issue to write about”) in the sophomore course.
Some variation between projections at the beginning of the semester and 
reflections at the end is not surprising considering the wording of the two questionnaires: 
“It is essential to teach students to . .  ” and “Instructional time and effort were directed 
toward teaching students to. . . . ” Admittedly, the two prompts suggest “in the best of 
all worlds” and “in the world of reality’; in addition, faculty judged time spent on a given 
strategy/skill relative to time spent on others. Another factor to be considered is that 
these responses reflect the agreement levels for only four teachers in 101 and 102 and for 
only two in 200/201; the shift of only one person, therefore, produces a dramatic 
difference in percentage. My knowledge o f the teachers also helps me interpret 
responses; for example, one of the teachers at the 200/201 level requires more writing
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than the other. Having noted these circumstances, I now address findings that raise 
questions.
At the English 101 level, only one item reflects less than 100% agreement of 
priority: item #5. Persuasive writing is introduced in English 101 but is the primary type 
of writing in both 102 and 200/201. The fact that the latter is true raises a question of 
why 100% of 102 teachers did not agree very much that instructional time and effort 
were directed toward this skill. While responses may indicate that students readily learn 
to write this kind of thesis and, therefore, little time is necessary past initial instruction, 
nevertheless, this finding should become a topic o f discussion among faculty. At the 
sophomore level, little class time is devoted to teaching writing strategies and skills; 
students receive individual help with specific needs. I was interested, however, in 
responses to item #6. As a teacher in the program, I know that we direct considerable 
attention to critical thinking; while we may not spend class time “teaching” students to 
think critically about essay topics, per se, I would think that critical thinking about ideas 
would encourage this kind of thinking when considering an essay topic. This may not be 
a valid assumption.
Figure 3.2 summarizes results o f  the second section of the beginning- and 
ending-of-semester English faculty questionnaires.
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II. Developing an essay very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
I. determine the kinds of evidence needed 
to prove the point of the thesis
a. 101 75/50 25/50 0/0 0/0
b. 102 75/25 25/75 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/50 50/50 0/0
2. research a topic
a. 101 50/25 50/50 0/0 0/25
b. 102 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/0 50/100 0/0
3. generate ideas to support the thesis
a. 101 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
b. 102 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 100/50 0/50 0/0
4. support the thesis with appropriate, 
concrete details
a. 101 100/100 0/0 0/0 0/0
b. 102 100/75 0/25 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 50/0 50/100 0/0 0/0
5. summarize another writer’s arguments
a. 101 75/25 25/0 0/50 0/25
b. 102 100/0 0/100 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/0 0/100 50/0
6. analyze another writer’s arguments
a. 101 50/25 50/25 0/50 0/0
b. 102 100/25 0/75 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 100/50 0/50 0/0
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 
arguments
a. 101 75/50 25/0 0/50 0/0
b. 102 100/25 0/75 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 100/0 0/100 0/0
8 use support from a primary source
a. 101 50/25 50/25 0/25 0/25
b. 102 100/75 0/25 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 50/0 0/100 50/0 0/0
Figure 3.2: English faculty questionnaires summary, section II (fig. cont.)
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II. Developing an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
beg/end beg/end beg/end beg/end
9. use support from a secondary source 
a. 101 50/25 25/0 25/75 0/0
b. 102 100/25 0/75 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 50/0 0/50 50/50 0/0
10. make concessions in argumentative
writing 
a. 101 50/25 0/25 50/50 0/0
b. 102 100/25 0/50 0/0 0/25
c. 200/201 0/0 50/0 50/50 0/50
11. organize ideas 
a. 101 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
b. 102 50/50 50/50 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 100/100 0/0
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 
a. 101 100/25 0/50 0/25 0/0
b. 102 25/25 50/50 25/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/100 50/0
13. write effective transitions
a. 101 75/25 25/25 0/50 0/0
b. 102 25/25 50/25 25/50 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 100/50 0/50
14. write effective introductions
a. 101 100/75 0/0 0/25 0/0
b. 102 50/50 50/25 0/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
15. write effective conclusions
a. 101 75/25 25/50 0/25 0/0
b. 102 50/25 25/50 0/25 25/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
16. choose words that say what is meant
a. 101 75/50 25/50 0/0 0/0
b. 102 75/25 25/50 0/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/100 50/0
(fig. cont.)
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II. Developing an essay very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
17. consider connotation when choosing 
words
a. 101
b. 102
c. 200/201
75/50
50/25
0/0
0/50
25/75
0/0
0/0
25/0
50/50
0/0
0/0
50/50
18. use figurative language
a. 101
b. 102
c. 200/201
25/25
25/0
0/0
25/50
50/50
0/0
50/25
25/25
50/50
0/0
0/25
50/50
Most o f the items in section II, “Developing an essay,” are a priority in 101 with 
“generate ideas to support the thesis” and “support the thesis with appropriate, concrete 
details” deemed the most important. Exceptions to this view o f priority are primarily 
strategies and skills related to argumentative writing. As a teacher in the program, I 
know that these responses appropriately reflect the focus o f each course: English 101 
emphasizes descriptive narration and various types of informative writing; both 102 and 
200/201 emphasize writing that is analytical and argumentative. This being the case, it is 
possible that the terms research (item #2), arguments (items #5, #6, and #7), and primary 
source (item #8) unduly influenced responses to these items with regard to English 101. 
In 102, strategies and skills pertinent to argumentation are considered priority with the 
exception of “make concessions in argumentative writing.”
Responses to items #11 and #12 suggest that teachers have used instructional 
time according to the needs o f their students: all agree that students must know how to 
organize ideas and paragraph effectively, but many students enter 101 already proficient 
in these areas. However, my experience suggests that this is not the case with regard to
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items #13, #14, and #15; responses to these hems reveal another topic for discussion and 
further evaluation among faculty. In the third course, the first nine items in this category 
are still emphasized, but, with the exception of “choose words that say what I mean,” 
none o f the other strategies and skills is a teaching priority.
Figure 3.3 summarizes results of the third section of the beginning and ending
English faculty questionnaires.
III. Revising an essay very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
1. revise ideas
a. 101 100/75 0/0 0/25 0/0
b. 102 100/75 0/0 0/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/50 100/50 0/0
2. revise the organization of an essay
a. 101 75/75 25/0 0/25 0/0
b. 102 50/25 50/25 0/50 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
3. adjust writing style according to
purpose 50/75 50/0 0/25 0/0
a. 101 50/25 50/25 0/50 0/0
b. 102 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
c. 200/201
4. adjust writing style according to the
needs of the audience
a. 101 50/75 50/25 0/0 0/0
b. 102 50/25 50/25 0/50 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
5. determine the soundness of evidence
a. 101 75/25 25/25 0/50 0/0
b. 102 100/50 0/25 0/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 10050/ 0/50 0/0
Figure 3.3: English faculty questionnaires summary, section lH (fig. cont.)
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III. Revising an essay
very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
6. determine the need for transitions
a. 101 100/25 0/25 0/50 0/0
b. 102 50/0 25/50 25/50 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 100/50 0/50
7. determine the need for further 
development
a. 101 100/25 0/50 0/25 0/0
b. 102 75/50 25/50 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 100/50 0/50 0/0
8. judge the effectiveness of other 
students’ writing
a. 101 0/0 100/75 0/25 0/0
b. 102 75/50 25/50 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
9. use other people’s comments to improve 
writing
a. 101 25/50 75/25 0/25 0/0
b. 102 75/75 25/25 25/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/50 50/0 0/0
10. improve sentence structure by 
combining sentences
a. 101 75/25 25/25 0/50 0/0
b. 102 50/25 50/50 0/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
11. vary sentence structures
a. 101 75/50 25/0 0/50 0/0
b. 102 25/25 50/50 25/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/100 50/0
12. revise word choice
a. 101 75/25 25/25 0/50 0/0
b. 102 50/50 50/0 0/50 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/100 50/0
Teaching revision strategies and skills is an instructional priority in both English
101 and 102; for this reason, I was surprised at the responses to hems #9-#12. Since we 
invest considerable time having students make comments on each other’s papers and an
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inordinate amount o f time reading and commenting on drafts ourselves, #9 suggests we 
should probably spend a little more time making sure students know how to interpret and 
use these comments. Interestingly, though, over 60% o f students in the sophomore 
courses indicated that they do use others’ comments to aid revision, and o f twenty-one 
juniors and seniors who had completed the course, twenty identified teacher comments 
on drafts as one of the strengths of the program. It may be, then, that this is one of those 
abilities that develops “in the doing” but does not require a great deal of overt 
instruction. Responses to #10-# 12 indicate that faculty may benefit from sharing ideas 
about effective techniques for teaching these strategies and skills; at present, attention to 
these matters comes primarily through teacher comments on drafts. With the exception 
of “determine the need for further development,” “vary sentence structures,” and “revise 
word choice,” the skills and abilities listed in section HI are not priorities in 200/201.
Figure 3.4 summarizes results of the fourth section of the beginning and ending
English faculty questionnaires.
IV. Proofreading/editing an essay very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
1. correct mistakes in grammar and 
punctuation
a. 101
b. 102
c. 200/201
75/100
75/25
0/0
25/0
0/25
50/50
0/0
25/25
50/50
0/0
0/25
0/0
2. use a grammar handbook
a. 101
b. 102
c. 200/201
50/25
50/0
0/0
25/0
25/25
0/0
25/0
25/25
50/50
0/75
0/50
50/50
Figure 3.4: English faculty questionnaires summary, section IV (fig. cont.)
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IV. Proofreading/editing an essay very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
3. write without significant errors 
a. 101 75/50 25/50 0/0 0/0
b. 102 75/25 0/25 25/25 0/25
c. 200/201 0/0 50/50 50/50 0/0
In 101, instructors teach students proofreading and editing strategies and skills, 
but this is not the case in courses at the next two levels. Responses in this category 
revealed that while teachers believe they should instruct students in the use o f a grammar 
handbook in both 101 and 102, in reality this is not done. During neither the prior 
semester nor the semester when faculty responded to the questionnaire was a handbook 
a required text for English 101 and 102; however, a handbook was added to the required 
list for both courses for the 1998-99 academic year. Teachers should encourage students 
to keep and use the handbook for 200/201 as well as for writing in other courses. 
Classroom instruction regarding issues o f usage and punctuation centers primarily on 
discussion o f practice exercises in preparation for three departmental editing and 
proofreading exams; other attention to these matters comes primarily through comments 
on essay drafts. Faculty should discuss needed changes in the amount and kind of 
instruction related to items #1 and #3; my experience tells me that students have not 
mastered these strategies and skills by the end of the first course.
Figure 3.5 summarizes results of the fifth section of the beginning and ending 
English faculty questionnaires.
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V. Use computer capabilities for. . . very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 
a. 101 25/25 75/50 0/0 0/25
b. 102 50/75 50/0 0/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
2. conducting research 
a. 101 75/25 0/0 0/50 0/25
b. 102 75/50 25/25 0/0 0/25
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 100/50 0/50
3. revising organization 
a. 101 75/25 25/25 0/25 0/25
b. 102 50/50 50/25 0/0 0/25
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
4. revising ideas 
a. 101 75/50 25/0 0/25 0/25
b. 102 75/25 25/50 0/0 0/25
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
5. revising word choices 
a. 101 50/25 50/25 0/25 0/25
b. 102 50/50 50/0 0/25 0/25
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
6. checking grammar and spelling 
a. 101 50/25 50/50 0/25 0/0
b. 102 75/25 25/25 25/25 0/25
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 50/50 50/50
Figure 3.5: English faculty questionnaires summary, section V
Even though all freshman composition is taught in a computerized classroom, 
responses to category V, “Use computer capabilities,” showed that while some attention 
is given to all items, actual instruction in how to use the computer for various strategies 
and skills is not a high priority, with the exception of “pre-writing (generating ideas),” 
“revising ideas,” and “checking grammar and spelling.” I was surprised that teaching 
students to use the computer to generate ideas and to revise organization and ideas
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seems to be higher priority in the second course than in the first; English 101 seems the 
more appropriate course for teaching these skills. One teacher is more hesitant than 
others to teach computer skills; responses in the not at all category may reflect this. As a 
teacher in the program, I know that most students enter our classes having some 
expertise with computers; however, I will give more attention to instruction in computer 
use when I discuss student responses to their questionnaires.
Figure 3.6 summarizes results of the sixth section o f the beginning and ending
English faculty questionnaires.
VI. Writing in other contexts very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
1. write essay tests
a. 101 75/25 25/0 0/50 0/25
b. 102 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 N/A N/A N/A N/A
2. write in-class essays
a. 10 L 50/50 50/25 0/25 0/0
b. 102 75/50 25/50 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 NA N/A N/A N/A
3. transfer the principles of essay writing 
to writing in other classes
a. 101 50/0 50/50 0/25 0/25
b. 102 25/0 75/50 0/0 0/50
c. 200/201 N/A N/A N/A N/A
4. transfer skills of analysis to 
independently explore new text
a. 101 50/0 25/25 25/0 0/75
b. 102 75/75 25/0 0/0 0/25
c. 200/201 50/50 50/0 0/50 0/0
Figure 3.6: English faculty questionnaires summary, section VI
Responses to “Writing in other contexts,” category VI, revealed real differences 
between instructional priorities in English 101 and 102; the category is not included in
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the questionnaire for the sophomore course. These strategies and skills are given little or 
no attention in 101 but are taught in 102, with the exception of “transfer the principles of 
essay writing to writing in other classes”; this strategy is taught in the third-level courses 
(listed on the questionnaire under “Reading/writing connections”). Because we do not 
give reading exams in English 101,1 was surprised at the high percentage of teachers 
who initially indicated that we should teach students to write essay tests at that level. 
Responses at the end o f the semester seem more appropriate, even though one person 
reported devoting a lot o f instructional attention to this area. It is true, however, that the 
short in-class writings assigned in 101 often approximate exam essay questions. With 
the recent adoption of a different text, item #3 may receive more attention at the 101 
level than in the past. Attention in 101 to item #4 may reflect use and evaluation of 
essays and literature as models for writing; in the other courses, these strategies and 
skills are directed toward becoming analytical readers/responders.
Figure 3.7 summarizes results of the seventh section of the beginning and ending 
English faculty questionnaires.
VII. Reading/writing connections very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
1. identify themes in literature
a. 101
b. 102
c. 200/201
75/0
50/50
100/50
25/25
50/50
0/50
0/50
0/0
0/0
0/25
0/0
0/0
Figure 3.7: English faculty questionnaires summary, V [[ (fig. cont.)
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VII. Reading/writing connections very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key 
elements 
a. 101 75/25 25/0 0/75 0/0
b. 102 100/100 0/0 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
3. understand layers of meaning in literary 
work
a. 101 50/0 25/25 25/25 0/50
b. 102 75/100 25/0 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
4. understand that literature may be read 
from numerous valid perspectives 
a. 101 25/0 50/25 25/25 0/50
b. 102 100/50 0/25 0/25 0/0
c. 200/201 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
5. understand how literature initiates action 
(raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.) 
a. 101 75/0 25/50 0/50 0/0
b. 102 75/75 25/25 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
6. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding 
a. 101 N/A N/A N/A N/A
b. 102 75/0 25/100 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 100/0 0/100 0/0
Responses to category VII, “Reading/writing connections” sustain differences in
priorities among the three course levels: Only the first item, “identify themes in 
literature,” receives much attention in English 101; while all are taught in both 102 and 
200/201, two of these, “read literature perceptively” and “understand layers o f meaning 
in literary work,” are considered priority. Interestingly, though, English 101 faculty 
initially indicated a high degree of support for teaching all o f the strategies and skills in
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this section. This may reflect our use o f essays and literature as models and thus 
discussion of how certain writing techniques affect interpretation; because our purpose is 
not to teach literature per se, though, not a great deal of instructional time is devoted to 
these discussions. Note that since writing documented papers is part of the second 
course, the item “read critical (secondary) materials with understanding” does not appear 
on the 101 questionnaire.
Figure 3.8 summarizes results of the eighth section o f the beginning and ending
English faculty questionnaires.
VLU. Other writing related issues very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all
beg/end
1. understand and recognize features of
effective persuasive essays
a. 101 25/0 50/75 25/25 0/0
b. 102 100/50 0/25 0/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/50 50/50 0/0
2 know patterns of organization
a. 101 25/25 75/25 0/50 0/0
b. 102 25/0 75/50 0/50 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/50 0/0 50/50
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid
it 75/0 25/25 0/75 0/0
a. 101 100/50 0/50 0/0 0/0
b. 102 50/0 50/50 0/50 0/0
c. 200/201
4. understand relationships among writer,
purpose, and audience
a. 101 50/50 50/50 0/0 0/0
b. 102 50/25 50/50 0/25 0/0
c. 200/201 0/0 50/0 50/100 0/0
Figure 3.8: English faculty questionnaires summary, section V m  (fig. cont.)
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V m . Other writing related issues very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all
beg/end
5. know basic terms of argumentation
a. 101 25/25 50/0 25/50 0/25
b. 102 75/25 25/25 0/25 0/25
c. 200/201 0/0 0/0 0/0 100/100
6. use MLA documentation
a. 101 N/A N/A N/A N/A
b. 102 100/75 0/25 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 50/50 50/0 0/50 0/0
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies 
in argument
a. 101 25/25 50/0 25/50 0/25
b. 102 75/0 25/50 0/25 0/25
c. 200/201 0/0 50/0 50/50 0/50
8. have a clear sense of genre differences
a. 101 0/25 75/0 25/25 0/50
b. 102 50/25 50/50 0/25 0/0
c. 200/201 50/0 50/50 0/50 0/0
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking 
about literature
a. 101 25/0 50/50 25/0 0/50
b. 102 50/75 50/25 0/0 0/0
c. 200/201 50/0 50/50 0/50 0/0
Responses to the final category, “Other writing related ideas,” show that 
instructors consider these strategies and skills more appropriately taught in English 102 
and 200/201. The item “understand relationships among writer, purpose, and audience” 
is the exception, as it is emphasized at all levels. The initial high level of 101 faculty’s 
response to item #3, “understand plagiarism and how to avoid it,” may reflect the 
concern we have for helping students recognize what plagiarism is; however, because o f 
the nature o f the writing in 101, the teaching really amounts to the admonition “Write 
your own paper!” The subject is more complex in the next two courses because we must
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help students learn to incorporate the ideas o f others into their analysis. Teaching 
students to use MLA documentation is a high priority in the second course, but teaching 
basic terms o f argumentation receives little or no attention in either that or the third 
course. Responses to this (item #5) and to item #7 may provide impetus for discussion 
of teaching argumentative writing. I note, however, that strategies and skills of 
argumentation are taught even if the language o f argumentation is not. Faculty listed no 
additional strategies and skills deemed necessary in any o f the courses.
The following description of the LC writing program grew out of analysis of all 
of the above information and was endorsed by the composition faculty. The primary aim 
of the composition faculty is to help students become effective writers, based on Clifford 
Odell’s definition of competence in writing: effective writers discover what they wish to 
say and convey that message through language, syntax, and content appropriate for the 
intended audience. We believe that students learn to write by writing and by interacting 
with the ideas and writing o f others. Therefore, we employ such activities as writing for 
a variety o f purposes and audiences, both in and out of class; writing multiple drafts of 
essays; engaging in a variety of peer response activities; and reading, examining, and 
responding to essays and other types of writing. We also challenge students to engage in 
both critical thinking and self-examination necessary for intellectual, spiritual, emotional, 
and social growth; reading, writing, and discussion facilitate these goals.
Data from Students in the Program 
The next step in data analysis was a comparison of student and faculty 
perceptions, based on examination of questionnaires administered to students in the
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writing program and questionnaires completed by faculty. Seventy-five percent response 
in the top two degrees o f  agreement was considered significant; for example, 75% of 
students agreeing they improved very much and/or somewhat in a specific strategy/skill 
or for an overall category was considered significant improvement. Likewise, 75% of 
teachers agreeing instructional time and effort were directed very much and/or somewhat 
toward teaching a specific strategy/skill or toward an overall category was considered a 
significant emphasis or amount of instructional attention, signaling a high priority.
English 101
For comparative purposes, I examined the average percentage o f responses 
registered in the top two degrees of agreement (very much and somewhat) for each of 
the eight categories o f strategies and skills. Presented below are replicas of each section 
of the English 101 questionnaire followed by summary comments based on comparison 
of the top two response categories (very much and somewhat) between faculty and 
student questionnaires.
Subjective measurements—particularly self-reported data—are always open to 
question; researchers o f behaviors that resist more objective, quantitative measurement 
not only accept this but also understand the value o f questioning. As noted earlier, the 
“basic process of assessment is one of description” surfacing “changes . . . that may be 
judged desirable or undesirable” (College Assessment Planning 8). Interpretation of 
students’ responses to both the beginning and ending questionnaires is somewhat 
problematic. However, in a study of this type, the general trend may be more properly 
the focus than individual responses—or even than group responses to individual items.
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Patterns become important, both in themselves and as backdrop to departures from the 
pattern.
Generally, analysis o f student questionnaires at all levels reveals a big gap 
between recognition of need for improvement at the beginning o f the semester and 
indication of improvement at the end o f the semester. There are a number of possibilities 
why students seemed not to recognize their needs at the beginning of the semester: they 
may have lacked information about their own capabilities as writers, and they may have 
lacked clear understanding of the strategies and skills listed on the questionnaire. 
Admittedly, it is difficult for students to know that they do not know. Likewise, it is 
impossible to interpret conclusively why students report certain levels of improvement at 
the end o f the semester. Some students may feel compelled to indicate a high degree of 
improvement since to do otherwise may cast suspicion on their ability to learn and on the 
teacher’s ability to teach; anonymity o f responses should, however, tend to reduce this 
possibility. Low degrees of improvement may simply reflect that students had already 
mastered certain strategies and skills or that they saw the need to continue to work on a 
specific point. Future studies may produce ways to investigate why students respond as 
they do and/or to eliminate some of the ambiguity of interpretation; the conclusions 
following summary o f section VIII discuss these matters more fully. Meanwhile, I will 
focus on patterns produced by responses to each section of student questionnaires, 
examining them from the perspective o f faculty questionnaire findings.
Figure 3.9 is a summary o f beginning and ending responses to the English 101 
questionnaire, section I.
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I. Getting started on an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. define an issue to write about 10/32 40/59 43/8 8/1
2. identify the purpose for writing 7/35 41/51 42/13 10/1
3. identify the intended audience 13/43 29/42 46/13 11/3
4. use pre-writing techniques such as 
fieewriting, brainstorming, branching, & 
outlining to generate ideas
24/42 33/33 26/21 17/5
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive 
essay
19/45 30/40 40/15 11/0
6. think critically about essay topics 20/37 34/47 37/15 8/2
Figure 3.9: English 101 questionnaire summary, section I
While instructors ranked as high priority (96%) all items in category L, “Getting 
started on an essay,” students initially did not perceive that their needs were great in that 
area: only 50% indicated that they needed to learn these strategies and skills either very 
much or somewhat. However, at the end of the semester, 84% o f students rated their 
improvements in this category as very much or somewhat, suggesting positive response 
to instructional efforts.
Figure 3.10 summarizes results of the second section of the beginning and 
ending English 101 student questionnaires.
II. Developing an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to 
prove the point of the thesis
11/30 47/52 37/18 5/0
Figure 3.10: English 101 questionnaire summary, section II (fig. cont.)
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II. Developing an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
2. research a topic 13/22 33/44 39/28 14/6
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 16/38 34/46 39/14 12/2
4. support the thesis with appropriate, concrete 
details
20/33 39/52 32/10 10/5
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 15/16 36/51 37/25 11/5
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 13/18 43/50 34/26 9/7
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 
arguments
12/16 43/53 37/23 8/8
8 use support from a primary source 7/18 32/52 45/23 16/8
9. use support from a secondary source 10/16 33/43 45/33 13/7
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 17/18 39/49 39/25 4/7
11. organize ideas 20/36 35/47 35/15 8/3
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 18/31 38/47 36/18 8/3
13. write effective transitions 22/26 39/49 36/23 3/4
14. write effective introductions 22/38 30/42 38/18 10/3
15. write effective conclusions 26/27 33/52 30/16 11/6
16. choose words that say what is meant 17/30 33/51 40/15 10/4
17. consider connotation when choosing words 14/18 41/47 40/27 4/8
18. use figurative language 20/26 42/38 28/28 9/8
Category H, “Developing an essay,” covers a fairly wide range of strategies and 
skills. Overall, as noted above, instructors considered most o f these to be high priority, 
but, again, students initially indicated these were not high priority: only 54.6% ranked 
need in these areas as priority. At the end of the semester, though, 73% of students 
indicated they had improved significantly in these strategies and skills. As noted above in 
discussion o f faculty responses, several items are not considered priority in 101;
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significantly, degree of reported student improvement was much less in these areas. One 
specific item dees not follow the pattern: #17. All faculty indicated a significant amount 
of instructional effort directed toward teaching students to consider connotation when 
choosing words, but only 65% o f students reported improvement only somewhat. 
Because their response to #16, “choose words that say what is meant,” was at the 81% 
level, I wonder if the term connotation affected responses.
Figure 3.11 summarizes results o f the third section o f the beginning and 
ending English 101 student questionnaires.
III. Revising an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 16/42 30/38 49/17 5/3
2. revise the organization of an essay 19/40 42/42 34/18 5/1
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 24/28 45/46 28/21 3/4
4. adjust writing style according to the needs of 
the audience
24/28 35/46 29/21 4/5
5. determine the soundness of evidence 14/23 39/52 43/24 5/2
6. determine the need for transitions 16/23 49/53 33/23 3/3
7. determine the need for further development 19/28 47/54 31/17 2/1
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ 
writing
10/25 39/48 40/26 11/2
9. use other people’s comments to improve 
writing
11/47 32/34 39/14 16/4
10. improve sentence structure by combining 
sentences
21/37 24/41 34/19 21/3
11. vary sentence structures 23/28 40/47 23/21 14/4
12. revise word choice 21/38 30/33 39/23 10/5
Figure 3.11: English 101 questionnaire summary, section III
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Category HI, “Revising an essay,” produced divergent responses: whereas 
instructors initially ranked all items as high priority (100%), students’ recognition of 
need was low (57%); however, at the end o f the semester, instructors judged that our 
teaching reflected priority at only the 67% level, but students reported significant overall 
improvement at the 77% level. Since the basis of our writing program is the process 
approach, these responses raise questions about the effectiveness o f the drafting process 
as we teach it. Instructors recognize that students are often overly dependent on our 
written responses to their papers, tending to revise little or none unless we have 
commented on specific passages. Student responses to this section o f the questionnaire 
may suggest that they are gauging improvement in relation to the primary focus (#1 and 
#2) of most o f the teacher commentary (#9).
Figure 3.12 summarizes results of the fourth section o f  the beginning and 
ending English 101 student questionnaires.
IV. Proofreading/editing an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in usage and punctuation 28/43 27/31 32/21 14/5
2. use a grammar handbook 16/9 29/36 35/23 20/33
3. write without significant errors 25/24 25/43 39/24 16/9
Figure 3.12: English 101 questionnaire summary, section IV
Section IV, “Proofreading/editing an essay,” ranked in theory as high priority 
(92%) for instructors, but when we reflected on the semester’s instruction, the 
percentage dropped to 75%. I note, however, that one o f the three items in this category 
is “use a grammar handbook,” and lack of a handbook as text certainly impacted this
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response. At any rate, at the beginning o f the semester, only 51% o f students ranked 
increasing their strategies and skills in proofreading and editing as something they 
needed, and at the end of the semester, only 62% responded that they had significantly 
improved in this area. As will be noted in several instances below, students and alumni 
reported lack of confidence in their ability to write without significant errors. While 
faculty have already instituted some changes in the manner and frequency of our written 
feedback to students, these findings suggest that we need to explore other ways to help 
students become proficient in editing and proofreading their own work.
Figure 3.13 summarizes results of the fifth section o f the beginning and 
ending English 101 student questionnaires.
V. Use computer capabilities very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 25/34 23/37 37/25 14/8
2. conducting research 28/19 28/44 31/27 11/10
3. revising organization 22/33 29/44 38/19 11/3
4. revising ideas 19/33 31/44 42/22 2
5. revising word choices 18/37 28/38 41/23 13/3
6. checking grammar and spelling 14/55 13/33 35/11 39/2
Figure 3.13: English 101 questionnaire summary, section V
Section V, “Computer capabilities,” ranked very high (96%) on instructors’ 
questionnaires documenting perceived need for instruction at the beginning o f the 
semester, but low (54%) at the end of the semester as a reflection o f instructional efforts 
in this area. Interestingly, on student questionnaires this category was judged the one for 
which they felt they needed the least instruction (49%), but 75% of students indicated at
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the end o f the semester they had unproved significantly. Together, these figures 
represent the situation I observe in the typical class: students enter with fairly 
sophisticated computer skills and, most importantly, with readiness and facility for 
experimenting with various functions and learning quickly; teachers, on the other hand, 
are a bit less adept in the electronic world and tend to underestimate the facility of 
students.
Figure 3.14 summarizes results o f the sixth section o f the beginning and 
ending English 101 student questionnaires.
VI. Writing in other contexts very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. write essay tests 37/18 31/44 26/24 5/13
2. write in-class essays 39/32 35/38 21/23 5/7
3. transfer the principles of essay writing to 
writing in other classes
13/36 43/40 37/20 7/4
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently 
explore new text
17/18 42/43 38/28 2/9
Figure 3.14: English 101 questionnaire summary, section VI
In category VI, “Writing in other contexts,” instructors’ responses showed a 
wide gap between perception of needed instruction (94%) and actual teaching (44%), 
while students’ perception o f needed instruction (66%) and perception of improvement 
(67%) were practically even. Instruction emphasized only one o f the strategies and skills 
in this category: “write in-class essays”; interestingly, faculty rated this at 75%, and 
students’ perceived improvement was at 70%. Item #3 was the only item in this section 
for which students’ perceived improvement reached the significant level (76%), and may
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reflect an awakened awareness o f the importance o f learning to write in the academic 
setting, prompted by writing assignments in a number o f classes.
Figure 3.15 summarizes results o f the seventh section of the beginning and 
ending English 101 student questionnaires.
VII. Reading/writing connections very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
I . identify themes in literature 18/15 46/43 27/34 9/8
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key 
elements
22/19 37/47 31/28 11/6
3. understand layers of meaning in literary 
work
25/15 41/43 26/34 8/6
4. understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives
5/28 37/48 41/22 16/3
5. understand how literature initiates action 
(raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.)
7/31 37/42 39/24 16/3
Figure 3.15: English 101 questionnaire summary, section VII
Instructors registered the greatest gap between perceived need and instructional 
effort in category VII, “Reading/writing connections”: 90% and 30%, respectively. I 
cannot explain the high initial response that these strategies and skills need to be taught 
in 101, but I note that end-of-semester reflection more accurately reflects the objectives 
for this course. A little more than half of the students (56%) thought they needed 
significant instruction in this area, but at the end of the semester, 66% of them said they 
had improved significantly, even though there was little instructional effort in these 
strategies and skills. Students read a variety o f literature in 101, and teachers discuss 
how writing choices and audience responses affect interpretation; these practices may
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explain why students indicated perceptions that they had improved significantly in 
response to items #4 and #5.
Figure 3.16 summarizes results o f  the eighth section of the beginning and 
ending English 101 student questionnaires.
VIII. Other writing related issues very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of 
effective persuasive essays
13/32 44/53 36/14 7/2
2. know patterns of organization 16/28 39/53 40/17 5/3
3. understand plagiarism and how to 
avoid it
11/42 15/31 26/23 46/5
4. understand relationships among writer, 
purpose, and audience
10/38 38/43 45/16 7/3
5. know basic terms of argumentation 14/31 43/46 35/18 7/5
6. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies 
in argument
16/22 40/41 37/33 4/4
7. have a clear sense of genre differences 19/25 35/36 39/30 6/9
8. use appropriate vocabulary for talking 
about literature
20/26 36/46 36/23 7/5
Figure 3.16: English 101 questionnaire summary, section VIII
The last category, “Other writing related areas,” was initially rated as the area 
with the least priority (84%) for needed instruction in English 101; even this level of 
agreement that these strategies and skills are needed in 101 is surprising. More 
realistically and appropriately, faculty rated it at 47% as we reflected on actual teaching 
efforts. Students, though, had perceived their need for instruction in this area at 58% 
but reported significant learning at 74%; three items are primarily responsible for this: 
#1, #2, and #4. It is surprising that 85% o f respondents said they had improved in item
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#1 since writing the persuasive essay does not receive a great deal of attention in the first 
course. The fact that it is the last type taught, however, might help explain this response. 
Item #4 did receive a significant amount o f instructional attention, and while teaching 
students to effectively organize also did, I am not at all sure “patterns” of organization 
are stressed. It is possible that students focused on the idea of organizing rather than on 
the idea o f specific organizational patterns. As mentioned in the discussion of faculty 
responses, the issue of plagiarism does not call for extensive attention in 101, but the 
syllabus does refer to the College policy on academic honesty, and we do assure students 
that we abide by that policy. Their high level o f response to this item may simply signify 
that students understand the implications o f this policy, having been reminded it o f it in 
at least two courses (English and the orientation class) during the first semester.
Five general conclusions emerge from a comparative analysis of the English 101 
faculty and student questionnaires:
1. Faculty reveal that in theory most o f the strategies and skills on the 
questionnaire should be taught in English 101, but, with the exception of section I, 
average instructional attention was considerably less than we said it should be in all 
categories. As has been noted, end-of-semester reflection often more accurately reflects 
instructional objectives for Composition I. With many individual strategies and skills, 
however, the instructional effort did match expectations according to faculty’s perceived 
need for instruction.
2. Students, on the average, consistently reported improvement to a far greater 
extent than they had anticipated they needed. In fact, of sixty-two strategies and skills,
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in only four instances did perceived need exceed perceived improvement. These four 
were: “write essay tests,” “write in-class essays” (77% need and 70% significant 
improvement), “identify themes in literature,” and “understand layers of meaning in 
literary work.” O f these four, only one—“write in-class essays”—was emphasized by 
more than 25% of the English 101 instructors.
3. With five exceptions, at least 75% o f students reported significant 
improvement for all strategies and skills which at least 75% o f faculty agreed had been 
teaching priorities. The five exceptions are: “research a topic” (students 66%, faculty 
75%), “consider connotation when choosing words” (students 65%, faculty 100%), 
“write without significant errors” (students 67%, faculty 100%), “use computer 
capabilities for pre-writing” (students 71%, faculty 75%), and “write in-class essays” 
(students 70%, faculty 75%). For the first item, it may be that the idea o f research was 
interpreted generally by faculty to mean thinking about and deciding on appropriate 
supporting information but more narrowly by students to mean going to the library and 
conducting formal research. And as noted earlier, the term connotation may not have 
been understood by a number of students. Overall though, these specific findings 
suggest faculty need to examine how we are teaching these strategies and skills and to 
make needed changes.
4. Questionnaire design and implementation need to be examined. For example, 
use o f only one questionnaire at the end of the semester may provide ample information, 
particularly as long as the composition of the faculty remains stable. Faculty will not 
likely use information from the beginning-of-semester questionnaire to make changes in
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course objectives; therefore, it may not be valuable as a part of an on-going assessment. 
Items thought to be problematic should be altered; for ©cample, where terminology may 
not be appropriate or may be misinterpreted at the 101 level (i.e., research), items should 
be re-worded. Perhaps consideration should be given to eliminating items that faculty 
deem are not priority for 101, producing a more stream-lined questionnaire appropriately 
tailored to this course.
5. Project design allowing specific kinds o f triangulation may strengthen the 
validity o f response interpretation. Comparison/contrast of student questionnaire 
responses with writing sample ratings, grades, and perhaps interview responses might 
clarify questionnaire responses as well as produce a clearer understanding of 
effectiveness o f instruction. Examination of writing samples (portfolios comprised, 
ideally, o f writing from English classes as well as from classes across the curriculum) 
would be one means o f determining if students’ perceptions of their writing improvement 
and ability are justified. Data collected through these four means should be gathered for 
a random sample o f students.
English 102
Following the pattern established as I analyzed student and faculty responses 
with regard to 101,1 looked first at the average degree of priority for each category of 
strategies and skills and then at individual items as warranted. The same observations 
and cautions raised with regard to the 101 analysis operate for this analysis as well as for 
the 200/201 analysis below. Presented here are replicas of each section o f the English 
102 questionnaire followed by summary comments based on comparison of the top two
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response categories (Very much and somewhat") between faculty and student 
questionnaires.
Figure 3.17 is a summary of beginning and ending responses to the English 102 
questionnaire, section I.
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I. Getting started on an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. define an issue to write about 11/27 45/47 31/22 13/4
2. identify the purpose for writing 18/27 38/45 37/22 10/6
3. identify the intended audience 12/22 19/41 43/26 26/10
4. use pre-writing techniques such as brainstorming, 
branching, freewriting, & outlining to generate ideas
27/34 29/32 29/25 14/9
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive essay 25/40 34/38 33/14 7/6
6. think critically about essay topics 24/33 38/39 27/22 9/4
'igure 3.17: English 102 questionnaire summary, section I
As with Composition I, faculty considered all categories to be priority for needed
instruction, while students considered none o f them to be so. Specifically, for the items 
in category I, “Getting started on an essay,” faculty actually devoted more instructional 
time than we had projected would be necessary. Even though only 52% of students 
thought they needed to improve in these strategies and skills, at the end of the semester 
71% indicated they had improved significantly. I recognize, however, that this finding 
suggests that students lack confidence in their abilities to independently and effectively 
begin writing an essay.
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Figure 3.18 is a summary of beginning and ending responses to the English 102 
questionnaire, section II.
II. Developing an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to prove 
the point of the thesis
16/30 41/44 36/19 7/7
2. research a topic 19/37 36/35 31/21 14/7
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 24/31 31/44 36/22 7/3
4. support the thesis with appropriate, concrete 
details
20/33 38/36 34/25 7/5
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 18/29 32/35 44/29 7/7
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 18/27 27/37 39/27 9/6
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and arguments 15/28 33/33 40/30 12/9
8 use support from a primary source 11/42 28/42 46/14 15/1
9. use support from a secondary source 14/33 35/40 38/24 12/2
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 18/20 38/36 36/33 8/11
11. organize ideas 19/28 29/41 41/25 7/6
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 19/20 33/39 36/31 12/10
13. write effective transitions 23/12 34/44 35/32 8/11
14. write effective introductions 24/35 28/33 39/27 9/5
15. write effective conclusions 22/26 34/31 37/33 9/7
16. choose words that say what is meant 22/24 24/42 37/25 15/6
17. consider connotation when choosing words 18/18 34/37 38/33 10/11
18. use figurative language 18/13 36/38 34/30 10/19
Figure 3.18: English 102 questionnaire summary, section II
For the most part, instructors emphasized items in “Developing an essay,” 
category II, to the degree anticipated at the beginning of the semester, students again 
registered a more significant level of improvement than they had anticipated they needed,
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but most items fell below the 75% agreement level signifying significant improvement. 
The most prominent exception to this is item #8, to which 84% of respondents indicated 
they had improved significantly. All faculty indicated a great deal of instructional effort 
was directed at teaching students to support contentions with evidence from the primary 
text, a skill students find difficult to learn. Other items for which students indicated 
improvement reached or almost reached the significant level were items #1, #2, #3, and 
#9. These items identify strategies and skills which are foundational for the writing 
required in 102—documented analytical argumentation—and which are approached 
differently for this kind o f writing than for writing done in 101.
Figure 3.19 is a summary of the beginning and ending responses to the English 
102 questionnaire, section HI.
III. Revising an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 16/22 44/41 34/31 5/6
2. revise the organization of an essay 15/15 39/43 38/34 7/7
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 18/24 37/34 36/31 8/11
4. adjust writing style according to audience needs 17/18 38/37 34/31 11/14
5. determine the soundness o f evidence 14/20 35/38 40/36 10/6
6. determine the need for transitions 18/15 39/38 37/35 6/11
7. determine the need for further development 25/25 36/40 35/28 3/6
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ writing 15/25 38/34 39/32 8/8
9. use other people’s comments to improve writing 16/42 33/40 34/12 18/5
10. improve sentence structure by sentence 
combining
17/26 26/39 37/25 20/10
11. vary sentence structures 19/26 37/37 32/26 12/10
figure 3.19: English 102 questionnaire summary, section m (fig. cont.)
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III. Revising an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
12. revise word choice 18/29 29/31 39/33 13/7
Whereas faculty had judged “Revising an essay,” category m , as high priority 
need for instruction, when we reflected on time spent in teaching these strategies and 
skills, we documented that the time was much less than anticipated; 62% o f students, 
though, indicated that they had improved significantly in this area. Of particular interest 
was the student response to item #9, “use other people’s comments to improve writing”: 
82% o f students indicated they had improved significantly in this ability. One hundred 
percent of faculty registered a significant amount of instructional effort aimed at this 
ability; as a teacher in the program, I know that the “other people” included both 
instructors and classmates. Hopefully, students’ attention to responses from others also 
marks heightened awareness to audience and purpose.
Figure 3.20 is a summary of beginning and ending responses to the English 102 
questionnaire, section IV.
IV. Proofreading/editing an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in usage and punctuation 26/28 27/32 34/30 13/10
2. use a grammar handbook 18/18 24/23 27/33 31/27
3. write without significant errors 25/16 32/34 30/33 13/16
'igure 3.20: English 102 questionnaire summary, section IV
Category IV, “Proofreading/ editing an essay,” ranked much lower as a priority 
for instruction in 102 than in 101, with the end-of-semester faculty questionnaire 
registering only 42%. About the same number o f  students—50%—registered significant
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improvement as had indicated they needed significant instruction. I know, though, that 
students are still not proficient in this area at the end o f the semester, a feet which juniors 
and seniors and even alumni documented and which faculty across the curriculum also 
have noted.
Figure 3.21 is a summary of beginning and ending responses to the English 102 
questionnaire, section V.
V. Use computer capabilities very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 18/31 26/34 32/21 24/14
2. conducting research 29/40 24/27 32/18 15/14
3. revising organization 14/34 22/36 39/21 24/8
4. revising ideas 13/29 23/42 40/21 24/8
5. revising word choices 11/33 24/41 33/16 33/9
6. checking grammar and spelling 10/55 11/25 24/11 55/9
7igure 3 .21: English 102 questionnaire summary, section V
Teaching computer capabilities, as reflected in responses to category V, was not 
a high instructional priority (67%), although at the beginning of the semester 100% of 
faculty had indicated it was. Interestingly, though, this category registered the greatest 
gap between students’ perceived need and perceived improvement: only 38% 
anticipated a significant need for improvement, but 71% documented significant 
improvement in this area, with most significant improvement registered for items #5 and 
#6, using the computer for “revising word choices” (74%) and “checking grammar and 
spelling” (80%). I suspect that improvements may have been due to the high volume of 
writing on the computer required in this course; students learn through practice. Of
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particular interest for 102 is item #2, using the computer for “conducting research”; 
because research and writing of documented papers is the primary focus of English 102,
I would have expected 100% of faculty to rank this item as high priority, but only 75% 
did. Furthermore, only 67% of students indicated they had significantly improved in this 
activity. In the future, we need to ascertain that students are proficient in this area or we 
need to devote more attention to guiding them toward proficiency.
Figure 3.22 is a summary o f beginning and ending responses to the English 102 
questionnaire, section VI.
VI. Writing in other contexts very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. write essay tests 26/28 35/32 31/28 8/12
2. write in-class essays 29/29 38/32 31/28 8/12
3. transfer the principles of essay writing to writing 
in other classes
14/32 34/34 38/22 13/12
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently 
explore new text
23/23 37/31 32/35 8/11
?igure 3.22: English 102 questionnaire summary, section VI
About the same number o f students (60%) indicated they needed instruction in 
“Writing in other contexts,” category VI, as indicated that they had improved 
significantly in these strategies and skills. For faculty, only item #3, “transfer the 
principles of essay writing to writing in other classes” was not an instructional priority. 
Appropriately, faculty accorded this category as well as category VII, “Reading/writing 
connections,” and category VUI, “Other writing related issues,” higher priority than in 
English 101. Because exams in this course include essay questions, I am concerned that 
only 60% of students registered significant improvement in this area. Perhaps we need
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to discuss ways to help students prepare for and respond to exam essay questions, 
strategies and skills required across the curriculum. In-class essays often model exam 
questions; the fact that response to that item (#2) was essentially the same as response to 
#1 lends credence to my analysis.
Figure 3.23 is a summary of beginning and ending responses to the English 102 
questionnaire, section VII.
VII. Reading/writing connections very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 26/29 36/34 30/26 8/11
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key elements 29/31 31/29 30/29 10/11
3. understand layers of meaning in literary work 28/27 42/28 24/27 7/19
4. understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives
12/47 32/34 33/12 23/4
5. understand how literature initiates action (raises 
questions, influences various environments, 
etc.)
13/39 31/38 33/13 22/7
6. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding
19/26 34/37 30/26 15/9
Figure 3.23: English 102 questionnaire summary, section VI
In category VII, 100% of faculty indicated they invested very much instructional 
time for every item except item #4, “understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives.” Interestingly, though, 81% of students responded that 
they had improved significantly in this particular understanding, one of the most positive 
responses given on the questionnaire. Conversely, while all faculty indicated a high 
degree o f  attention to item #3, this is the only item for which students indicated a lower 
degree o f  improvement than need for improvement, with 19% reporting no improvement
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at all. This finding should be investigated further, beginning with an effort to determine 
if the wording of the item skewed responses. Seventy-seven percent o f students also 
rated #5, “understand how literature initiates action (raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.),” as an area in which they had significantly improved. Influencing 
responses to items #4 and #5 may be the frequent class discussions about issues raised 
through literature. During these discussions, students are encouraged to think critically 
and to support their views/arguments; writing assignments often follow discussion. One 
area o f concern is item #6. Faculty discussions reveal that students have difficulty 
reading, interpreting, and using secondary sources, and we have explored various 
approaches to helping them deal more effectively with these materials. This relatively 
low indication of improvement in an area that is introduced in 102 suggests that we 
should intensify our efforts.
Figure 3.24 is a summary o f beginning and ending responses to the English 102 
questionnaire, section VIII.
VIII. Other writing related issues very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of effective 
persuasive essays
14/19 39/51 37/22 9/8
2. know patterns of organization 16/15 35/43 32/30 12/10
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 6/44 13/27 34/19 46/9
4. understand relationships among writer, purpose, 
and audience
7/29 31/42 48/18 13/10
5. know basic terms of argumentation 6/20 39/40 39/29 14/9
6. use MLA documentation 26/41 28/29 30/18 12/8
;igure 3.24: English 102 questionnaire summary, section VEQ (15g.cont.)
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Vin. Other writing related issues very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 
argument
14/18 39/42 38/31 8/54
8. have a clear sense of genre differences 11/24 39/44 40/23 8/8
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking about 
literature
18/31 39/39 35/18 7/10
The last section was deemed priority at the 75% level by faculty, while 66% of 
students said they had improved significantly in these abilities. Item #6, “use MLA 
documentation,” is introduced at the 102 level; 100% of faculty indicated they had 
directed “very much” instructional time to this, but only 70% of students indicated they 
had improved significantly in their ability to document. While quite a few students have 
written a research paper in high school, many have not been introduced to the intricacies 
of MLA documentation of a variety of sources. Addition of the handbook as a required 
text should help narrow this gap. As noted in the discussion of 101 responses, item #3, 
which deals with plagiarism, is probably interpreted differently at this level and at the 
sophomore level because of the issues of source documentation. Because faculty focus 
on teaching the ethics of documenting credit for others’ ideas as well as accuracy of 
documentation, it is possible that students weigh responses to this item against possible 
wrong interpretation of those responses by faculty. One student remarked that if she 
responded that she had improved very much, teachers might think she had plagiarized in 
the past. The high percentage of students responding that there had been no 
improvement in dealing with fallacies in argument may indicate simply that the word
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fallacies and the various terms identifying types o f fallacies have not been used in 
teaching.
A number o f general conclusions emerge with this comparison of student and 
faculty responses:
1. Students’ improvement consistently exceeded their expectations in every 
category except “Proofreading/editing an essay”; in that area, about the same number 
reported significant improvement as had reported need for improvement.
2. Faculty need to re-evaluate our intentions with regard to teaching 
proofreading/editing strategies and skills at the 102 level and determine if change is 
warranted.
3. Student improvement occurred even in those strategies and skills to which 
faculty devoted little or no instructional attention. This phenomenon suggests that 
because writing is developmental, students continue to improve in areas taught earlier 
and that they continue to improve as they write, even with only general feedback.
4. Attention to basic strategies and skills continues to be appropriate in English
102.
5. Further assessment is needed of teaching/learning regarding strategies and 
skills such as research and documentation introduced at the 102 level.
6. Increased attention should be directed at teaching students to use the 
computer to conduct research.
7. The same interpretation problems and possible solutions exist for the English 
102 questionnaires as noted above for the 101 questionnaires.
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English 200/201
Analysis o f student responses to questionnaires and comparison to those of 
faculty for English 200/201 proceeded as above. The immediate observation was that a 
higher percentage o f students indicated need for instruction in basic strategies and skills 
(category I, “Getting started on an essay” : 60%, and category n, “Developing an essay”: 
56%) than in either of the freshman courses; responses may indicate that by the time 
students take the sophomore course, they are realizing their strategy and skill 
deficiencies. However, a lower percentage of faculty deemed the items in these 
categories needed to be taught at the sophomore level: 67% and 38%, respectively. 
Presented below are replicas o f each section of the English 200/201 questionnaire 
followed by summary comments based on comparison of the top two response 
categories (very much and somewhat) between faculty and student questionnaires.
Figure 3.25 is a summary o f beginning and ending responses to the English 
200/201 questionnaire, section I.
SUMMARY OF ENG US0 7mm QUESTIONS 
beghniisg of semester tabulation*=percentage of agreement .that si
end of semester tabulation >» percentage of agreement: that strategy.
arategy/slriBwas
I. Getting started on an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. define an issue to write about 31/32 38/49 24/16 7/3
2. identify the purpose for writing 10/35 55/54 28/8 7/3
3. identify the intended audience 0/24 28/57 45/19 24/0
Figure 3.25: English 200/201 questionnaire summary, section I (fig. cont.)
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I. Getting started on an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
4. use pre-writing techniques such as 
brainstorming, branching, freewriting, & 
outlining to generate ideas
28/19 34/41 28/32 10/8
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive 
essay
34/27 38/46 24/19 7/8
6. think critically about essay topics 17/35 48/49 28/14 33/0
In category I, 75% of students indicated significant improvement, even though 
overall, faculty considered only item #1, “define an issue to write about,” a priority for 
instruction, as indicated by the amount of time devoted to it. As a teacher in the 
program, I know that little classroom instruction is devoted specifically to writing 
strategies and skills. However, some instructors require a significant amount of writing: 
daily reading responses, exam essay questions, and several analytical, documented 
papers. Students are challenged to write for a specific scholarly audience, an aspect 
emphasized on the essay evaluation sheet; significantly, all students recognized 
improvement in this area. Teachers give individual instruction through written 
assignments, written commentary on daily reading responses, discussion of exam essays, 
and conferences. Additionally, although in-class instructional time is more focused on 
examination of the literature than of writing techniques, faculty encourage students to 
focus their arguments, think critically, and support their views with appropriate evidence. 
These strategies and skills are, of course, necessary for writing effectively in English 
200/201, and responses to item #6 may reflect payoff from such discussion.
Figure 3.26 is a summary of beginning and ending responses to the English 
200/201 questionnaire, section n.
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II. Developing an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
I. determine the kinds of evidence needed 
to prove the point of the thesis
14/41 41/57 34/2 10/0
2. research a topic 7/46 38/32 24/16 31/5
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 24/43 34/46 38/8 3/3
4. support the thesis with appropriate, 
concrete details
28/51 34/43 28/6 10/0
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 21/43 31/41 28/11 21/3
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 17/49 38/30 24/16 24/5
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 
arguments
14/49 38/30 38/11 10/8
8 use support from a primary source 21/46 28/49 34/5 17/0
9. use support from a secondary source 14/51 31/35 34/11 21/3
10. make concessions in argumentative 
writing
10/16 62/49 24/24 3/8
11. organize ideas 24/30 38/59 34/11 3/0
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 17/24 31/49 34/27 17/0
13. write effective transitions 28/22 38/46 24/30 14/2
14. write effective introductions 24/27 34/51 28/19 10/3
15. write effective conclusions 21/30 34/49 31/21 14/0
16. choose words that say what is meant 17/27 41/49 31/19 10/5
17. consider connotation when choosing 
words
14/22 38/49 41/24 7/5
18. use figurative language 24/27 28/32 45/30 3/11
Figure 3.26: English 200/201 questionnaire summary, section II
In category n, priority instruction focused only on item #4, “support the thesis 
with appropriate, concrete details,” and item #8, “use support from a primary source.”
A high percentage of students reported significant improvement for a number o f items in 
this section, though. Student improvement was significant for 94% on item #4 and for
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95% on item #8. The highest percentage of students, 98%, reported significant 
improvement on the first item, “determine the kinds o f  evidence needed to prove the 
point of the thesis.” I conclude that the kinds of teacher response and discussions 
described above for section I may contribute to the gains students report on these three 
items as well as in other strategies and skills listed in items #2-#9. Little instructional 
attention is directed at teaching students to make concessions in argumentative writing, 
as reflected in both faculty and student responses to item #10; faculty model this strategy 
in class discussion, but should discuss whether we need to more overtly teach it.
Figure 3.27 is a summary o f beginning and ending responses to the English 
200/201 questionnaire, section HI.
III. Revising an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 10/27 48/46 38/19 0/8
2. revise the organization of an essay 21/32 38/43 34/16 10/8
3. adjust writing style according to 
purpose
24/19 45/46 31/27 0/8
4. adjust writing style according to the 
needs of the audience
10/16 38/35 41/38 10/11
5. determine the soundness of evidence 21/30 28/49 48/11 3/11
6. determine the need for transitions 24/24 21/41 38/19 17/16
7. determine the need for further 
development
31/41 34/27 24/22 10/11
8. judge the effectiveness of other 
students’ writing
14/14 38/32 34/35 50/19
9. use other people’s comments to improve 
writing
10/38 24/27 45/19 21/16
7igure 3.27: English 200/201 questionnaire summary, section HI (fig. cont.)
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III. Revising an essay very
much
beg/end
some­
what
beg/end
a
little
beg/end
not 
at all 
beg/end
10. improve sentence structure by 
combining sentences
21/32 7/27 52/35 21/5
11. vary sentence structures 24/24 21/41 31/30 21/5
12. revise word choice 21/27 17/41 41/22 21/11
The drafting process and peer response are not usually a part o f instructional 
activities in 200/201; therefore, it is not surprising that faculty would not give high 
priority to teaching strategies and skills in category m , “Revising an essay.” In fact, only 
for items #5, “determine the soundness o f evidence,” and #7, “determine the need for 
further development,” did faculty indicate that any of these items require instructional 
focus in the third course. Likewise, in reflecting on actual instruction, none of the items 
rated the priority designation. Still, 65% o f students indicated significant improvement 
in this area. The item for which students indicated the highest degree o f improvement 
was #5, “determine the soundness o f evidence,” yet another suggestion of the benefits of 
teacher commentary and class discussion described above.
Figure 3.28 is a summary o f beginning and ending responses to the English 
200/201 questionnaire, section IV.
IV. Proofreading/editing an essay very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in usage and 
punctuation
31/32 21/27 28/32 21/8
2. use a grammar handbook 24/22 17/19 38/30 21/29
3. write without significant errors 24/22 14/38 48/32 14/8
7igure 3.28: English 200/201 questionnaire summary, section IV
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In category IV, “Proofreading/editing an essay,” faculty indicated that only a 
little instructional effort should be directed at “helping students learn to correct mistakes 
in usage,” item #1, and “write without significant errors,” item #3; end-of-semester 
questionnaires confirmed this belief. Students reported some improvement, with 59% 
and 60% indicating improvement in items #1 and #3, respectively. Teaching students to 
use the handbook now required in English 101 and 102 should facilitate continued 
improvement in this area.
Figure 3.29 is a summary o f beginning and ending responses to the English 
200/201 questionnaire, section V.
V. Use computer capabilities for . . . very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 10/16 28/46 34/27 28/11
2. conducting research 10/19 31/35 31/27 28/19
3 revising organization 7/24 24/49 41/16 28/11
4. revising ideas 17/22 31/46 31/19 28/11
5. revising word choices 17/27 31/54 24/14 28/5
6. checking grammar and spelling 17/41 14/41 31/15 38/3
'igure 3.29: English 200/201 questionnaire summary, section V
Greatest discrepancy between instruction and student improvement occurred in 
category V, “Use computer capabilities.” Because the sophomore classes do not meet in 
the computer classroom, faculty have little opportunity to assist students with using the 
computer for writing; therefore, none of us rated any item as priority on either 
questionnaire. Since essays must be typed, though, students use computers outside of
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class; forty percent o f students indicated they needed instruction in this area, and 70% 
indicated significant improvement in these strategies and skills.
Figure 3.30 is a summary o f beginning and ending responses to the English 
200/201 questionnaire, section VI.
VI. Reading/writing connections 
I  improved my ability to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at ail
1. identify themes in literature 41/41 24/41 31/16 3/3
2. read literature perceptively, noticing 
key elements
45/51 24/38 28/8 3/3
3. understand layers of meaning in literary 
work
45/46 31/35 24/16 3/3
4. transfer skills of analysis to 
independently explore new text
38/30 34/43 24/22 3/5
5. understand that literature may be read 
from numerous valid perspectives
17/59 31/32 48/8 3/0
6. understand how literature initiates 
action (raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.)
21/62 31/27 34/11 14/0
7. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding
14/49 31/27 34/22 21/22
'igure 3.30: English 200/201 questionnaire summary, section VT
Contrasting faculty response to categories II-V was response to category VI, 
“Reading/writing connections.” All faculty considered these strategies and skills high 
priority on the first questionnaire; instructional effort was directed at a priority level to 
all items except #4, “transfer skills of analysis to independently explore new text,” and 
#7, “read critical (secondary) materials with understanding.” For students, also, this was 
a high priority area, with 61% recognizing they needed significant instruction and 83% 
registering significant improvement. Items #5 and #6 produced interesting contrasts
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between initial and final questionnaire responses. Again, I attribute to class discussion 
the shift from not realizing need for instruction to recording a high degree of 
improvement; these ideas are emphasized as students raise questions and discuss issues 
arising from their analysis o f  literature.
Figure 3.31 is a summary o f beginning and ending responses to the English 
200/201 questionnaire, section VII.
VII. Other writing related issues very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of 
effective persuasive essays 10/22 45/46 34/24 7/3
2. know patterns of organization 17/19 45/51 31/19 3/5
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 10/57 14/27 31/5 41/3
4. understand relationships among writer, 
purpose, and audience 10/32 31/38 34/24 17/0
5. know basic terms of argumentation 17/19 45/32 31/38 3/5
6. use MLA documentation 14/43 34/14 38/30 10/5
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 
argument
14/19 45/41 31/30 7/5
8. have a clear sense of genre (types of 
literature) differences
17/30 38/32 34/27 7/3
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking 
about literature
24/22 28/54 38/8 7/11
Figure 3.31: English 200/201 questionnaire summary, section VII
Faculty initially considered several items priority in the last category, “Other 
writing related issues” : #3, “understand plagiarism and how to avoid it”; #6, “use MLA 
documentation”; #8, “have a clear sense o f genre differences”; and #9, “use appropriate 
vocabulary for talking about literature.” For none o f these, however, did faculty indicate 
that they expended a significant amount o f in-class instructional time. Sixty-six percent
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of students, though, indicated significant improvement in these strategies and skills. I 
note that the syllabus refers to the academic honesty policy and that teachers discuss 
issues o f citing credit for others’ ideas. Faculty often assist students with questions 
about documentation outside o f class. And as a teacher in the program, I know that 
while we may not overtly teach the vocabulary, we model its usage. The questionnaire 
provided students an opportunity to identify other strategies and skills in which they 
needed improvement; the only response that could not be coded with those already listed 
was “Write ideas and essays quicker” (sic).
The following are general conclusions based on the above analysis:
1. Students indicate a heightened awareness of need for help in getting started 
on literary essays. Since many students in the sophomore classes are upperclassmen, 
they may feel further removed from concentrated instruction in composition and more 
attuned to demands of their particular majors.
2. Faculty need to re-consider the kinds of assistance we offer in basic strategies 
and skills at the sophomore level and decide if change is needed. Clearly, faculty, but not 
students, have a sense of goals and priorities for the three courses, with one course 
laying a foundation for the next. Emphasizing the objectives at each level might be as 
effective as changing teaching strategies.
3. Faculty should continue the emphasis on helping students develop essays.
4. Faculty should re-examine instructional intentions and activities for helping 
students deal effectively with secondary sources.
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5. Faculty should consider how to assist students to improve their expertise in 
using the computer for composing and editing.
6. Faculty should re-examine our priorities with regard to the strategies and 
skills listed in category VII, “Other writing related issues” and decide if change is 
warranted. It might be helpful, for instance, to have students bring handbooks to class 
and locate information on MLA documentation as well as sections pertinent to writing 
analytical literary papers.
Writing Samples
This portion o f the study is presented as a pilot. Using rating grids, I evaluated 
writing samples from five students who completed the writing program in the 1997-98 
academic year, three had taken the two freshman composition courses, and two had
taken the honors course. Each student had signed an agreement to participate further in 
the research; additionally, I had available the final out-of-class essay from each writing 
course for each student. Figure 3.32 presents summaries of writing sample ratings.
EVALUATION GRID FOR 101
strong okay weak
thesis, content, concreteness 1 I 1
organization, guiding the reader 1 1 1
language: syntax, wording, voice 1 1 I
grammar, usage, punctuation, spelling 1 2
overall effectiveness 1 1 1
Figure 3.32: Summary of writing sample ratings (fig. cont.)
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EVALUATION GRID FOR 102
strong okay weak
thesis, development 1 2
organization, guiding the reader 1 2
use of secondary sources 1 1 I
language: syntax, wording, voice 1 1 1
grammar, usage, punctuation, 
spelling, documentation
1 1 1
overall effectiveness 1 2
EVALUATION GRID FOR 105
strong okay weak
thesis, development, use of secondary 
sources
2
organization, guiding the reader 2
contribution to scholarship 1 1
language: syntax, wording, voice 2
grammar, usage, punctuation, spelling, 
documentation
2
overall effectiveness 2
EVALUATION GRID FOR 200
strong okay weak
thesis, development, use of secondary 
sources
2 3
organization, guiding the reader 2 1 2
contribution to scholarship 2 1 2
language: syntax, wording, voice 2 I 2
(fig. cont.)
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strong okay weak
grammar, usage, punctuation, spelling, 
documentation
2 3
overall effectiveness 2 2 1
O f the English 101 papers, one scored strong on all items, one scored okay on all 
items, and one scored weak on all items with the exception of okav in “grammar, usage, 
punctuation, spelling,” yielding an average rating of okav. At the English 102 level, one 
essay scored strong on all items, one scored weak on all items, and one essay scored 
okav on three items (“use of secondary sources,” “language: syntax, wording, voice,” 
and “grammar, usage, punctuation, spelling, documentation”) and weak on three items 
(“thesis, development,” “organization, guiding the reader,” and “overall effectiveness”). 
The resulting average was okav. Both English 105 essays were strong, with one rating 
okav in one category, “contribution to scholarship.” English 200 essays produced more 
scattered results: two papers were rated strong on all items; one paper was rated okav 
on four of the six items but weak on “thesis, development, use of secondary sources” 
and “contribution to scholarship”; and one paper was rated weak on all items except one, 
“grammar, usage, punctuation, spelling, documentation.” The other paper was rated 
okav on three items but weak on three items: “thesis, development, use o f secondary 
sources,” “organization, guiding the reader,” and language: syntax, wording, voice.” The 
average results were okav in all areas except “organization, guiding the reader,” which 
averaged weak. I note, however, that without the two papers written by the students 
who had taken Honors Composition, the average rating was only slightly stronger than 
weak.
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Even though I did not obtain writing samples via a random sample and this pilot 
sampling is very limited, analysis o f these writing samples raises the following questions:
1. Is there a direct link between less satisfactory writing in out-of-class essays in 
the sophomore-level course and less actual writing instruction? (I note that analysis of 
both faculty and student questionnaires, as reported above, indicates that students in this 
course indicated need for instruction in basic [sections I and II] strategies and skills, but 
that instructors do not consider these to be priority instructional areas at this level.)
2. Is there a correlation between effective writing in the sophomore course and 
when students take English 200/201 in relation to English 102?
3. Would inclusion of the drafting and peer response processes improve writing 
at the sophomore level?
4. Even though content and form contribute at least 70% o f any essay grade, 
and correctness contributes no more than 20%, do teachers and students fail to put 
enough emphasis on the former? What activities will strengthen students’ strategies and 
skills in this area?
5. Do students overestimate their improvements and their writing abilities when 
they self report? Triangulation o f data drawn from questionnaires, writing samples, 
grades, and interviews of a random sample o f students will help answer this question.
Data from Students Who Have Completed the Program
The purpose of this part o f the assessment project was three-fold: to get a 
picture of the types of writing being done across the campus, to learn how students who 
have completed the writing program assess their writing strengths and weaknesses, and
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to find out what these students think are the strengths and weaknesses o f the LC writing 
program. Following are portions o f  the Writing Assessment Questionnaire for Juniors 
and Seniors with summary responses and discussions of the findings. Figure 3.33 
presents sections I and II of that questionnaire.
WRITING ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JUNIORS AND SENIORS
Your major 12 majors represented 
Classification 7 junior and 14 senior respondents
I. On an average, how much writing do you do each semester? Leave blank any item 
that does not apply._______________________________________________________
Number of times ner semester 
1 2 3 4 5+ no
response
Note-taking 1 I 18 1
Lab reports 3 2 1 I 14
Journals 2 1 I 3 7 7
Research logs 2 1 2 2 14
Responses to questions (other than exams) 2 1 5 9 4
Reading responses 2 I 3 3 6 6
Examination essay questions 1 2 I 14 3
Paper of one to five typed pages 4 2 4 3 7 1
Paper of six to ten typed pages 4 2 5 3 3 4
Paper of eleven to fifteen typed pages 5 1 1 14
Paper of more than fifteen pages 4 1 16
Other: (describe) lesson Dlans 2 19
II. How well have you handled the writing tasks described above?
9 Very well 
11 Fairly well 
1 Not very well
Figure 3.33: Junior and senior questionnaire summary, sections I & II
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While a majority o f students reported extensive note-taking and responses to 
examination essay questions, almost half indicated that they write class-related journals, 
reading responses, and responses to non-examination questions at least four or five times 
per semester. This information suggests that examination essays, journals, reading 
responses, and short in-class writings required in English 101 and 102 and (with the 
exception of in-class writings) in the third English course are relevant to writing demands 
facing students in other classes. Furthermore, twenty of the twenty-one respondents 
indicated that they have completed these tasks either well (nine) or fairly well (eleven), 
suggesting that these activities have helped prepare students to write in courses across 
the curriculum.
Students reported that they write papers of one to five typed pages most 
frequently, with fourteen of the twenty-one saying they write papers of this length at 
least three or more times a semester. Fourteen reported that they write papers o f six to 
ten typed pages at least three or more times a semester. Longer papers—eleven to fifteen 
typed pages—were written by seven students on an average o f one to four times a 
semester, while papers of more than fifteen typed pages were written by five students at 
least once or twice a semester. Again, this information supports the requirement in 
English 101 and 102 of three or four out-of-class papers of a minimum five-page length 
and the requirement in English 200/201 of two papers averaging eight to twelve typed 
pages.
In section HI students responded to the following: “Describe the last three types 
of papers or writing projects you have completed for classes.” O f twenty-two different
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types, the greatest number—twenty-seven—were analytical/research papers. Most o f the 
writing in the first writing course is analytical, and all of the writing in the next two 
courses is both analytical and researched. Therefore, I conclude that we are teaching 
strategies and skills needed to write in classes across the curriculum. I note, however, 
that past English 101 faculty indicated we do not give attention to strategies and skills 
for transferring the principles of essay writing to writing in other classes; we need to 
discuss these related findings and decide if changes are appropriate. The next highest 
category o f writing types was book/journal critique and summary, with thirteen being 
reported. This information raises the question of whether we should teach summarizing 
skills more specifically, particularly at the freshman level.
Sections V and VI gathered data about non-school related writing; Figure 3.34 
presents that information.
V. On an average, how much non-school related writing do you do each month? Leave 
blank any item that does not apply.__________________________________________
5
1
Number of times Der month 
2 3 4
Letters 6 3 2 5
Personal journals 5 1 1 1 4
E-mail 2 2 1 2 4
VI. How well have you handled the writing tasks described above?
14 Very well 
5 Fairly well
______0 Not very well____________________________________________________
Figure 3.34: Junior and senior questionnaire, sections V & VI
In two open-ended questions included in section V, several students indicated
they often write poetry and fiction for pleasure and that they engage in the following
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job-related tasks: research abstracts, memos, reports, and tables. Overall, students are 
satisfied with their abilities to use writing for these purposes.
Figure 3.35 presents responses to section IV in which students identified the 
strategies and skills they use; sections VH, VTII, and X in which students identified their 
personal writing strengths as well as weaknesses and strengths of the program; and 
sections EX, XI-XIII, open-ended questions about when courses were taken and both 
weaknesses o f the program and suggestions for strengthening it. The discussion both 
analyzes and integrates the findings o f these sections.
IV. When writing a paper (for example, with the previous three), how often do you do the 
following?
Always Usually Often Rarely Never
Brainstorm, freewrite, or use some other 
invention technique
8 5 4 3 I
Outline before drafting 4 5 4 6 2
Write at least two drafts 4 5 2 6 4
Write three or more drafts 3 I 7 9
Have someone else read and give feedback 5 1 4 9 2
Write on a computer 10 5 2 3 1
Run computer spellcheck 16 2 I 2
Use other computer helps 7 3 1 7 2
VII. Which of the following do you consider to be your writing strengths? Check all that 
apply.
13 Ability to generate and focus ideas for writing 
10 Ability to define and target a specific audience 
12 Clear and effective expression of ideas 
15 Appropriate and effective organization of ideas 
12 Vocabulary
8 Selection of appropriate writing style
 10 Effective revision____________________________________________________
Figure 3.35: Junior and senior questionnaire, sections IV, VTT-XTTT (fig. cont.)
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_9 Proficiency in grammar, spelling, and mechanics 
Other:
_1 Creativity 
_1 None of the above
VIIL What do you consider to be your writing weaknesses?
6 Ability to generate and focus ideas for writing 
8 Ability to define and target a specific audience
7 Clear and effective expression of ideas
4 Appropriate and effective organization of ideas 
_6 Vocabulary
_5 Selection of appropriate writing style 
_6 Effective revision
11 Proficiency in grammar, spelling, and mechanics 
Other
I  All
i  Writing introductions 
1 Procrastination
IX. During which semester did you complete each course?
See discussion below.
X. What do you consider to be the strengths of the LC writing program?
11 Invention techniques (brainstorming, freewriting, etc.)
10 Revision techniques
11 Multiple drafting process 
_6 Peer editing
20 Teacher comments on drafts
16 Evaluation/grade sheet feedback
17 Computers
II Literature (reading) component 
11 In-class writing
_9 Amount of writing 
Other:
1 One-on-one help from teacher 
I  Student choice of topics 
1 Teacher/student relationships
XI. What do you consider to be the weaknesses of the LC writing program? 
See discussion below.
XII. What should be added to the program to strengthen it?
See discussion below.
XIII. What should be eliminated from the program to strengthen it?
See discussion below.
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As mentioned earlier, the drafting process and peer review are emphasized in 
English 101 and 102; do students continue to use these strategies and skills? 
Respondents were almost evenly split on these issues: eleven reported writing at least 
two drafts often to always, but ten responded that they rarely or never do. Similarly, ten 
said they often to always have someone else read and give feedback to their papers, but 
eleven indicated that they rarely or never do. Interestingly, ten students named effective 
revision as an individual writing strength while six said it was a personal weakness in 
their writing. When asked about strengths o f the writing program, twenty respondents 
noted that teacher commentary on drafts is a strength, and sixteen said that the 
evaluation/grade sheet feedback is a strength; eleven named the multiple drafting 
process, and ten cited revision techniques. However, asked to name weaknesses and to 
suggest changes to the program, two students suggested more time for and help with 
revision, and one called for more specific teacher comments. Peer editing drew only six 
votes as a strength of the program, and its effectiveness was questioned as students 
named weaknesses and called for changes. While ten said they often to always have 
someone else read their papers and give feedback, eleven said they rarely or never do. 
The above information suggests that faculty need to re-consider how to make the 
drafting process more effective and to convince students of its value beyond the English 
classroom; additionally, we need to examine the peer response process and determine 
how we can teach students to be more astute as readers and responders and to continue 
the practice beyond the English classroom. More attention to teaching students to
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transfer strategies and skills to writing in other courses may also meet some o f these 
identified needs.
Thirteen students named the ability to generate and focus ideas for writing as a 
personal strength; eleven noted that invention strategies are a strength o f the program, 
but two suggested we need more attention on focusing “raw ideas” and writing thesis 
statements. A majority of respondents indicated that clear and effective expression of 
ideas, appropriate and effective organization o f ideas, and vocabulary are personal 
writing strengths. Only ten said that the ability to define and target a specific audience is 
a personal writing strength, while eight identified this ability as a personal weakness. 
Several other strengths of the LC writing program as noted by students are the literature 
(reading) component and the amount o f writing, specifically including in-class writing. 
Four students commented that there should be a greater variety in topics and types of 
writing required. This analysis suggests that we need to examine the way we teach the 
above strategies and skills, looking for ways to enhance the areas in which we are 
already fairly strong and to institute more effective methods of helping students become 
proficient in other areas such as defining and targeting a specific audience.
The area of proficiency in grammar usage, spelling, and mechanics was named 
more often than any other as a personal weakness; eight students, though, called it a 
personal strength. This area also drew more comments than any other in the “additions 
to strengthen the program” section: seven called for more grammar review sessions, with 
one of these suggesting grammar usage should be taught in all three writing courses. 
Faculty need to consider this information but not necessarily add such sessions to the
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syllabus, as research does not support teaching grammar usage at the college level as a 
means to improving students’ writing. This concern may be met in part with teaching 
students to use the handbook now required in both English 101 and 102; we should, of 
course, continue to review areas of particular need as determined through examination of 
students’ writing. Additionally, we need to direct students to the campus Academic 
Resources Center, which offers free tutoring.
The issue of computers drew a number o f both positive and negative responses. 
Seventeen students indicated they often to always write on a computer, nineteen said 
when they do write on the computer, they often to always run spellcheck, and eleven 
said they use other computer helps. Seventeen also named the use of computers as a 
strength of the LC writing program, but several also noted problems in this area; chief 
among them was the need for greater access to computers outside of class—more 
computers available for more and later hours. Some also asked that Internet surfing be 
limited to a few computers so that academic use takes priority. Since students 
responded to the questionnaire, the access situation has improved: the library has thirty- 
four computers available from 7:45 a.m. until 11:00 p.m., Monday-Thursday; 7:45 a.m. 
until 5:00 p.m., Friday; and 10:00 a.m. until 5:00, Saturday. In addition, fourteen 
computers are available in the Student Center from 8:00 a.m. until midnight, Monday- 
Friday and 1:00 p.m. until midnight on Saturdays and Sundays. During the fall of 1998, 
dormitory rooms will be wired for Internet access.
Section IX asked for the semester in which each writing course had been taken; 
thus the questionnaire provided information on whether or not students had taken
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courses in the optimal consecutive semester manner. Of the twenty-one respondents, ten 
had conformed to the desired pattern; eleven had not. Of those eleven, five took the 
freshman courses consecutively but waited at least two semesters to take the third 
course; two took the freshman courses three semesters apart but followed the second 
one by taking the sophomore course the next semester. Four had at least one semester 
intervening with each of the three courses; three of these were students who took 
English 105, Honors Composition. This finding supports the concern faculty have 
regarding writing in the third course; assuming the classification status o f these students 
progressed in a routine manner, nine were juniors before they took the sophomore 
course. Follow-up research is needed to determine whether or not there is a correlation 
between when students take the three courses and their effectiveness as writers. I cannot 
draw valid conclusions about this matter from the information I have: eleven students 
agreed to participate further in the research project; of these, seven took courses in a 
consecutive manner, and six of these are effective writers, based on their assessment and 
on the assessment of at least one o f  their teachers. Of the four who did not take courses 
in consecutive semesters, two are effective writers. It is quite possible that those who 
enjoy writing and/or who are diligent students are more likely to take the courses in 
consecutive fashion and perhaps even to volunteer to participate by name in a writing 
assessment project.
Data from Non-Enelish-Teaching Faculty 
Thirty-three faculty representing fifteen subject fields responded to a 
questionnaire designed to gather information about the amount and types o f writing
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being done across the curriculum, about how this writing is evaluated, and about the 
judgment o f faculty regarding students’ writing proficiency. Most teachers at Louisiana 
College teach introductory as well as upper-level courses. Because the questionnaire 
made no provision for differentiating responses accordingly, I kept this in mind as I 
analyzed responses; some faculty notated differences in requirements and evaluation 
according to level.
In general, respondents corroborated students’ reports of the amount and types 
o f writing required in non-English classes as well as their perception that they perform 
these writing tasks fairly well. Only two teachers indicated that they do not require 
writing projects other than journals, examination essay question responses, and 
responses to non-exam questions. Figure 3.36 gives details on the type and frequency of 
writing required.
TYPES AND FREQUENCY OF WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
(33 respondents)
# of teachers requiring average # per semester type writing task
27 information not given note-taking
7 information not given lab reports
8 information not given journals
3 information not given research logs
13 information not given non-exam questions
6 information not given reading responses
23 information not given exam essay questions
18 1-20 papers of 1-5 typed pages
11 1-4 papers of 6-10 typed pages
Figure 3.36: Types and frequency of writing across the curriculum (fig. cont.)
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# of teachers requiring average # per semester type writing task
6 1-2 papers of 11-15 typed pages
3 1-3 papers of more than 15 typed pages
It should be recognized that although the questionnaire did not ask for the 
number o f times per semester or length of the first seven types o f tasks required, several 
teachers noted that such projects as lab reports may be required numerous times 
throughout the semester and be five to ten typed pages long.
Although a majority of faculty respondents (twenty-three) evaluated students’ 
ability to complete writing tasks fairly well, several noted that the quality varies 
according to level, with upper-level writing usually being o f a higher quality. Three 
teachers indicated that students write very well, while two said they write not very well. 
Analysis o f these responses must consider the criteria by which faculty evaluate students’ 
writing; Figure 3.37 presents this information.
EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
(33 respondents)
# of teachers using description of criterion
28 clarification of subject
26 depth of development
32 organization of ideas
21 use of secondary sources
28 knowledge of subject
32 correctness (grammar, punctuation, etc.)
7igure 3.37: Evaluation criteria for writing across the curriculum
Faculty listed other criteria such as application o f concepts, correct use of 
discipline-specific terms and processes, ability to evaluate ideas, practicality (patient care
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plan), and correct idiomatic usage (foreign languages). Regarding the issue o f 
correctness, several teachers noted that errors affect the grade only if there is an 
excessive number—five or six—o f obvious errors. One respondent remarked that errors 
are corrected but not “graded,” and another said if errors were graded, some students 
“wouldn’t pass.” This information underscores students’ reported lack o f confidence in 
their ability to write “correctly” and the need for English faculty to examine how we may 
more effectively address this area.
Almost half o f faculty respondents indicated that they teach discipline-specific 
writing strategies and skills such as conciseness and accuracy in reporting experiments 
and research findings, concept and task analysis, technical writing skills, specialized 
vocabulary, critical thinking and evaluation of ideas, appropriate style and organization, 
and research methodology, including knowledge o f  appropriate documentation style. 
English faculty should use responses to this questionnaire as we emphasize the 
importance of effective writing in all classes.
Data from Alumni
The twelve alumni who responded to the questionnaire were asked to indicate 
their college major and their positions following graduation. Figure 3.38 reports that 
background information.
ALUMNI QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ASSESSING EXIT WRITING COMPETENCIES 
College major: 9 majors represented
Jobs following graduation (include graduate school):
teacher 5
______ graduate and professional school student: 4________________________________________
Figure 3.38: Alumni questionnaire, background information (fig. cont.)
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administrative assistant: 2 
secretary: 1 
accountant: 1 
sales representative: 1 
grant administrator 1 
U.S. border patrol agent: 1 
______ (Some jobs held simultaneously with student status)__________________________
Sections I-VI gathered data about writing on the job, in graduate school, or in
volunteer positions. Figure 3.39 presents that information; the discussion that follows
analyzes that data.
I. Post-graduation writing tasks identified as the top three most frequently required 
A = most frequently required, B = second most frequently required, C=third most 
frequently required
A
# of respondents
B
# of respondents
C
# of respondents
memos 2 I
evaluations 2 2
e-mail 1
informal reports 4 1
letters 1 I 4
paraphrases 1
formal papers 1 2
research reports 1
summaries I
case studies 1
correspondence with 
constituents
6 2 2
advertising 1
copy for publication 2
'igure 3.39: Alumni questionnaire, sections I-VI (fig. cont.)
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II. For the top three writing tasks (above), provide the following information:
audience: Target audiences most often identified were constituents, bosses (including 
professors), and co-workers; government and other agencies also were named by two persons.
# double-spaced pages:
1-2 3-5 6-7 8-10 10+
task#l 1 4 1
task #2 2 1 2
task #3 3 2 I 1 1
frequency per month:
1 -5  times 6-10  times 10 -15 times 10+times
task#l 5 2 2 I
task #2 6 2 2
task #3 5 I I
III. For the top three writing tasks, place a check mark in the appropriate column or 
columns describing the type thinking required for the task.
type thinking required
reporting judging analyzing drawing
conclusions
task #1 11 2 6 6
task #2 7 5 7 7
task #3 9 3 4 3
IV. For the top three writing tasks, indicate the degree to which you felt confident of your 
abilities in the following areas when first presented with those tasks. Leave blank any that 
do not apply.
1 = able to complete task with confidence
2 = able to complete task independently but did not feel confident
3 = able to complete task with help
4 = unable to successfully complete task
(fig. cont.)
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1 2 3 4
clarifying purpose 32 1
identifying the audience 30
developing ideas 16 8
organizing ideas 25 2
providing support or evidence 25 2
expressing ideas effectively 18 2
documenting sources 13 5 1
formatting 15 7 I
editing and proofreading 22 5 1 1
task as a whole 16 4
using the computer 15 2
V. Overall, what percentage of an average workday is spent writing?
_0 0% _l 11-20% 2 41-60% _0 81-100%
_4 1-10% _5 21-40% _0 61-80%
VI. When you write, how often do you use the computer?
_5 very often _6 fairly often 1 a little________ _0 never____________________
This group reported spending an average of 31% o f the typical workday writing, 
50% of it on the computer. Target audiences were most often identified as constituents, 
bosses (including professors), and co-workers. Not surprisingly, then, six respondents 
named “corresnondence with constituents (clients, students, parents, customers, etc.)” as 
the most commonly required type o f writing task in their jobs, another four identified it 
as being in the top three, and one as being fourth. Interestingly, while only two 
respondents identified “e-mail” as being a required part o f their writing tasks, for one of 
those, it ranked number two. In feet, every category was identified by at least one
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alumnus as being in the top three most frequently required writing tasks; all reported that 
writing is a required part of their professional lives.
O f their number one writing tasks, respondents indicated that most are four to 
five typed pages in length, with one reported at ten to twenty pages; these tasks are 
performed an average o f seven times per month. Both the number two and number three 
writing tasks run the range of one paragraph to twenty typed pages in length; their 
average frequency o f performance is six and five times per month, respectively. Of the 
following kinds o f thinking—reporting, judging, analyzing, and drawing conclusions— 
alumni were asked which were most often required in their top three writing tasks. Most 
frequently named was reporting, with eleven noting its necessity for their number one 
task, seven for their number two task, and nine for their number three task. Next was 
analyzing, with six saying it is necessary for their most frequent writing tasks, seven for 
the second most frequent tasks, and four for the third most frequent. Drawing 
conclusions was named as a part of the thinking process to the same degree as analyzing, 
except that three rather than four named it as integral to the third most common writing 
task. Finally, ten respondents identified “judging” as being necessary for their top three 
writing tasks, with half of those saying it is needed for their second most common task.
How confident about their writing abilities were these alumni? For a list of 
eleven writing strategies and skills, respondents evaluated their confidence levels on a 
scale o f one to four, with one representing the highest level and four representing 
inability to successfully complete the task. Overall, these people registered the highest 
degree of confidence for “clarifying the purpose” and “identifying the audience”; whereas
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students regularly struggle with these, this data suggests the shaping effect o f writing in 
the “real world.” Writing on the job, for instance, is usually done for a specific, known, 
and real audience; the purpose and audience obviously work in tandem and are not 
usually in question. Alumni indicated a fairly high confidence level with regard to both 
“organizing ideas” and “providing support or evidence.” Interestingly, “editing and 
proofreading” drew responses of confidence a majority o f the time, but it was also the 
only area in which one person indicated an inability to perform the task. The only 
strategies and skills with which respondents said they had to have help were 
documenting sources, formatting, and editing and proofreading; otherwise, they reported 
completion with confidence most of the time and independent completion but without 
confidence some o f the time. While it is possible that those who are comfortable with 
their writing tasks were more likely than others to respond to the questionnaire, the 
above information suggests that students have learned the strategies and skills taught in 
the Louisiana College writing program and have applied them after graduation.
Sections VTI-IX called forjudging of personal writing strengths, over-all 
preparation for post-college writing, and the LC writing program. Figure 3.40 presents 
that data.
VII. Which of the following do you consider to be your writing strengths?
_6 generating ideas J_ correctness _0 speed 3 clear and effective expression of
ideas
_3 writing style _8 organization _5 vocabulary
VIII. Assessment of over-all writing preparation: On the basis of your experience, what 
was your preparation for post-graduation writing tasks?
_2 1 (superior) 7 2 (above average) 3 3 (average) 0 4 (inadequate)
Figure 3.40: Alumni questionnaire, sections VH-IX (fig. cont.)
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IX. Recommendations for the Louisiana College writing program: On the basis of your 
experience, what changes in the writing program would better prepare students for post­
graduation writing tasks? Include things we should add and things we should omit.
_L writing more short essays rather than a few long papers 
_1 more emphasis on formatting, editing, and proofreading 
4 greater variety in writing topics
Asked to assess their over-all writing preparation, two responded superior, seven 
above average, and three average: no one deemed the preparation to have been 
inadequate. Among the few suggestions for changes in the program, one advised the 
writing o f more short essays rather than a few long papers; another said there should be 
more emphasis on formatting, editing, and proofreading; and four called for greater 
variety in writing topics. No respondents indicated participation in additional writing 
instruction, although the Department of Business Administration offers a course in 
business correspondence and the Department of English offers an advanced composition 
course.
Overall, responses to the Alumni Questionnaire for Assessing Exit Writing 
Competencies suggest that the writing program prepares students to complete post­
graduation writing tasks with a fairly high degree of confidence. Future research should 
investigate growth in writing proficiency using triangulated studies o f data drawn from a 
random sample of students (as detailed earlier) and tracking those students into post­
graduation writing experiences. Data from supervisors would enhance the reliability of 
alumni self-reporting.
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Data from the Cultural and Social Context 
How appropriate to our student population are the designs and objectives of the 
courses comprising the Louisiana College writing program? The nature o f the cultural 
and social context out of which students come and the nature o f  the context in which the 
College is situated are factors beyond the scope and control o f the College. These 
factors do, however, have a significant impact on all programs o f  the College; they must 
be identified and their ramifications considered in order to answer the question.
Because the foundation of the writing program lies in the freshman composition 
classes, it is appropriate to examine the academic profile of a typical Louisiana College 
freshman class. The ACT Class Profile Service Report for 1996-97 indicates that while 
the national average ACT composite score for freshmen in 1996-97 was 21.5, the 
average composite for LC freshmen was 22.5; the average composite over a five-year 
period was also 22.5. The national average English score for 1996-97 was 21.1; the 
Louisiana College average English score was 23.3, with a 23.2 five-year average score. 
Of the 1996-97 class, 61% registered a composite ACT score o f  22 and above, and 64% 
had an English score of 22 and above. Of the 1996-97 freshman class, the 72% who 
had completed a college core curriculum had an average ACT composite score of 23 .1 
and an average English score of 24; additionally, 54% of the class had been in advanced, 
accelerated, or honors placement in English during high school. While 38% of the total 
group expressed interest in freshman honors courses, 21% indicated they needed special 
assistance with expressing ideas in writing. Further, the report indicated that of this 
freshman class, 61% aspired to pursue their education beyond the bachelor’s level, with
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40% of those intending to attain a professional level degree. Interestingly, over the last 
five years, an average o f 38% o f graduating seniors have returned the senior survey; of 
those respondents, 71.5% have indicated that they plan to continue their education in 
graduate or professional school. Typically, therefore, a fairly high percentage of LC 
students, from their freshman year through their senior year, see graduate work in their 
future.
Since the average ACT English score for in-coming freshmen has remained 
stable at around 23.2 for at least the past five or six years, an average that is a little 
above the national average and three or four points above the state average, we have 
found it to be one fairly reliable measure on which to base expectations. In tension with 
the capabilities of students, however, is the intention of our faculty to maintain a 
program that is academically challenging, that prepares those who plan to enter graduate 
and professional schools to meet the writing and thinking demands o f those situations, 
and that equips all students to be effective writers. Over the last three years there has 
been a decline in the number o f students whose ACT English scores suggest they will 
have difficulty meeting the expectations of English 101: 7.1% in 1995-96, 5 .4% in 1996- 
97, and 4.9% in 1997-98. In the fell of 1998, however, there was a significant rise: 6%. 
English 91 was last offered in the fall of 1995; therefore, in the last three years students 
who would have enrolled in that course enrolled in English 101. This study has not 
examined the success rate o f these students in English 101, but that information should 
be considered in future studies, particularly in light of ethical decision-making and budget 
limitations. At the other end o f the spectrum are students whose ACT English scores
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qualify them for Honors Composition (95th+ percentile); these numbers have fluctuated 
over the past four years: 17.8% in 1995-96, 15.2% in 1996-97, 23.8% in 1997-98, and 
20.5% in the fall o f  1998. The numbers suggest that when choices must be made 
between offering remedial English and honors English, allocation o f resources to the 
latter is appropriate; however, the shift in the numbers for 1998-99 suggests that this 
situation must be monitored. Overall, the academic background and achievement of the 
vast majority o f students entering the writing program suggest that they can succeed in 
the courses as designed.
Goal #9 o f the LC Statement of Purpose is, “To nurture in students a respect for 
all persons, a tolerance for cultural diversity, and a sense of global interdependence and 
responsibility.” Over the last ten years, LC’s foil time equivalency (FTE) has averaged 
936. According to statistics compiled by the Director o f Housing, only a little more than 
45% of this number is a resident population; of the non-resident majority, 45% come 
from within Rapides Parish, LC’s home parish. Furthermore, the Dean o f Students 
reports that only about 10.7% of the total LC student population is comprised of 
minorities. Additionally, because Louisiana College is privately owned by the Louisiana 
Baptist Convention, it attracts many students from a religiously conservative 
constituency, both Baptist and non-Baptist. For example, data from the Director of 
Housing reveals that over 60% of students enrolled in the spring of 1998 fit this 
category.
Factors such as the economic background and setting (rural/urban) from which 
students come help shape the total picture o f the LC student population. Over the last
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few years, there has been an upward trend in family income level for entering freshmen. 
In 1992-93, 38% of the freshman class came from families whose income was less than 
$30,000, and 28% came from families whose income was greater than $42,000; in 1996- 
97, only 27% came from the lower income group, but 42% came from the upper income 
group. While 8% o f the 1996-97 freshman class came from graduating classes of fewer 
than twenty-five students and 22% from classes of twenty-five to one hundred, 46% had 
come from classes of from one hundred to four hundred students.
In light o f the above facts, one o f  the challenges is to broaden the horizons of 
students’ visions. The reading component o f courses in the writing program helps 
counter students’ fairly high degree of provincialism by encouraging them to grapple 
with new ideas and to come to a more critical perspective of themselves and their world. 
Writing then becomes an avenue o f exploration and clarification. In addition to a variety 
of readings included in composition textbooks in freshman courses, students read 
supplementary literature including drama, short stories, autobiographies, and novels. 
From time to time, a few students, ministers, and members of the Board of Trustees have 
challenged certain selections of the literature assigned in the freshman English courses.
In combination with similar challenges against other departments o f the College, these 
actions have had considerable negative impact on both teacher and student morale. 
Teachers have on occasion had to direct an inordinate amount o f time to defending the 
value of instructional material and philosophy, resulting in a loss o f  time and emotional 
energy available for the teaching task at hand. Additionally, there exists a threat to other
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key aspects o f the College such as recruiting and retention of excellent students and 
building o f endowment necessary to ensure economic stability.
Since the majority o f Louisiana College’s students come from the central 
Louisiana community, it is helpful to examine the make-up of this area. The twelve 
parish area considered central Louisiana has a population o f425,000+-, with Pineville, 
home of Louisiana College, registering 12,250+ and Alexandria, its neighbor across the 
Red River, 49,000+ (“Frequent Questions”). There are no other sizable metropolitan 
areas within a sixty- to one hundred-mile radius; therefore, outside the twin-cities area, 
Louisiana College draws heavily from a mostly rural population. Considering the overall 
profile of the student population, I judge that the LC writing program incorporates 
philosophy, methodology, and methods appropriate to the needs o f those we serve in 
light of the resources we have available.
Another factor in the social and cultural setting of the College has direct and/or 
indirect influence on our program: the availability of other educational choices for 
students in this area. Less than fifteen miles from the LC campus is Louisiana State 
University at Alexandria (LSUA). With an enrollment o f2,200, LSUA offers associate 
degrees both for transfer to a senior college and for entering the work force; it also 
offers several four-year courses o f study. In years past, I have observed that several 
students in any given section of English 200 have taken their freshman English classes at 
LSUA; in general, they were not as competent in writing essays o f the type required in 
that course as were students who had completed the freshman English courses at 
Louisiana College. During the academic years 1996-97 and 1997-98,1 surveyed three
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sophomore-level sections o f English 200 to determine how many had taken freshman 
English at LSUA or other institutions. While 8% had taken one o f the freshman courses 
elsewhere, only 10% had taken both freshman courses at other institutions. O f these, 
only one student had taken one course at LSUA, and this student’s writing abilities were 
not significantly different from those o f students who had completed the two freshman 
courses at LC. Further discussion of this issue will be found below in the section 
“Institutional Context.” Within the central Louisiana area are two other undergraduate 
programs: Northwestern State University (NSU), a fully accredited liberal arts college 
located about sixty miles north of Pineville, and University Center at England Air Park in 
Alexandria, which houses courses from LSUA and NSU, making it possible for students 
to complete a four-year public education in central Louisiana. (“Education”)
Data from the Institutional Context 
As noted earlier, program assessment must consider information and influences 
from numerous sources. Among factors in the institutional context affecting the writing 
program are several connected with the institutional budget; these have implications for 
such areas as staffing, classroom equipment, class size, teaching load, room arrangement, 
and availability of computers and other support outside the classroom. According to the 
Division o f Humanities chairperson who also serves as Department of English, 
Journalism, and Languages (EJL) coordinator, there is no separate allocation for funding 
central curriculum courses within the department; therefore, needs for the writing 
program compete with those for departmental majors and with all other departmental 
needs. At present, freshman composition is receiving a disproportionate amount
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—89.9%—o f the instructional resources budget due to a plan to establish a three-year 
replacement cycle for computers in the composition classroom. The department 
coordinator is also the Coordinator o f Academic Computing. In that role she reports 
that because the institutional allocation for academic computing is severely under funded, 
the department bears total responsibility for funding its technology. For several years, 
the department maintained two computer labs serving the writing program: one as the 
instructional classroom and one as the writing lab for students enrolled in English 
classes. At the point when computer replacement became necessary for the instructional 
classroom, however, without any institutional support the department could no longer 
support two labs. Some of the older computers were placed in the library for open 
access, but computer access outside the classroom was severely limited. One of the 
positive consequences o f the department’s financial responsibility for the program is that 
it makes a strong case for limiting class size to twenty students in freshman composition 
classes, all of which are taught in the computer classroom.
In 1997-98, the college instituted a computer access fee of $25 per semester; this 
money has been used to install a bank o f computers for open access in the student center 
and to complete wiring of the academic buildings. In 1998-99, money from this fee will 
support wiring of residence halls. Also worth considering is the fact that the Department 
o f EJL also supports computer use for several classes from other divisions who use the 
English instructional lab with no reimbursement to the department.
Another budget-related consideration is that there is no institutional structure 
above the departmental level for dealing with the need for adjunct instructors. Each
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department has a certain allocation for adjunct positions; changing enrollment patterns 
do not seem to affect this allocation, making it necessary for the department to answer 
its own needs. For example, in recent years, the pool o f available qualified instructors 
has significantly diminished, but the department coordinator has been able to negotiate 
the “exchange” of all adjunct positions for one additional full-time faculty member who 
will teach both in the writing program and in the journalism program. Finally, when 
enrollment falls short o f projected numbers, the College budget is significantly impacted, 
necessitating cutbacks in departmental budgets. Those losses in allocation have never 
been recovered, even in years when enrollment figures have exceeded projections.
While the above factors have direct impact on the writing program, other 
institutional practices have indirect impact. One such factor is increase in faculty in a 
program whose accreditation mandates a specific pupil/teacher ratio. Although that 
program has experienced a significant drop in enrollment, the number of faculty has 
remained the same; indirectly, all other departments bear the expense of maintaining that 
faculty. Another situation indirectly impacting the program is that o f excessive increases 
in such areas as utilities and insurance; when these increases occur, there is significantly 
less money for faculty development and program development.
Admissions policies, while not stringent, do not support open admissions; they 
support a philosophy o f admitting those students who appear to have a reasonable 
chance for academic success at Louisiana College. According to the Louisiana College 
Catalog, unconditional acceptance to the College may be granted to a graduate o f an 
accredited high school on the following basis: (1) the applicant has attained a score o f 20
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or above on the ACT or 930 or above on the SAT, or (2) the applicant possesses an 
academic grade point average o f 2.0 on a 4.0 scale and ranks in the upper 50% o f the 
graduating class with an acceptable ACT or SAT score. Incoming freshmen are not 
accepted on a provisional basis.
It is, o f course, possible for students who do not meet requirements for regular 
admission to transfer to the College after completion o f college work with a minimum 
2.0 GPA at another accredited institution. Additionally, transfer students may be 
accepted on a provisional basis if approved by the Educational Process Committee.
Over the past six years, an average o f 7.9% of the FTE units come from transfer 
students; these account for some o f the students who fulfill English requirements at other 
institutions. In the spring o f 1998, Louisiana College announced a transfer agreement 
for students who have completed at least sixty hours with a minimum 2.0 GPA at LSUA, 
Louisiana State University at Eunice, or Southwest Mississippi Community College and 
who enroll as full-time students with intent to graduate from LC. Based on GPA, the 
scholarship amount varies from $500 per semester to more than $4,000 per year. With a 
tuition o f $207 per semester hour and fees o f at least $250, the College has become more 
affordable with this agreement. The transfer student award, therefore, potentially affects 
the number o f students who earn a degree at Louisiana College but who have not taken 
their writing courses from this institution. Credit for courses transferred to Louisiana 
College carries the same level at which the course was taken. The Department of EJL 
coordinator rules on transfer credit for any English courses whose descriptions do not 
clearly indicate fulfillment o f the LC central curriculum requirements. A perception
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among students is that writing courses at LC are more challenging than those at a 
number o f state institutions; therefore, it is not unusual for students to fulfill their English 
requirements during the summer at universities near their homes. Further research into 
the implications o f the transfer situation may suggest needed change such as requirement 
o f a writing sample to confirm transfer credit.
As a liberal arts institution, Louisiana College has a fixed core o f the central 
curriculum required in all degree plans; it includes the three English courses comprising 
the writing program. The College accepts neither advanced placement credit nor credit 
by examination in English; the only exception is that students successfully completing 
(with a C or better) English 105 (Freshman Honors Composition) receive credit by 
examination for English 101, and 105 substitutes for 102. But if the program is to 
undergird the writing o f students across the curriculum, students must take the writing 
classes in a timely fashion. In general, English 101 and 102 are designed for students in 
their first and second semesters, respectively. The sophomore courses build on 
strategies and skills taught in the two freshman courses, especially in 102; therefore, it 
most effectively follows in the first semester o f the sophomore year, but at least during 
the second semester o f the second academic year. In general, advising policies and 
trends support this plan; there are, however, some exceptions: the pre-medical, pre- 
veterinary, pre-nursing therapy emphasis and bachelor o f music curricula schedule 
English 200/201/202 during the third year; the chemistry curriculum, because o f the 
heavy math/science component, schedules both freshman English courses during the 
second year and the sophomore course during the third year; and the business
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administration curricula does not specifically schedule when any central curriculum 
courses are to be taken. Further research into the correlation o f when courses are taken 
and effectiveness of writing may suggest attempts to alter these advising and scheduling 
routines.
Bookstore policies such as those affecting book prices and minimum number o f 
semesters’ usage impact the writing program. The administration mandates a mark-up 
on textbooks at the Louisiana College bookstore o f approximately 38% over the net 
price; therefore, English faculty must consider cost when selecting textbooks. Bookstore 
policy requires that faculty use adopted textbooks a minimum of two academic years; 
this policy may be waived in extreme situations. During the final examination period, the 
bookstore buys back books meeting certain conditions for up to 50% of the purchase 
price.
Policies regarding faculty teaching load and office hours should be considered in 
an assessment of the writing program. Teaching load for faculty members is a minimum 
o f twelve hours per semester. Because the College considers it essential that students 
have sufficient opportunity to confer with their teachers, policy requires faculty to 
schedule and adhere to ten office hours each week, preferably two hours daily.
Program Structure and Administration
The chairperson of the Division o f Humanities also serves as the department 
coordinator for English, Journalism, and Languages, three disciplines housed together.
As such, she sets policies, establishes procedures, determines the structure, manages the 
budget, recommends hiring of faculty, and assigns teaching and departmental
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responsibilities for these areas. During most semesters, all English faculty with the 
exception o f the chairperson/coordinator teach one or two courses in the writing 
program as part of their teaching load.
The Director o f Freshman English serves at the pleasure o f the department 
coordinator. Primary responsibilities include selecting textbooks, planning and preparing 
syllabi, planning and coordinating major writing assignments, collecting secondary 
source material for English 102, helping maintain the computer classroom, training new 
and/or adjunct faculty, and providing general leadership for faculty in freshman 
composition. When I assumed this role in the academic year 1996-97,1 continued the 
practice of involving other composition faculty in decision-making. We discuss 
philosophy and teaching practices both formally and informally, identifying strengths o f 
the program that we want to extend and ineffective facets that we want to alter or 
eliminate. Each semester we review textbooks, jointly deciding whether change is 
warranted and, if so, which texts will support our goals. After such decisions are made,
I initiate appropriate action.
As noted above, the division chair/department coordinator recommends the 
hiring of instructors; however, all English faculty comprise the interview/selection 
committee. The English faculty has been relatively stable: with the exception of 1996- 
97 and 1997-98, five of the six full-time faculty members have taught together for the 
last ten years. During those two years, one of the group served as interim VP AA, but 
the person hired as his replacement taught both years. Three o f the sue, however, do not 
teach regular full time loads: the division chair/department coordinator teaches two or
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three classes each semester, one o f which usually is Honors Composition; two others 
teach three classes each semester. Therefore, the department has hired adjunct 
instructors from time to time. For several years, one instructor taught with us regularly 
enough that her teaching philosophy and methods were compatible with ours. In some 
semesters, though, having adjuncts has been problematic: primarily, the problems have 
stemmed from the instructors’ presence on campus only to teach classes, making it 
difficult to incorporate them in the ongoing discussions as well as in the more formal 
ones in which we evaluate and plan. Additionally, instructors teaching for only a 
semester may or may not share our philosophy of teaching and evaluating composition. 
Use of a common syllabus for both English 101 and 102, does, however, help to ensure 
some degree o f compatibility between adjuncts and full time faculty.
ACT English scores determine placement in English classes on the following 
basis: Students scoring at or above the 95th percentile are eligible for English 105. 
Students scoring below 18 are placed in English 91; others, o f course, are placed in 
English 101. As space allows, some mobility is possible: All students write an essay 
during the first full class period; each teacher evaluates appropriateness of placement, 
consulting with the Director o f Freshman English when problems arise. Students in 91 
may move to 101; students in 101 may move to 91 or, if ACT scores permit, to 105; and 
students in 105 may move to 101. In recent semesters, however, the department has not 
been able to staff English 91, so these students have been placed in English 101.
The Department o f English adheres to the four-point grading system o f the 
College with the standard marks, A, B, C, D, and F. Students who withdraw from a
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course through the ninth week receive a W, and thereafter through the fourteenth week 
either a WP or WF. Students must attend at least 75% o f class meetings to receive 
credit in a course. In addition, the writing program stipulates that all assigned work 
must be submitted in order to receive credit for a course. All sections o f English 101 
and English 102 operate off common syllabi written by the Director of Freshman English 
in consultation with composition faculty. Syllabi convey the course requirements, their 
percentage value, and the grading scale. (See Appendix C. 1 and 2 for sample syllabi.) 
Major papers are graded using an evaluation form that incorporates features o f both the 
analytical and primary trait methods of direct assessment; for each assignment, the 
evaluation form is modified appropriately for the specific writing task. Examples o f 
evaluation forms for English 101 and 102 are included in Appendix C.3-6.
At Louisiana College, the primary emphasis is on classroom teaching. Faculty 
development, therefore, is a priority. Regarding this matter, the Faculty Handbook 
states, “It is incumbent on all faculty members to maintain competence in their teaching 
field by keeping abreast o f developments in their own discipline and in disciplines related 
to their own. Louisiana College desires to encourage professional growth and 
development among faculty members by granting financial assistance” (40). All full time 
faculty have allocated to them $600 per academic year to help defray expenses of 
conferences and other professional development opportunities. In addition, faculty may 
apply for funding for summer study leaves, short-term faculty research projects, and 
financial support for preparing scholarly papers. English faculty have participated in
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national and regional conferences such as meetings o f the Modem Language Association 
and Conference on College Composition and Communication.
The College has in place several procedures for formal faculty evaluation: third- 
year pre-tenure evaluation by the division chair/department coordinator, tenure 
evaluation, a complex system including extensive self-evaluation, colleague evaluation, 
evaluation by the division chair/department coordinator, and evaluation by the Faculty 
Council; promotion evaluation, a complex system similar to that described above; and 
student evaluation conducted on all faculty each semester. While there is no formal 
intra-departmental evaluation process, the close association o f English faculty and 
ongoing discussion regarding what is occurring in our classes serve as a form of informal 
evaluation. Additionally, each semester the VPAA publishes a summary showing grade 
distribution for all faculty; this summary facilitates our maintaining equality in grading 
standards.
Summary o f Analysis 
Assessment o f the Louisiana College writing program reveals that, in general, the 
English faculty have a clear perception of and set of expectations for each course in the 
program and that strategies and skills are introduced and reinforced accordingly; 
students often underestimate their learning needs but recognize significant improvements 
in most strategies and skills taught; after completing the program, students and faculty 
report fairly successful completion of writing tasks in classes across the curriculum; and 
following graduation, alumni who have completed the program report general 
competency to meet the demands of writing tasks in graduate school and/or in jobs.
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Questions have surfaced regarding the problematic nature o f interpreting questionnaires, 
particularly noting discrepancy between self-reported improvement and effectiveness 
levels o f writing samples, particularly at the sophomore level. Because writing samples 
were not gathered from a random sample o f students and the number was limited, 
interpretation is inconclusive. This study has pointed to  the value o f including portfolios 
o f a broader type, a recommendation more fully described in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PUBLICATION: DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
Assessment literature clearly proclaims that assessment efforts are most 
productive when those who will be affected by the results are involved in the design o f 
the assessment and provided with information describing those results. Built into this 
study are provisions for both. Piloting o f data-gathering instruments included provision 
for revision suggestions; additionally, included in cover letters was an explanation o f the 
purpose for the scale or questionnaire as well as a written commitment to make available 
the results o f the study. The last phase o f the project was that o f disseminating 
information to appropriate groups. Jason Millman, in "Designing a College 
Assessment," suggests that results of a program evaluation be reported "in as much 
detail as the audience is willing and able to comprehend" (Adelman 34). Therefore, 
while information was given to the following target audiences, the amount and detail of 
the information were tailored to fit the specific audience. Identified groups within the 
institution are faculty, students, the President o f the College, the Vice President o f 
Academic Affairs, the Coordinator of Institutional Effectiveness, the chairperson o f the 
Task Force on Review o f Central Curriculum, the Director o f Enrollment Management, 
and the chairperson o f the Academic Affairs Committee o f the Louisiana College Board 
of Trustees. Identified groups outside the institution include alumni, SACS (as a part o f 
the next self-study report), and possibly other members of a broader constituency as part 
o f recruiting and fund-raising efforts.
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The nature o f the report and methods o f dissemination varied according to the 
audience and purpose. Students who participated in the study received through campus 
mail a summary o f the findings and an invitation to read the detailed report filed in the 
Department of English, Journalism, and Languages. The English faculty directly 
received periodic up-dates on all research findings: first, they received results o f the 
questionnaire to which they had responded; following tabulation o f student questionnaire 
results, they received that data. Their final report summarized results o f all other 
findings collected from students, alumni, and other faculty as well as a summary of 
information gathered regarding the cultural and social context, the institutional context, 
and the program structure and administration.
Reports to others within the institution were placed in faculty mail boxes. Non- 
English-teaching faculty received a summary o f information collected from the 
questionnaire they had completed; they also received a summary o f the overall findings 
o f the research project. The President of the College, Vice President of Academic 
Affairs (VPAA), Coordinator of Institutional Effectiveness, chairperson of the Task 
Force on Review o f Central Curriculum, Director of Enrollment Management, and 
chairperson of the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board o f Trustees received a 
summary of research results. Information to be included in the next self-study for 
accreditation report to SACS will focus on a description o f the writing program and 
documentation o f its effects, citing appropriate portions o f the assessment project. 
Because this report will be prepared in conjunction with the Coordinator of Institutional 
Effectiveness, it is not included here.
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A descriptive research project can be interpreted in a myriad o f ways; it is 
anticipated that numerous kinds o f information will be gleaned from this study and that 
such information may yet be appropriately disseminated in varied ways and through 
several different channels. In the future, other potential audiences in the institution and 
in the broader constituency may receive information deemed o f interest to them and 
appropriate for the purposes for which it may be disseminated. In fret, one of the 
benefits of a qualitative study is the richness of the data it makes available for multiple 
kinds o f analysis. In "Rationale for Qualitative Research," Brett Sutton makes the point 
that while qualitative studies "report results,. . .  they may do so less by presenting 
conclusions as by offering themselves as representations o f the researcher's observations, 
one 'text' standing in for another" (425). In addition, assessment research emphasizes the 
importance of consideration from the inception o f an assessment project those for whom 
the assessment is being conducted so that each step will be trained toward not only 
appropriate dissemination o f the findings but also implementation o f those 
recommendations which will inevitably grow out of such a project. It is appropriate, 
then, for the actual reports and letters to the various audiences named above to become 
part o f the final presentation o f this research project. Not only does such inclusion allow 
a full presentation o f the completed project, but for other institutions who might use this 
study as an example o f how assessment might be conducted, it models a crucial but often 
omitted step in the assessment cycle.
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Report to  English Faculty 
In addition to receiving interim reports as described above, the English faculty 
received the following summary report. Bearing in mind the dual nature o f this program 
assessment—both suramative and formative—I reasoned that those most intimately 
involved in the program need information upon which not only to assess its effects and 
effectiveness, but also to make decisions regarding changes that may be warranted. 
However, details supporting conclusions and suggestions are available on file in the 
Department o f English, Journalism, and Languages and will be disseminated over a 
period o f several semesters, forming the basis of faculty development and joint decision­
making. The summary report was intended to give teachers an overall picture of 
research findings and to lay the foundation for ongoing assessment and decision-making.
It is presented in its entirety as Figure 4.1._______________________________________
LOUISIANA COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM ASSESSMENT 
REPORT TO THE ENGLISH FACULTY
Intensive assessment activities of the LC writing program began in the spring of 1997 and 
continued through the spring of 1998 as English faculty, non-English-teaching faculty, students 
in the program, students who had completed the program, and alumni responded to questionnaires 
designed to document the effects and effectiveness of our program. In addition, the assessment 
drew on information impacting the context in which the program exists: social, cultural, and 
institutional factors.
Analysis of data collected in the assessment rested on LC’s mission statement and the 
following description of the writing program. The primary aim of the composition faculty is to 
help students become effective writers, based on Clifford Odell’s definition of competence in 
writing: Effective writers discover what they wish to say and convey that message through 
language, syntax, and content appropriate for the intended audience. We believe that students 
learn to write by writing and by interacting with the ideas and writing of others. Therefore, we 
employ such activities as writing for a variety of purposes and audiences, both in and out of 
class; writing multiple drafts of essays; engaging in a variety of peer response activities; and 
reading, examining, and responding to essays and other types of writing. We also challenge 
students to engage in both critical thinking and self-examination necessary for intellectual, 
spiritual, emotional, and social growth; reading, writing, and discussion facilitate these goals.
Figure 4.1: Report to English faculty (fig. cont.)
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F ind ings
Note: The purpose of this report of findings is intended to lay the foundation for on-going 
assessment, discussion, and decision-making. It is a summary of findings; complete details and 
results are on file in the department.
Appropriateness of Program Philosophy and Design
Is our program appropriate for the students it serves? The academic background and 
achievement of the vast majority of students entering the writing program suggest that they can 
succeed in the courses as designed. Over the last three years there has been a decline in the 
number of students whose ACT English scores suggest they will have difficulty meeting the 
expectations of English 101, while there has been an increase in the numbers whose scores make 
them candid a te  for English 105. The numbers suggest that when choices must be made between 
offering remedial English and honors English, allocation of resources to the latter is appropriate. 
However, there was a slight reversal of this trend with the 1998-99 freshman class; we should 
monitor future numbers and plan accordingly.
Other factors in the cultural and social context of the Louisiana College writing program 
support the inclusion of the reading component of the courses. Goal #9 of the LC Statement of 
Purpose is, ‘To nurture in students a respect for ail persons, a  tolerance for cultural diversity, 
and a sense of global interdependence and responsibility.” With a small, fairly homogeneous 
population situated on a small campus in a small metropolitan area, one of the challenges is to 
broaden the horizons of students’ visions. The literature component helps counter provincialism 
by encouraging students to grapple with new ideas and to come to a more critical perspective of 
themselves and their world. Writing then becomes an avenue of exploration and clarification.
In light of the above, I judge that the LC writing program incorporates philosophy, 
methodology, and methods appropriate to the needs of those we serve in light of the resources we 
have available.
Information Gathered from Questionnaires and Writing Samples 
English Faculty
Note: Attached is a copy of the English 101 faculty questionnaire with beginning and ending 
results. Categories and individual items are identical to those on student questionnaires for 101 
and similar enough to questionnaires for 102, 105, and sophomore courses to facilitate 
interpretation of both this and the next section of this report.
Examination of responses to the English faculty questionnaires produced the following 
conclusions:
1. In general, responses reflected priority attention to basic strategies and skills in 101,
maintenance of those in 102, and little or no instructional attention to them in the third course; 
some strategies and skills are not emphasized at all in 101 but are taught in 102 and 
maintained in the sophomore course. Because of the effort directed at student and teacher 
response to essays, we should emphasize effective use of written and oral commentary.
(fig. cont.)
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2. Responses to category V, “Use computer capabilities,” showed that while attention is given to 
all items, actual instruction in how to use the computer for various strategies and skills is not 
a high priority. Even though most students enter our classes having some expertise with 
computers, we should determine whether increased attention to this area is warranted.
3. Responses to “Writing in other contexts” (section VI) and “Reading/writing connections” 
(section VU) revealed real differences between instructional priorities in English 101 and 102. 
These strategies and skills are given little or no attention in 101 but are taught in 102 and 
sophomore courses, affirming that we have a sense of goals and priorities for the three 
courses, with one course laying a foundation for the next..
4. Likewise, responses to the final category, “Other writing related ideas,” show that we 
consider these strategies and skills more appropriately taught in English 102 and 200/201.
Comparison of Faculty and Student Questionnaires
The next step in data analysis was a comparison of student and faculty perceptions, 
based on examination of questionnaires administered to students in the writing program and 
questionnaires completed by faculty. Seventy-five percent response in the top two degrees of 
agreement was considered significant; for example, 75% of students agreeing they improved 
“very much” and/or “somewhat” in a specific strategy/skill or for an overall category was 
considered significant improvement. Likewise, 75% of teachers agreeing instructional time and 
effort were directed “very much” and/or “somewhat” toward teaching a specific strategy/skill or 
toward an overall category was considered a significant emphasis or amount of instructional 
attention, signaling a high priority.
Several general conclusions emerge:
1. Faculty revealed that in theory most of the strategies and skills on the questionnaire should be 
taught in English 101, but, with the exception of category L average instructional attention 
was considerably less than we said it should be in all categories. With many individual 
strategies and skills, however, the instructional effort did match expectations according to 
faculty’s perceived need for instruction.
2. Students, on the average, consistently reported improvement to a far greater extent than they 
had anticipated they needed. In feet, of sixty-two strategies and skills, in only four instances 
did perceived need exceed perceived improvement. These four were: “write essay tests,” 
“write in-class essays,” “identify themes in literature,” and “understand layers of meaning in 
literary work.” Of these four, only one—“write in-class essays”—was emphasized by more 
than 25% of the instructors.
3. With five exceptions, at least 75% of students reported significant improvement for all 
strategies and skills which at least 75% of faculty agreed had been teaching priorities. The 
five exceptions are: “research a topic,” “consider connotation when choosing words,” “write 
without significant errors,” “use computer capabilities for pre-writing,” and “write in-class 
essays.”________________________________________________________________
(fig. cont.)
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This specific finding suggests faculty need to examine how we are teaching these strategies 
and skills and to make needed changes including specific instruction in computer use.
4. Interpretation of students’ responses to both the beginning and ending questionnaires is 
somewhat problematic. For example, there are a number of possibilities why students seemed 
not to recognize their needs at the beginning of the semester they may have lacked 
information about their own status as writers, and they may have lacked clear understanding 
of the strategies and skills listed on the questionnaire. Admittedly, it is difficult for students 
to know that they do not know. Likewise, it is impossible to interpret conclusively why 
students report certain levels of improvement at the end of the semester. Some students may 
feel compelled to indicate a high degree of improvement since to do otherwise may cast 
suspicion on their ability to learn and on the teacher’s ability to teach; anonymity of responses 
should, however, tend to reduce this possibility. Low degrees of improvement may simply 
reflect that students had already mastered certain strategies and skills.
Comparative analysis of the English 102 faculty and student questionnaires produced the
following conclusions:
1. All faculty judged items in “Developing an essay,” section II, as high priority; students again 
registered a more significant level of improvement than they had anticipated they needed. 
Faculty should determine if we are putting enough emphasis on writing the persuasive thesis, 
thinking critically about essay topics, learning terminology appropropriate to argumentative 
writing, and using the computer as a research tool.
2. Students’ improvement consistently exceeded their expectations in every category except 
“Proofreading/editing an essay”; in that area, about the same number reported significant 
improvement as had reported need for improvement (50%).
3. Attention to basic strategies and skills continues to be appropriate in English 102. Faculty 
need to re-evaluate our intentions with regard to teaching proofreading/editing strategies and 
skills at the 102 level. We should also encourage students to keep and use the handbook for 
writing in 200/201 and across the curriculum.
4. Student improvement occurred even in those strategies and skills to which faculty devoted 
little or no instructional attention. This phenomenon suggests that students continue to 
improve in areas taught earlier and that they continue to improve as they write, even with only 
general feedback.
5. Further assessment is needed of teaching/learning regarding strategies and skills such as 
research and documentation introduced at the 102 level.
Comparison of the sophomore English questionnaires for faculty and students suggests
the following conclusions:
1. Students indicated a heightened awareness of need for help in getting started on an essay.
 This mav indicate, in part that students feel further removed from concentrated instruction in
(fig. cont.)
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composition and more attuned to demands of their particular majors. Contributing to 
this situation is the feet that many students in the sophomore classes are upperclassmen.
2. Faculty need to re-consider the kinds of assistance we offer in basic strategies and skills at the 
sophomore level and decide if change is needed.
3. Faculty should continue the emphasis on helping students develop essays.
4. Faculty should re-examine instructional intentions and activities for helping students deal 
effectively with secondary sources.
5. Faculty should consider how to help students improve their expertise in using the computer 
for composing and editing.
6. Faculty should re-examine our priorities with regard to the strategies and skills listed in 
category VII, “Other writing related issues,” and decide if change is warranted.
Writing Samples
Note: Attached are copies of the rating grids.
Using rating grids developed for this purpose, I evaluated writing samples from five
students who completed the writing program in the 1997-98 academic year. Each of these
students had signed agreements to participate further in the research, and I had available the final
out-of-class essay from all writing courses for each student. Following is a summary of findings:
1. English 101 papers yielded an average rating of okay.
2. At the English 102 level, the resulting average was okav. with the last three items being less 
okav than the first three.
3. The two English 105 essays were rated strong.
4. English 200 essays produced more scattered results but, overall, averaged okav in all areas 
except “organization, guiding the reader,” which averaged weak. I note, however, that 
without the two papers written by students who had taken Honors Composition, the average 
rating was only slightly stronger than weak.
5. Although writing samples were not obtained via a random sample, and the sampling is very 
limited, analysis raises the following questions:
A) Is there a direct link between less satisfactory writing in out-of-class essays in the 
sophomore level course and less actual writing instruction? (I note that students in 
sophomore courses indicated need for instruction in basic strategies and skills, but that 
instructors do not consider these priority instructional areas at this level.)
B) Would inclusion of the drafting and peer response processes improve writing at the 
sophomore level?
(fig. cont.)
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C) Even though “correctness” contributes no more than 20% of the grade on any essay and 
“content and form” contributes at least 70% of any essay grade, do teachers and students foil 
to put enough emphasis on the latter? What activities will strengthen students’ strategies and 
skills in this area?
Students Who Have Completed the W riting Program
During the 1997 spring semester, twenty-one of a random sample population of forty- 
seven juniors and seniors who had completed the writing program responded to a questionnaire. 
The purpose of this part of the assessment project was three-fold: to get a picture of the types of 
writing being done across the campus, to leam how students who have completed the writing 
program assess their writing strengths and weaknesses, and to find out what these students think 
are the strengths and weaknesses of the LC writing program. Responses to this questionnaire 
suggest the following implications:
1. Examination essays, journals, reading responses, and short in-class writings required in 
writing courses are not only relevant to writing demands feeing students in other classes but 
also seem to have prepared students to perform such tasks foirly well.
2. Students reported that they write papers of one to five typed pages most frequently, with the 
majority saying they write papers of this length at least three times a semester. Furthermore, 
the majority reported that they write papers of six to ten typed pages at least three times a 
semester. A third said they write papers of eleven to fifteen typed pages one to four times a 
semester, while a fourth of the respondents reported writing papers of more than fifteen typed 
pages at least once or twice a semester. Again, this information supports the requirement in 
English 101 and 102 of three or four out-of-class papers of a minimum five-page length and 
the requirement in English 200/201 of two papers averaging eight to twelve typed pages.
3. When asked the specific types of the last three writing projects completed for classes, students 
identified twenty-two different types. Of these, the greatest number of papers—twenty-seven— 
were analytical/research papers. Most of the writing in the first writing course is analytical, 
and all of the writing in the next two courses is both analytical and researched. Therefore. I 
conclude that we are teaching strategies and skills needed to write in classes across the 
curriculum.
4. The next highest category of writing types was book/joumal critique and summary, with 
thirteen being reported. This information raises the question of whether we should teach 
summarizing skills more specifically, particularly at the freshman level.
5. Do students continue to use drafting strategies and skills? Respondents were evenly split on 
this: eleven reported writing at least two drafts often to always, but ten said that they rarely or 
never do. About half named the revision/multiple drafting process as a strength of the 
program, and respondents’ opinions were split on the value of peer editing. This information 
suggests that faculty need to re-consider how to make the drafting process more effective and 
to convince students of its value; additionally, we need to examine the peer response process 
and determine how we can teach students to be more astute as readers and responders._____
(fig. cont.)
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6. The area o f proficiency in grammar, spelling, and mechanics was named more often than any 
other as a personal weakness. This area also drew more comments than any other in the 
“additions to strengthen the program” section. This concern may be met in part with use of 
the handbook now required in both English 101 and 102; we should continue to review areas 
of particular need as determined through examination of students’ writing. Additionally, we 
may need to direct more students to the Academic Resources Center for tutoring.
7. The questionnaire for juniors and seniors provided information on whether or not students 
take courses in the writing program in the optimal consecutive semester manner. Of these 
twenty-one respondents, ten had conformed to the desired pattern; eleven had not. Follow-up 
research is needed to determine whether or not there is a correlation between when students 
take the three courses and their effectiveness as writers. If such a study reveals a significant 
correlation, we should present evidence to the faculty, appealing for consistency in advising. 
Furthermore, with coordinators of those departments whose curricula do not schedule writing 
courses in the most timely manner, we should present a strong case for schedule revision.
Non-English-Tearhing Faculty
Thirty-three faculty representing fifteen subject fields responded to a questionnaire 
designed to gather information about the amount and types of writing being done across the 
curriculum, about how this writing is evaluated, and about the judgment of faculty regarding 
students’ writing proficiency. Following is a summary of their responses:
1. In general, respondents corroborated students’ reports of the amount and types of writing 
required in classes across the curriculum as well as their perception that they perform these 
writing tasks “fairly well.” Several noted that the quality varies according to level, with 
upper-level writing usually being of a higher quality.
2. Analysis of these responses must consider the criteria by which faculty evaluate students’ 
writing; the following chart presents this information.
EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR WRITING ACROSS THE
CURRICULUM
# of teachers 
using
description of criterion
28 clarification of subject
26 depth of development
32 organization of ideas
21 use of secondary sources
28 knowledge of subject
32 correctness (grammar, punctuation, etc.)
(fig. cont.)
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3. Regarding the issue of correctness, several teachers noted that errors affect the grade only if 
there is an excessive number—five or six—of obvious errors. One respondent remarked that 
errors are corrected but not “graded,” and another said if errors were graded, some students 
“wouldn’t pass.” This information underscores students’ reported lack o f confidence in their 
ability to write “correctly” and the need for English faculty to examine how we may more 
effectively address this area.
4. English faculty should use responses to this questionnaire as we emphasize the importance of 
effective writing in all classes and we should note implications for our teaching.
Alumni
Twelve alumni representing nine majors responded to a questionnaire designed to gather
information about types and effectiveness of post-college writing. A summary of their responses
follows.
1. This group reported spending an average of 31% of the typical workday writing, 50% of it on 
the computer. They most often identified target audiences as constituents, bosses (including 
professors), and co-workers; two persons named government and other agencies. Not 
surprisingly, six respondents named “correspondence with constituents (clients, students, 
parents, customers, etc.)” as the most commonly required type of writing task in their jobs.
All reported that writing is a required part of their professional lives.
2. Of their number one writing tasks, respondents indicated that most are four to five typed 
pages in length, with one reported at ten to twenty pages; these tasks are performed an 
average of seven times per month. Both the number two and number three writing tasks run 
the range of one paragraph to twenty typed pages in length; their average frequency of 
performance is six and five times per month, respectively.
3. Alumni indicated the kinds of thinking required in their top three writing tasks. Most 
frequently named was reporting, and next was analyzing, with drawing conclusions named as 
a close third. Finally, half of the respondents identified judging as being necessary for their 
top three writing tasks.
4. How confident about their writing abilities were these alumni? For a list of eleven writing 
strategies and skills, respondents evaluated their confidence levels on a scale of one to four, 
with one representing the highest level and four representing inability to successfully complete 
the task. The only strategies and skills with which respondents said they had to have help 
were documenting sources, formatting, and editing and proofreading; this finding emphasizes 
the need to teach students how to use a handbook and to be more aware of correctness issues. 
Otherwise, alumni reported completion of writing tasks with confidence most of the time and 
completion but without confidence some of the time.
5. Asked to assess their over-all writing preparation, two responded “superior,” seven “above 
average,” and three “average”; no one deemed the preparation to have been “inadequate.”
(fig. cont.)
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6. Overall, then, responses to die Alumni Questionnaire for Assessing Exit Writing
Competencies confirmed that the writing program does prepare most students to complete 
post-graduation writing tasks with a fairly high degree of confidence.
Snmnwrv nf  Analysis
Assessment of the Louisiana College writing program reveals that, in general, faculty 
have a clear perception of and set of expectations for each course in the program and that 
strategies and skills are introduced and reinforced accordingly. Students often underestimate 
their learning needs but indicate greater need for help in sophomore courses than faculty provide; 
they do, however, report significant improvements in most strategies and skills taught. After 
completing the program, students are fairly successful in completing writing tasks in classes 
across the curriculum, and following graduation, alumni who have completed the program are 
generally competent to meet the demands of writing tasks in graduate school and/or in jobs.
Report to Students 
I determined that students would be most interested in the results o f student 
questionnaires—both those completed by students in the program and by juniors and 
seniors who had completed the program—and the results of alumni questionnaires. 
Additionally, they would want to know what impact the research may have on the 
program. The following letter (presented as Figure 4.2) was mailed via campus mail to 
students and via U.S. mail to participants no longer at Louisiana College. As noted in 
the letter, the complete report was available for examination in the Department of 
English, Journalism, and Languages.
LouisianaG x l eg e
September 30, 1998 
Dear Student;
During the spring and fall semesters of 1997, you may have completed questionnaires about the 
Louisiana College writing program. As a contributor to research into the effects of our freshman 
Figure 4.2: Report to students (fig. cont.)
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and sophomore English courses, you have access to the full report of its findings; this is on file in 
the Department of English, Journalism, and Languages, AH 303. The following is a summary of 
those findings
• Students enrolled in writing courses reported at the aid of the semester that their improvement 
in most writing strategies and skills had exceeded their anticipated need for improvement.
• Students reported continuing need for improvement in editing and proofreading and in 
conducting and documenting research. One response to this finding has been the addition of a 
writing handbook as a required text in freshman composition classes.
• Students indicated significant improvement in the ability to use others’ comments as a 
revision technique, underscoring the importance of both peer and teacher response.
• Data supports continued use of revision techniques such as drafting and getting reader 
feedback for writing tasks across the curriculum.
• Students at the sophomore level reported continued need for improvement in most writing 
strategies and skills. Faculty will examine how most effectively to meet this need.
• Students who had completed the writing program as well as non-English-teaching faculty 
documented that a considerable amount of writing is required in courses across the 
curriculum. Furthermore, both groups report that students complete these writing tasks fairly 
well.
• Alumni who had completed the writing program confirmed that writing is very much a part of 
their post-college experience, both in graduate school and on the job. They also confirmed 
that the LC writing program has prepared them to successfully meet those writing demands.
• The above findings support efforts to increase the percentage of LC students who fulfill the 
core curriculum English requirement by taking the courses at LC.
Thank you for your valuable participation in this assessment research. Your contributions will 
continue to help us prepare students for the writing demands of college and of life.
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director of Freshman English
Department o f  English, Journal Urn and Languages 
Louisiana College; 1140 CoUegr Drive, P.O. Box 606; PlncviHc, Louisiana 71359460&. (318) 407-7229, Pax (318) 487-7310
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Report to Non-Endish-Teaching Faculty 
While faculty across the curriculum were supportive o f the assessment research 
effort, I thought they would be specifically interested in findings by which they might 
compare their responses with those of other faculty. The report replicated below as 
Figure 4.3 presents some details o f those findings and several general summary 
statements.
Lo u h m Colleqb
*
September 30, 1998 
Dear Colleague:
During the spring of 1997, thirty-three faculty representing fifteen subject fields responded to a 
questionnaire designed to gather information about the amount and types o f writing being done 
across the curriculum, how this writing is evaluated, and faculty judgment of students' writing 
proficiency. Respondents contributed to a comprehensive assessment of the LC writing program 
and are invited to examine the detailed findings of that research; the report is on file in the 
Department of English, Journalism, and Languages. Attached is a summary of the findings.
Thank you for your participation in this research; your contributions will continue to be valuable 
as we conduct on-going assessment and make decisions about how we can improve the LC 
writing program.
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director of Freshman English
Department of English, Journal ism and Languages 
Louisiana College. 1140 Collage Drive. P.O. Box606. PineviUa. Louisiana 713594X0$. (318) 487-7229. Fax (318) 487-7310
Figure 4.3: Report to non-English-teaching faculty (fig. cont.)
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LOUISIANA COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM ASSESSMENT 
REPORT TO FACULTY
• Faculty responses corroborated students’ reports of the amount and types of writing required 
in courses across the curriculum. The chart below condenses that information.
TYPES AND FREQUENCY OF WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
# of teachers requiring type writing task average # per semester
27 note-taking information not given
7 lab reports information not given
8 journals information not given
3 research logs information not given
13 non-exam questions information not given
6 reading responses information not given
23 exam essay questions information not given
18 papers of 1-5 typed pages 1-20
11 papers of 6-10 typed pages 1-4
6 papers of 11-15 typed pages 1-2
3 papers of 15+ typed pages 1-3
• Analysis of these responses must consider the criteria by which faculty evaluate students’ 
writing; the following chart presents this information.
EVALUATION CRITERIA
# of teachers description of criterion
28 clarification of subject
26 depth of development
32 organization of ideas
21 use of secondary sources
28 knowledge of subject
32 correctness (grammar, punctuation, etc.)
(fig. cont.)
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• R egard ing  the issue of correctness, several teachers noted that errors affect the grade only if 
there is an excessive number—five or six—of obvious errors. One respondent remarked that 
errors are corrected but not “graded,” and another said if errors were graded, some students 
“wouldn’t pass.” This information underscores students’ reported lack of confidence in their 
ability to write “correctly” and the need for English faculty to examine how we may more 
effectively address this area.
• Overall, faculty judged that students complete writing tasks “fairly well.”
• Almost half of faculty respondents indicated that they teach discipline-specific writing 
strategies and skills.
• Data from other phases of the research confirm that attention to writing strategies and skills 
across the curriculum enhances students’ abilities to effectively complete writing tasks 
following graduation—in graduate programs and in j o b s . ______________
Report to Alumni
Alumni support and participation in the on-going life o f LC is important to the 
health o f the institution. Therefore, presenting a report o f assessment research findings 
actually met two needs: fulfilling the commitment made to respondents to share results 
with them and building good will toward LC by presenting evidence that the faculty is 
dedicated to quality education. Figure 4.4 presents the report that was disseminated via 
the alumni publication, Columns, and the electronic daily newsletter, Today@LC.
LOUISIANA COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM ASSESSMENT 
REPORT TO ALUMNI
For alumni who completed the core requirement in English at LC, there are memories of long 
hours invested in the difficult process of becoming effective writers. The English faculty are 
dedicated to preparing students for life and recognize the increasing demand for clear 
communication. One of the ways to measure the integrity of the program is by periodically 
assessing its effectiveness.
Intensive assessment activities of the LC writing program began in the spring of 1997 and 
continued through the spring of 1998 as faculty, students, and alumni responded to questionnaires 
designed to document the effects and the effectiveness of our program. In addition, the 
assessment drew on information impacting the context in which the program exists: social,
cultural, and institutional factors.________________________________________________
Figure 4.4: Report to alumni (fig. cont.)
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Assessment efforts rested on the mission statement of the College and the following description of 
the writing program. The primary aim of the composition faculty is to help students become 
effective writers, based on Clifford Odell’s definition of competence in writing: Effective writers 
discover what they wish to say and convey that message through language, syntax, and content 
appropriate for the intended audience. We believe that students learn to write by writing and by 
interacting with the ideas and writing of others. Therefore, we employ such activities as writing 
for a variety of purposes and audiences, both in and out of class; writing multiple drafts of 
essays; engaging in a variety of peer response activities; and reading, examining, and responding 
to essays and other types of writing. We also challenge students to engage in both critical 
thinking and self-examination necessary for intellectual, spiritual, emotional, and social growth; 
reading, writing, and discussion facilitate these goals.
Research findings have documented some of the effects and the effectiveness of the LC writing 
program. While a complete report is on file in the Department of English, Journalism, and 
Languages, a summary of these findings is presented below.
• English faculty responses confirmed that there are clearly defined objectives and methods 
appropriate for each of the courses in the writing program.
• The academic background and achievement of the vast majority of students entering the 
writing program suggest that they can succeed in the courses as designed.
• Factors in the cultural and social context of the LC writing program support the inclusion of a 
reading component. Goal #9 of the LC Statement of Purpose is, ‘To nurture in students a 
respect for all persons, a tolerance for cultural diversity, and a sense of global 
interdependence and responsibility.” With a small, fairly homogeneous population situated in 
a small campus in a small metropolitan area, one of the challenges is to broaden the horizons 
of students’ visions. The literature component helps counter provincialism by encouraging 
students to grapple with new ideas and to come to a more critical perspective of themselves 
and their world. Writing then becomes an avenue of exploration and clarification.
• Students consistently reported improvement in writing strategies and skills in each of the three 
courses in the program.
• Faculty and students across the curriculum documented that writing tasks are an integral part 
of the learning process and that students perform these tasks fairly well.
• Alumni who participated in the research confirmed that writing is a significant part of their 
professional lives and that the LC writing program prepared them to successfully fulfill on- 
the-job writing demands.
• The LC writing program seems to incorporate philosophy, methodology, and methods 
appropriate to the needs of those we serve with our available resources.
As with any research, some findings have suggested areas for further research. These will be 
pursued as part of the on-going effort to provide LC students education with a quality edge._____
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Report to College Officials 
The President, Vice President o f Academic Affairs, Coordinator o f Institutional 
Effectiveness, chairperson o f the Task Force on Review o f Central Curriculum, Director 
o f Enrollment Management, and chairperson of the Academic Affairs Committee o f the 
Board of Trustees received copies o f a summary report o f the writing program 
assessment as a means o f informing them o f assessment activities, o f research findings, of 
the accessibility o f the complete report, and of some implications o f the findings. This 
report appears in Figure 4.5.
M E M O R A N D U M
TO: Dr. Rory Lee, President; Dr. Ben Hawkins, VPAA; Dr. Buck Jones, Coordinator of
Institutional Effectiveness; Dr. Jay Hix, chairperson of the Task Force on Review of 
Central Curriculum; Ms. Teresa Compton, Director of Enrollment Management; and 
Dr. Mike Brunet, chairperson of the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of 
Trustees
FROM: Linda Peevy, Director of Freshman English
RE: Louisiana College Writing Program Assessment Report
DATE: September 28, 1998
Attached is a summary report of comprehensive assessment research of the LC writing program, 
the three-course core requirement in English. The complete report is available in the Department 
of English, Journalism, and Languages.
LOUISIANA COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM ASSESSMENT
Intensive assessment activities of the LC writing program began in the spring of 1997 and 
continued through the spring of 1998 as English faculty, non-English-teaching faculty, students 
in the program, a random sample of juniors and seniors who had completed the program, and a 
random sample of alumni who had completed the program responded to questionnaires designed 
to document the effects and the effectiveness of our program. In addition, the assessment drew 
on evaluation of writing samples and on information impacting the context in which the program 
exists: social, cultural, and institutional factors.
Analysis of data rested on the mission statement of the College and the following description of 
the writing program: The primary aim of the composition faculty is to help students become
Figure 4.5: Report to college officials (fig. cont.)
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effective writers, based on Clifford Odell’s definition of competence in writing: Effective writers 
discover what they wish to say and convey that message through language, syntax, and content 
appropriate for the intended audience. We believe that students leam to write by writing and by 
interacting with the ideas and writing of others. Therefore, we employ such activities as writing 
for a variety of purposes and audiences, both in and out of class; writing multiple drafts of 
essays; engaging in a variety of peer response activities; and reading, examining, and responding 
to essays and other types of writing. We also challenge students to engage in both critical 
thinking and self-examination necessary for intellectual, spiritual, emotional, and social growth; 
reading, writing, and discussion facilitate these goals.
Appropriateness of Program Philosophy and Design
Is our program appropriate for the students it serves? The academic background and 
achievement of the vast majority of students entering the writing program suggest that they can 
succeed in the courses as designed. Over the last three years there has been a decline in the 
number of students whose ACT English scores suggest they will have difficulty meeting the 
expectations of English 101, while there has been an increase in the numbers whose scores make 
them candidates for English 105. The numbers suggest that when choices must be made between 
offering remedial English and honors English, allocation of resources to the latter is appropriate. 
However, there was a slight reversal of this trend with the 1998-99 freshman class; we should 
monitor future numbers and plan accordingly.
Other factors in the cultural and social context of the Louisiana College writing program support 
the inclusion of the reading component of the courses. Goal #9 of the LC Statement of Purpose 
is, ‘"To nurture in students a respect for all persons, a tolerance for cultural diversity, and a sense 
of global interdependence and responsibility.” With a small, fairly homogeneous population 
situated on a small campus in a small metropolitan area, one of the challenges is to broaden the 
horizons of students' visions. The literature component helps counter provincialism by 
encouraging students to grapple with new ideas and to come to a more critical perspective of 
themselves and their world. Writing then becomes an avenue of exploration and clarification.
In light of all of the above, the LC writing program incorporates philosophy, methodology, and 
methods appropriate to the needs of those we serve in light of the resources we have available.
Information Gathered from Questionnaires and Writing Samples
1. English faculty responses confirmed that there are clearly defined objectives and methods 
appropriate for each of the courses in the writing program.
2. In general, English faculty responses reflected priority attention to basic strategies and skills 
in 101, maintenance of those in 102, and little or no instructional attention to them in the third 
course;
some strategies and skills are not emphasized at all in 101 but are taught in 102 and maintained 
in the sophomore course.
(fig. cont.)
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3. English faculty responses to items about writing in other contexts and reading/writing 
connections revealed real differences between instructional priorities in English 101 and 102; 
these strategies and skills are given little or no attention in 101 but are taught in 102 and in 
200/201.
4. With few exceptions, at least 75% of students in composition courses reported significant 
improvement for all strategies and skills which at least 75% of faculty agreed had been teaching 
priorities.
5. Faculty need to re-consider the kinds of assistance we offer in basic strategies and skills at the 
sophomore level and decide if change is needed.
6. Responses from students who have completed the writing program confirmed that 
examination essays, journals, reading responses, and short in-class writings required in writing 
courses are not only relevant to writing demands feeing students in other classes but also seem to 
have prepared students to perform such tasks feirly well.
7. Students who have completed the course reported that they write papers of one to five typed 
pages most frequently, with most saying they write papers of this length at least three times a 
semester. Furthermore, the majority reported that they write papers of six to ten typed pages at 
least three times a semester. A third said they write papers of eleven to fifteen typed pages one to 
four times a semester, while a fourth of the respondents reported writing papers of more than 
fifteen typed pages at least once or twice a semester. Again, this information supports the 
requirement in English 10 land 102 of three or four out-of-class papers of a minimum five-page 
length and the requirement in English 200/201 of two papers averaging eight to twelve typed 
pages.
8. Lack of proficiency in grammar, spelling, and mechanics was named more often than any 
other as a personal weakness. This area also drew more comments than any other in the 
“additions to strengthen the program” section of the junior/senior questionnaire. This concern 
may be met in part through use of the handbook now required in both English 101 and 102.
9. In general, responses from non-English-teaching faculty corroborated students’ reports of the 
amount and types of writing required in classes across the curriculum as well as their perception 
that they perform these writing tasks feirly well. Several noted that the quality varies according 
to level, with upper-level writing usually being of a higher quality.
10. Alumni consistently reported that writing is a required part of their professional lives. Of 
their number one writing tasks, respondents indicated that most are four to five typed pages in 
length, with one reported at ten to twenty pages; these tasks are performed an average of seven 
times per month. Both the number two and number three writing tasks run the range of one 
paragraph to twenty typed pages in length; their average frequency is six and five times per 
month, respectively.___________________________________________________________
(fig. cont.)
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11. Alumni indicated the kinds of thinking required in their top three writing tasks. Most often 
named was reporting, and next was analyzing, with drawing conclusions named as a close third. 
Finally, half of the respondents identified judging as being necessary for their top three writing 
tasks.
12. For a list of eleven writing strategies and skills, alumni respondents evaluated their 
confidence levels on a scale of one to four, with one representing the highest level and four 
representing inability to successfully complete the task. The only strategies and skills with which 
respondents said they had to have help were documenting sources, formatting, and editing and 
proofreading; otherwise, they reported completion with confidence most of the time and 
independent completion but without confidence some of the time.
13. Asked to assess their over-all writing preparation, 17% responded “superior,” 58% “above 
average,” and 25% “average”; no one deemed the preparation to have been “inadequate.” Over­
all, then, responses to the Alumni Questionnaire for Assessing Exit Writing Competencies 
suggests that the writing program prepares most students to complete post-graduation writing 
tasks with a fairly high degree of confidence.
14. Writing samples analyzed on a three-point scale produced an overall rating of average. 
However, papers from the sophomore level courses produced more scattered rating results than 
those from foe two freshman courses.
15. Although writing samples were not obtained via a random sample, and foe sampling was 
very limited, findings raise foe following questions:
A) Is there a direct link between less satisfactory writing in out-of-class essays in the 
sophomore level courses and less actual writing instruction? (I note that students in 
sophomore courses indicated need for instruction in basic strategies and skills, but that 
instructors do not consider these priority instructional areas at this level.)
B) A high percentage of students wait until their junior or senior year to take foe third 
English course; how does this lapse in time since the previous composition course affect 
writing effectiveness?
16. Writing program assessment is complex, requiring data gathered by a variety of methods and 
with instuments designed specifically for foe program under study. As a labor-intensive and 
financially expensive undertaking, it needs institutional support.
Summary of Analysis
Assessment of the Louisiana College writing program reveals that, in general, faculty 
have a clear perception of and set of expectations for each course in foe program and that 
strategies and skills are introduced and reinforced accordingly; students often underestimate their 
learning needs, but recognize significant improvements in most strategies and skills taught; after 
completing foe program, students are fairly successful in completing writing tasks in classes 
across the curriculum; and following graduation, alumni who have completed foe program are 
generally competent to meet foe demands of writing tasks in graduate school and/or in jobs._____
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Valid writing assessment facilitates ongoing program review, appropriate 
program revision to meet changing needs, and strategic planning at the departmental and 
institutional levels. Responsible assessment plans must include provision for reporting 
pertinent findings to all constituencies involved with and affected by the writing program. 
In turn, such reporting not only encourages educators to implement changes revealed 
through research but may also strengthen the support base for the department and the 
institution.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
EPILOGUE: ASSESSMENT AS AN ONGOING PROCESS
Looking Back
Assessment o f the Louisiana College writing program began with questions: 
What do the Louisiana College English faculty believe should be taught in each of the 
courses that comprise the core writing program? Are we actually teaching these things? 
Do students learn what we are teaching as evidenced by their writing in the classes and 
after the classes (in other classes across the campus, in graduate schools, and in jobs)? 
The process that began as an attempt to answer these basic questions did so by 
responding to the final question raised at the study’s inception: How can we begin to 
answer such pertinent questions? Research revealed that the effort must somehow 
embrace the complexity of the subject under study, recognizing, for example, that 
various factors impact the writing program—directly and indirectly. The statements 
comprising The Principles o f Good Practice fo r  Assessing Student Learning (AAHEAF 
2) are useful in critiquing my study; presented first in Chapter One, I offer them again as 
vantage points from which to look back.
“1. The assessment o f student learning begins with educational values.”
The Louisiana College mission statement and its supporting goals laid the 
foundation for assessment program design, implementation, and interpretation.
“2. Assessment is most effective when it reflects an understanding of learning as 
multidimensional, integrated, and revealed in performance over time.”
186
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Data gathering instruments and participant selection reflected the understanding 
that both depth and breadth of investigation must be sufficient to encompass the whole 
of a writing program. Methodology ranged from writing data-gathering instruments, to 
collecting information with the instruments, to conducting personal interviews, to 
drawing on experience as a teacher/researcher, to examining existing documents. The 
scope stretched from analysis of cultural, social, and institutional factors, to input from 
alumni who had completed the writing program several years ago, to responses from 
students currently enrolled in composition courses.
“3. Assessment works best when the programs it seeks to improve have clear, 
explicitly stated purposes.”
The first instrument designed was a faculty questionnaire for documenting 
strategies and skills deemed priority for each course in the writing program. Information 
gathered combined with faculty discussion to produce a description of the Louisiana 
College writing program as well as to identify a distinctive body o f priority strategies and 
skills for each writing course.
“4. Assessment requires attention to outcomes but also and equally to the 
experiences that lead to those outcomes.”
Primary focus has been on documentation and evaluation of learning experiences. 
“5. Assessment works best when it is ongoing, not episodic.”
The assessment cycle suggested below is a response to this principle.
“6. Assessment fosters wider improvement when representatives from across the 
educational community are involved.”
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This project has involved all faculty, all students enrolled in writing courses, a 
random sample of students who had completed the writing program, several college 
officials, and numerous support personnel. Furthermore, results were disseminated to 
these and to others within the LC community who were not involved in any phase of the 
research. This project has been conducted by one researcher, however, just as 
composing is a social process, so the assessment process should reflect we rather than I.
“7. Assessment makes a difference when it begins with issues o f use and 
illuminates questions that people really care about.”
Data gathering instruments as well as reports of findings addressed needs of 
target audiences.
“8. Assessment is most likely to lead to improvement when it is part of a larger 
set o f conditions that promote change.”
Louisiana College has both a new president and a new vice president of academic 
affairs; therefore, changes are expected. This research project has served to emphasize 
the necessity of monitoring effects o f  changes. Interestingly, the long tenure o f the 
majority o f the English faculty can work well to balance and evaluate how impending 
changes impact the writing program directly and indirectly. Additionally, as assessment 
findings suggest alterations in factors directly and/or indirectly affecting the program, we 
may take advantage of a climate open to change.
“9. Through assessment, educators meet responsibilities to students and to the 
public.”
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The ethics o f assessment has guided each phase of this research project.
Foremost is the guiding principle o f upholding and improving the quality o f students’ 
educational opportunities. The dissemination phase of the study has also proceeded as 
one means of meeting the obligation to various audiences impacted by and interested in 
the LC writing program.
Beginning Again
If it is true that designing and implementing a writing program assessment plan 
mimics the composing process itself and if it is true that the purpose o f any composing 
process is communication, then there really is no end to assessment. There is, to be sure, 
a culmination, but if assessment is valid, this point precipitates the next: beginning again. 
And just as this particular study began with questions, so at its culmination new 
questions arise: Has communication broken down at any point? If  so, what revisions in 
method, methodology, and instruments might more effectively facilitate the exchange of 
information? Has interpretation o f data been appropriate and valid? What may yet be 
gleaned from the rich data collected? How may the English faculty most appropriately 
respond to research findings? How may the various phases of this assessment plan be 
implemented for on-going assessment at LC? How can the Louisiana College model be 
adapted for use in other institutions?
Implications for Revision
Overall, identification o f  target audiences for data collection was appropriate. 
However, a number o f alterations in method, methodology, and instrument design may 
improve both the quantity and quality o f data.
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• The paucity o f writing samples may be addressed by the following means:
1. Collect portfolios from a random sample both of students in the writing 
program and of students who have completed the program.
2. Include in portfolios writing samples from English classes and from classes 
across the curriculum. Be aware that students’ permission is necessary for their 
writing to be made available.
• Employ a group of readers rather than one to rate writing samples.
• Revise terminology on the writing sample rating grid by replacing okav with 
satisfactory.
• Revise terminology on questionnaires where interpretation has raised the possibility 
o f misunderstanding. For example, on English 101 questionnaires, consider changing 
section II, item #17 from “consider connotation when choosing words” to “consider 
associated meanings when choosing words.”
• Consider revising questionnaires for students in writing classes by replacing the 
prompts I need to improve mv ability to . . . and I improved mv ability to . . . with I 
am proficient in .. . . This change may facilitate greater clarity in interpretation. 
However, it must be recognized that there still would be several possibilities why 
students might respond in given ways; for example, at the beginning of the semester, 
students might agree very much that they are proficient in organizing ideas, only to 
discover that they need to improve a great deal in this area. If  they do improve but 
realize at the end of the semester that they still need improvement, they might indicate 
agreement only somewhat that they are proficient in this area. These responses might
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appear to suggest that students had regressed, when, in fact, significant improvement 
had occurred. Researchers must acknowledge that interpretation of beginning and 
ending questionnaires will be problematic.
• As a way to address the above problems, include in the research design opportunities 
for triangulation. Although the assessment focuses on the program and not on 
individual students, comparative analysis o f the following could provide valuable 
interpretive information: questionnaire responses, writing samples from English 
classes and from classes across the curriculum, writing course grades, and 
information from interviews. Students and information selected for such a study 
should be drawn from a random sample of participants who have indicated 
willingness to participate further. A case study format might be effective.
• Consider whether collecting only an end-of-semester questionnaire might provide 
sufficient information.
• Questionnaire response rate seems to be directly proportional to participants’ 
proximity to the writing program. Therefore, for students enrolled in the program, 
administer and collect questionnaires in class. For students who have completed the 
program, send out questionnaires on a schedule that will allow sufficient time for 
rigorous follow-up before the end of the semester. Second contacts with alumni 
should be made immediately following the original deadline; telephone contact may 
be most successful.
• Devise a means for getting from employers data about writing tasks and writing 
effectiveness o f alumni who have completed the writing program. Anticipate
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difficulties in identifying members o f a target population and where they work as well 
as securing cooperation from employers.
• Consider the role of computers to facilitate data-gathering. For example, all LC 
students have e-mail accounts; therefore, e-mail might be used to set up—or even 
conduct—interviews and to contact students for follow-up contact. The electronic 
daily newsletter, Today@LC, might be used to report research findings to students 
and faculty. A page on the LC Web site might be used for gathering assessment data 
from alumni as well as for disseminating research findings.
Implications for New Research Areas 
Beginning with the pilot phase o f this research, I have identified several factors 
that deserve further investigation. The following items are now apparent; re-examination 
of data well may suggest others.
• Difficulty in defining a substantial target population of both students and alumni who 
had completed the LC writing program substantiated the perception that a fairly high 
percentage o f students fulfill the core curriculum English requirements at other 
institutions. One survey conducted as part of this program assessment suggests that 
the percentage of students who do so has begun to decrease. Research should 
document and track the percentage o f students who comprise this category, especially 
in light of recent developments such as the Louisiana College transfer student 
scholarships, the state Tuition Opportunity Program, and the federal HOPE tax 
credit.
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• Further research should assess the writing effectiveness o f students who transfer 
credits to fulfill English requirements and compare their effectiveness with that of 
students who have completed the LC writing program. Findings should suggest 
appropriate responses. For example, if these students are more effective than those 
who completed requirements at LC, more intense examination of our program is 
warranted. If  this group compares about evenly with the LC group, no action may be 
called for other than continued monitoring of the situation. I f  however, this group is 
significantly less effective than the LC group, faculty should investigate ways to 
address the problem; one response might be to recommend a writing sample 
evaluation as part o f the transfer of credit process.
• One o f the findings of this program assessment was that a significant number of 
students do not take writing courses in the optimum sequential semester manner. 
Research should examine the effects of this finding; for example, is writing 
improvement negatively affected by intervening semesters between English 102 and 
the sophomore level course? Research should focus on writing not only in the 
English courses but also in courses across the curriculum.
• Research should track the number of incoming students whose ACT English scores 
suggest English 91 is needed. Should findings reveal the need for offering English 91, 
data may be used to secure funding o f an instructor.
• Research should track writing success rates for students whose ACT English scores 
would place them in English 91 but who enroll in English 101 because 91 is not 
offered. Findings should suggest appropriate responses.
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• Research should investigate grade distribution trends regarding grade inflation and 
differences between regularly scheduled writing courses, “carry-over” courses 
(English 101 course taught in the spring and English 102 course taught in the fall), 
and summer courses.
• This study revealed the need to collect data from employers regarding writing 
effectiveness o f alumni who completed the writing program, but efforts to do so were 
unsuccessful. These efforts should continue, perhaps expanding to also collect data 
on alumni who did not complete the writing courses at LC. The latter would enhance 
a comparative study of the effectiveness o f the LC writing program.
Schedule for Assessment Cycle 
Program assessment as an intensive process has been instructive; it has provided 
a sharply focused picture of separate but integrated factors affecting the effects and the 
effectiveness of the LC writing program. However, it has been costly in time and 
resources. One of the most valuable by-products is the plan which may now be 
implemented in an ongoing manner, thus distributing those expenses more equitably.
The following chart (Figure 5.1) presents a possible assessment timetable.
WRITING PROGRAM ASSESSMENT CYCLE
assessment activity fall
‘01
spr
‘02
fall
‘02
spr
‘03
fall
‘03
spr.
‘04
fall
‘04
spr.
‘05
101 students and faculty 
beginning and end questionnaires
✓
102 students and faculty 
beginning and end questionnaires
✓
Figure 5.1: Writing program assessment timetable (fig. cont.)
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assessment activity fan
‘01
spr
‘02
fan
‘02
spr
‘03
faU
‘03
spr.
‘04
fan
‘04
spr.
‘05
200/201 students and faculty 
beginning and end 
questionnaires
✓
collect data on students eligible 
for 91 who were placed in 101
✓
junior/senior questionnaire ✓
case studies writing samples ✓ ✓ ✓*
case studies writing course 
grades
✓ ✓ ✓*
case studies interviews ✓ ✓ ✓*
non-English-teaching faculty 
questionnaires
✓
alumni questionnaires ✓
alumni employer writing 
assessment
✓
freshman class profile ✓
cultural, social, institutional 
data collection
✓
identification of "01 freshman 
class members who have 
completed LC writing program
✓
data collection re: imported 
English credits
✓
interpretation of case studies 
data
✓ ✓
*data to be collected as students take courses
The LC Plan as a Model 
Both the plan and instruments developed for Louisiana College may serve as 
models for other institutions, particularly those similar in nature and size to  LC.
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Following are recommendations regarding such use:
• Adaptation must rest on the institutional mission statement and the program’s 
descriptive philosophy, but even the program’s goals must be open to investigation.
• Researchers should consider the level o f  cooperation among faculty and staff, 
particularly if funding for assessment is low; the complexity o f this plan requires 
significant cooperative effort.
• Questionnaires should be adapted to reflect not only the philosophy and methodology 
of the writing program but also the instructional terminology used.
While the LC model most easily may be adapted for use in institutions similar to 
Louisiana College, researchers conducting writing program assessment in any institution 
will hopefully discover that it offers insight into the complexity o f the process and 
possible responses to that complexity. At the very least, this report o f designing and 
implementing a descriptive assessment model for writing programs confirms that 
assessment “is a task that can—and often must—be done” (McLeod 380) and offers tips 
for making it happen.
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRES
A. 1: Pilot English Faculty Questionnaire 
College Writing Program Assessment
One of the first steps in assessing the three-semester college writing program is for us to 
determine what we believe to be the important components of each of the three courses. The 
following questionnaire is designed to help us separate what we say is important-theory—from 
what we actually do—reality. I have attempted to include a wide range of writing, reading, and 
thinking skills, but I am sure that I have omitted items that we need to include. As these become 
apparent, please add them.
English Faculty Questionnaire
For each item, indicate the degree to which you agree with the statement. “It is essential that I 
teach students to . . .  “ (the skill listed). In addition, note whether your response is based on what 
you believe to be the ideal (I), even if you do not actually teach it, or what you actually allocate 
time to teaching (T).
Example: You may strongly agree that, ideally, it is essential to spend class time teaching 
revision techniques in English 101; however, in reality, you spend virtually no class time 
examining revision of example essays, discussing how one revises, or having students experience 
guided revision. You would respond as follows to item #37 (revise ideas) for 101: l/I to indicate 
that ideally you strongly agree, and 3/T to indicate that teaching time devoted to that skill 
suggests you disagree that it is essential.
Example: Further, for English 102, because you assume revision techniques have been taught in 
101, ideally you think only cursory treatment of teaching revising should be necessary. In reality, 
no time is devoted to this area. Under 102, therefore, you would indicate 3/1,4/T.
Example: For English 200 or 201, you believe that no class time should be devoted to teaching 
revision; in reality, no class time is used to teach revision. You would indicate 4/1, 4/T for 
200/201.
Example: Notice that you may indicate that while you believe no time should be spent teaching a 
certain skill, you do, in fact, find it necessary to devote time to it. For instance, you may believe 
that ideally, no class time should be devoted to a review of punctuation in 102; however, you find 
that each semester you must do that. For item #43 under English 102, you would indicate 4/1, 
2/T.
202
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FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DETERMINING 
APPROPRIATENESS OF SKILLS TAUGHT
For each class you teach, please indicate (I) the degree to which you agree that ideally (I) it is 
essential to teach each skill, and (2) the degree to which the time spent teaching each skill (T) 
suggests you agree it is essential to teach that skill.
Scale: I = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = disagree, 4 = strongly disagree 
I = believe ideally, T = belief reflected by teaching time
SKILL: WRITING 91 101 102 105 200/201
I. understand and recognize the 
features of effective narrative essays
2. understand and recognize the 
features of effective argumentative 
essays
3. plan paper before writing
4. define an issue to write about
S. generate ideas for use in writing
6. understand the importance of thesis
7. write a descriptive thesis
8. write an analytical thesis
9. write an argumentative thesis
10. support thesis with appropriate, 
concrete details
11. develop an essay of at least five 
pages
12. develop an essay of at least eight 
pages
13. know patterns of organization
14. use strategies for organizing 
support
13. locate appropriate secondary 
sources
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SKILL: WRITING 91 101 102 105 200/201
16. evaluate evidence using clear 
criteria
17. understand plagiarism and how to 
avoid
18. understand relationships among 
writer, purpose, and audience
19. know basic terms of 
argumentation
20. write an introduction and a 
conclusion for a narrative essay
21. write an introduction and a 
conclusion for an argumentative essay
22. correctly use MLA documentation
23. integrate support from primary 
source
24. integrate support from secondary 
source
25. recognize and be able to avoid 
fallacies in argument
26. use inductive logic
27. use deductive logic
28. know how to make concessions in 
argumentative writing
29. think critically about essay topics
30. write under pressure: essay exams 
and in-class essays
31. improve sentence structure by 
combining sentences
32. use varying sentence structures
33. use principles of effective 
paragraphing
34.write effective transitions
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SKILL: WRITING 91 101 102 105 200/201
35. follow a strategy in judging own 
writing
36. follow a strategy in judging other 
students’ writing
37. revise ideas
38. revise organization
39. use others’ comments to aid 
revision
40. use figurative language
41. consider connotation when 
choosing words
42. use a handbook
43. write without significant errors in 
grammar, punctuation, mechanics, and 
spelling
44. extend the principles learned in 
this class to writing in other classes
45. use the computer word processing 
capabilities for all phases of writing
46. use computerized help programs 
(grammar, editing, spell-check, etc.)
SKILL: READING 91 101 102 105 200/201
47. analyze others’ written arguments
48. identify theme of essay, short 
story, poem, drama, novel
49. identify evidence of theme
50. read literature perceptively, 
noticing key elements
51. understand layers of meaning in 
literary work
52. synthesize ideas from reading
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SKILL: READING 91 101 102 105 200/201
S3, understand that literature may be 
read from numerous valid perspectives
54. summarize another writer’s 
argument
55. evaluate another writer’s evidence 
and argument
56. have a clear sense of genre 
differences
57. perceive impact of historical 
context on literary works
58. perceive that literature initiates 
action: raises questions, influences 
various environments, etc.
59. possess a vocabulary for 
articulating understanding of literature
60. read critical materials with 
understanding
61. transfer skills of analysis to 
independently explore new text
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A ?.• F.nglish 101 Faculty End-of-Semester Questionnaire
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I. Getting started on an essay
Instructional tune and effort were directed toward 
teaching students to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1 .  define an issue to write about 4 3 2 I
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 1
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 1
4. use pre-writing techniques such as brainstorming, 
branching, fireewriting, & outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 1
3. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive essay 4 3 2 I
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 1
II. Developing an essay
Instructional time and effort were directed toward 
teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to prove 4 3 2 I
the point of the thesis
2. research a topic 4 3 2 I
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 I
4. support the thesis with appropriate, concrete 4 3 2 I
details
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and arguments 4 3 2 1
8 use support from a primary source 4 3 2 1
9. use support from a secondary source 4 3 2 1
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 4 3 2 1
11. organize ideas 4 3 2 I
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II. Developing an essay very some­ a not
Instructional time and effort were directed toward much what little at all
teaching students to . . .
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 1
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 I
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 I
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 1
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 I
17. consider connotation when choosing words 4 3 2 I
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 1
III. Revising an essay
Instructional time and effort were directed toward 
teaching students to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 1
2. revise the organization of an essay 4 3 2 1
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 I
4. adjust writing style according to the needs of the 
audience
4 3 2 1
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 1
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 1
7. determine the need for further development 4 3 2 I
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ writing 4 3 2 I
9. use other people’s comments to improve writing 4 3 2 1
10. improve sentence structure by combining sentences 4 3 2 1
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 I
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 I
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IV. Proofreading/editing an essay
Instructional time and effort were directed toward 
teaching students to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
I. correct mistakes in grammar and punctuation 4 3 2 1
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 I
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 I
V. Use computer capabilities very some­ a not
Instructional time and effort were directed toward much what little at all
teaching students to use the computer fo r  —
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 I
2. conducting research 4 3 2 I
3. revising organization 4 3 2 1
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 1
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 1
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 1
VI. Writing in other contexts
Instructional time and effort were directed toward 
teaching students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. write essay tests 4 3 2 I
2. write in-class essays 4 3 2 1
3. transfer the principles of essay writing to writing 
in other classes
4 3 2 1
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently explore 
new text
4 3 2 I
VII. Reading/writing connections
Instructional time and effort were directed toward 
teaching students to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 1
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key elements 4 3 2 I
3. understand layers of meaning in literary work 4 3 2 1
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VII. Reading/writing connections
Instructional tune and effort were directed toward 
teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
4. understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 1
5. understand how literature initiates action (raises 
questions, influences various environments, etc.)
4 3 2 I
VEQ. Other writing related issues
Instructional time and effort were directed toward 
teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of effective 
persuasive essays
4 3 2 I
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 1
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 I
4. understand relationships among writer, purpose, 
and audience
4 3 2 I
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 I
6. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 
argument
4 3 2 1
7. have a clear sense of genre differences 4 3 2 1
8. use appropriate vocabulary for talking about 
literature
4 3 2 1
Identify other skills that should be taught, and indicate the degree to which you agree that it is
essential to teach them in English 101.
4 3 2 I
4 3 2 I
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
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A.3: English 102 Faculty Beginning-of-Semester Questionnaire
TO: English 102 faculty
FROM: Linda
DATE: February 24, 1997
RE: English 102 teaching priorities
One of the steps we must take in assessing the College Writing Program is to determine what we 
believe to be die essential elements of each of the courses comprising the program. The attached 
questionnaire is designed to allow us to document the degree to which we agree that certain 
specific skills should be taught in English 102. At the end of the semester, we will reflect on how 
we have used instructional time with regard to these skills, thus allowing us to determine the 
degree of agreement between our theory and our practice. In addition, comparison of our 
responses to these two instruments and students’ responses to two questionnaires will reveal the 
degree of compatibility between teachers’ and students’ perceptions regarding instructional needs 
in the course.
Completion of this questionnaire should take approximately ten minutes. Thank you for your 
contribution to this assessment project! I plan to complete mine at the same time as the students; 
feel free to handle yours as you wish, but please return them to me by Thursday.
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I. Getting started on an essay
//  u  essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 1
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 1
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 1
4. use pre-writing techniques such as 
brainstorming, branching, fieewridng, & 
outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 I
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive 
essay
4 3 2 1
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 1
II. Developing an essay
It is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to 4 3 2 1
prove the point of the thesis
2. research a topic 4 3 2 1
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 1
4. support the thesis with appropriate, 4 3 2 1
concrete details
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 4 3 2 1
arguments
8 use support from a primary source 4 3 2 1
9. use support from a secondary source 4 3 2 1
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t t . Developing an essay
It is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 4 3 2 I
11. organize ideas 4 3 2 1
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 I
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 I
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 1
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 I
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 1
17. consider connotation when choosing words 4 3 2 I
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 I
III. Revising an essay
It is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 1
2. revise the organization of an essay 4 3 2 1
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 1
4. adjust writing style according to the needs of 
the audience
4 3 2 1
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 I
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 I
7. determine the need for further development 4 3 2 I
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ 
writing
4 3 2 1
9. use other people’s comments to improve 
writing
4 3 2 I
10. improve sentence structure by combining 
sentences
4 3 2 I
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 1
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 1
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IV. Proofreading/editing an essay
I t is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in grammar and 
punctuation
4 3 2 1
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 I
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 1
V. Use computer capabilities
It is essential to teach students to use the 
computer f o r . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 1
2. conducting research 4 3 2 1
3. revising organization 4 3 2 1
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 1
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 1
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 1
VI. Writing in other contexts
I t is essential to teach students to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. write essay tests 4 3 2 1
2. write in-class essays 4 3 2 1
3. transfer the principles of essay writing to 
writing in other classes
4 3 2 1
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently 
explore new text
4 3 2 I
VII. Reading/writing connections
It is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 1
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key 
elements
4 3 2 1
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VII. Reading/writing connections
I t is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
3. understand layers of meaning in literary 
work
4 3 2 1
4. understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 I
5. understand how literature initiates action 
(raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.)
4 3 2 1
6. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding
4 3 2 I
VTII. Other writing related issues
It is essential to teach students to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
I. understand and recognize features of 4 3 2 1
effective persuasive essays
7 Icnnw patterns n f  organ iza tion 4 3 2 1
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 1
4. understand relationships among writer, 4 3 2 1
purpose, and audience
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 1
6. use ML A documentation 4 3 2 1
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 4 3 2 I
argument
8. have a clear sense of genre differences 4 3 2 I
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking about 4 3 2 1
literature
Identify other skills that should be taught, and indicate the degree to which you agree that it is 
essential to teach them in English 102.
4 3 2 I
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
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A.4: English 102 Faculty End-of-Semester Questionnaire 
M E M O R A N D U M
TO: English 102 Acuity
FROM: Linda 
DATE: May 23, 1997
RE: English 102 teaching priorities
Earlier in the semester, you completed a questionnaire designed to document the degree to which 
we agree that certain specific skills should be taught in English 102. It is important that we now 
reflect on how we have actually used instructional time with regard to these skills, thus 
allowing us to determine the degree of agreement between our theory and our practice. In 
addition, comparison of our responses to these two instruments and students’ responses to their 
two questionnaires will reveal the degree of compatibility between teachers’ and students’ 
perceptions regarding instructional needs in the course.
Completion of this questionnaire should take approximately ten minutes. Please put it in my box 
when you have finished. Thank you for your contribution to this assessment project!
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I. Getting started on an essay
Instructional time and effort were directed 
toward teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 1
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 I
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 1
4. use pre-writing techniques such as 
brainstorming, branching, freewriting, & 
outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 1
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive 
essay
4 3 2 1
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 1
II. Developing an essay
Instructional time and effort were directed 
toward teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to 4 3 2 I
prove the point of the thesis
2. research a topic 4 3 2 I
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 I
4. support the thesis with appropriate, concrete 4 3 2 1
details
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 4 3 2 1
arguments
8 use support from a primary source 4 3 2 1
9. use support from a secondary source 4 3 2 1
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II. Developing an essay very some­ a not
Instructional tim e and effort were directed much what little at all
toward teaching students t o . . .
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 4 3 2 1
11. organize ideas 4 3 2 1
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 1
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 1
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 1
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 I
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 I
17. consider connotation when choosing words 4 3 2 1
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 I
III. Revising an essay
Instructional time and effort were directed 
toward teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 1
2. revise the organization of an essay 4 3 2 1
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 1
4. adjust writing style to needs of the audience 4 3 2 1
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 1
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 I
7. determine the need for further development 4 3 2 1
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ 
writing
4 3 2 I
9. use other people’s comments to improve 
writing
4 3 2 I
10. improve sentence structure by combining 
sentences
4 3 2 1
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 1
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 1
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IV. Proofreading/editing an essay 
Instructional time and effort were 
directed toward teaching students to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in grammar and 
punctuation
4 3 2 1
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 1
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 1
V. Use computer capabilities
Instructional time and effort were 
directed toward teaching students to use the 
computer fo r  —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 I
2. conducting research 4 3 2 1
3. revising organization 4 3 2 1
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 1
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 I
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 1
VI. Writing in other contexts
Instructional time and effort were 
directed toward teaching students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. write essay tests 4 3 2 I
2. write in-class essays 4 3 2 1
3. transfer the principles of essay writing to 
writing in other classes
4 3 2 1
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently 
explore new text
4 3 2 1
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VII. Reading/writing connections 
Instructional time and effort -were 
directed toward teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 1
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key 
elements
4 3 2 1
3. understand layers of meaning in literary 
work
4 3 2 I
4. understand that literature may be read 
from numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 1
5. understand how literature initiates action 
(raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.)
4 3 2 1
6. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding
4 3 2 1
VIII. Other writing related issues 
Instructional time and effort were 
directed toward teaching students to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
I. understand and recognize features of 
effective persuasive essays
4 3 2 1
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 1
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 I
4. understand relationships among writer, 
purpose, and audience
4 3 2 I
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 I
6. use MLA documentation 4 3 2 1
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 
argument
4 3 2 I
8. have a clear sense of genre differences 4 3 2 1
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking 
about literature
4 3 2 1
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A. 5: English 200 Faculty Beginning-of-Semester Questionnaire
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I. Getting started on an essay very some­ a not
It is essential to teach students to __ much what little at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 I
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 1
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 1
4. use pre-writing techniques such as 
brainstorming, branching, freewriting, & 
outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 1
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive 
essay
4 3 2 I
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 I
U. Developing an essay
It is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to 4 3 2 I
prove the point of the thesis
2. research a topic 4 3 2 I
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 I
4. support the thesis with appropriate, concrete 4 3 2 1
details
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 4 3 2 I
arguments
8 use support from a primary source 4 3 2 I
9. use support from a secondary source 4 3 2 1
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II. Developing an essay very some­ a not
I t is essential to teach students t o . . . much what little at all
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 4 3 2 I
II. organize ideas 4 3 2 1
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 1
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 1
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 1
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 1
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 1
17. consider connotation when choosing words 4 3 2 I
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 1
III. Revising an essay
It is essential to teach students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 1
2. revise the organization of an essay 4 3 2 I
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 1
4. adjust writing style according to the needs of 
the audience
4 3 2 1
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 1
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 1
7. determine the need for further development 4 3 2 1
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ 
writing
4 3 2 I
9. use other people’s comments to improve 
writing
4 3 2 1
10. improve sentence structure by combining 
sentences
4 3 2 1
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 1
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 1
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IV. Proofreading/editing an essay
I t is essential to teach students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in grammar and 
punctuation
4 3 2 1
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 1
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 I
V. Use computer capabilities
It is essential to teach students to use the 
computer f o r . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 1
2. conducting research 4 3 2 1
3. revising organization 4 3 2 I
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 1
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 I
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 I
VI. Reading/writing connections
It is essential to teach students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 I
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key 
elements
4 3 2 1
3. understand layers of meaning in literary 
work
4 3 2 I
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently 
explore new text
4 3 2 I
5. understand that literature may be read 
from numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 I
6. understand how literature initiates action 
(raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.)
4 3 2 1
7. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding
4 3 2 I
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VII. Other writing related issues
I t is essential to teach students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of 4 3 2 1
effective persuasive essays
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 1
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 I
4. understand relationships among writer, 4 3 2 I
purpose, and audience
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 1
6. use MLA documentation 4 3 2 1
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 4 3 2 1
argument
8. have a clear sense of genre differences 4 3 2 1
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking 4 3 2 1
about literature
Identify other skills that should be taught, and indicate the degree to which you agree that it is 
essential to teach them in English 200.
4 3 2 I
4 3 2 I
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A-6: English 200 Faculty End-of-Semester Questionnaire
***** * *  * ?  '  * j s ?  S  * * * * '  '  S-* * '
I. Getting started on an essay
Instructional time and effort were 
directed toward teaching students to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 I
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 1
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 I
4. use pre-writing techniques such as 
brainstorming, branching, freewriting, & 
outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 1
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive 
essay
4 3 2 1
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 I
II. Developing an essay
Instructional time and effort were directed 
toward teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to 
prove the point of the thesis
4 3 2 1
2. research a topic 4 3 2 1
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 I
4. support the thesis with appropriate, concrete 
details
4 3 2 1
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 
arguments
4 3 2 1
8 use support from a primary source 4 3 2 1
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II. Developing an essay very some­ a not
Instructional time and effort were directed much what little at all
toward teaching students t o . . .
9. use support from a secondary source 4 3 2 1
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 4 3 2 1
11. organize ideas 4 3 2 1
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 1
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 1
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 1
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 1
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 I
17. consider connotation when choosing words 4 3 2 1
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 1
III. Revising an essay
Instructional time and effort were directed 
toward teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 1
2 revise the organization o f  an essay 4 3 2 1
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 1
4. adjust writing style according to the needs of 
the audience
4 3 2 I
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 I
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 1
7. determine the need for further development 4 3 2 1
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ 
writing
4 3 2 1
9. use other people’s comments to improve 
writing
4 3 2 I
10. improve sentence structure by combining 
sentences
4 3 2 1
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HI. Revising an essay
Instructional time and effort were directed 
toward teaching students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 1
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 1
IV. Proofreading/editing an essay
Instructional time and effort were directed 
toward teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in grammar and punctuation 4 3 2 I
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 1
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 1
V. Use computer capabilities very some­ a not
Instructional time and effort were directed much what little at all
toward teaching students to use the computer
fo r__
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 I
2. conducting research 4 3 2 1
3 revising organization 4 3 2 I
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 1
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 1
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 1
VI. Reading/writing connections
Instructional time and effort were directed 
toward teaching students t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 I
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key 
elements
4 3 2 1
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VI. Reading/writing connections
Instructional time and effort -were directed 
toward teaching students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
3. understand layers of meaning in literary 
work
4 3 2 I
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently 
explore new text
4 3 2 1
5. understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 1
6. understand how literature initiates action 
(raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.)
4 3 2 I
7. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding
4 3 2 I
VII. Other writing related issues
Instructional time and effort were directed 
toward teaching students to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of effective 4 3 2 I
persuasive essays
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 1
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 1
4. understand relationships among writer, 4 3 2 1
purpose, and audience
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 1
6. use MLA documentation 4 3 2 1
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 4 3 2 1
argument
8. have a clear sense of genre differences 4 3 2 1
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking about 4 3 2 1
literature
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A. 7: Pilot Student End-of-Semester Questionnaire
Please help us assess the effectiveness of our writing program, a  group of courses including 
English 91, English 101, English 102, English 105, English 200, and English 201. Your candid 
response to the following questionnaire will provide valuable information. Circle the number that 
best describes your response to each item. Thank you for your time and cooperation!
English 91 101 102 105 (Circle course number)
Fall 1991
P arti
The course helped me improve my ability. . .
Very Much Somewhat A Little Not At All Irrelevant
1. to define an issue to 1 
write about
2 3 4 5
2. to come up with ideas
fo r  lisp in w ritin a  1 ? 7, 4 s
3. to plan papers before
f w ritp  1 7 7 4 s
4. to state a main idea/
thpsic 1 7 7 4 s
5 fo su p p o rt m y  thpsis  1 7 7 4 s
6. to use appropriate,
rnnorp tp  rlptaile I 7 7 4 s
7. to organize my
nanprc 1 7 7 4 5
8. to use appropriately 
varied tones in my 1
w riting
2 3 4 5
9. to choose words that
say  w h a t 1 m pan 1 7 7 4 s
If) to  rftvisp m y  irfoac 1 7 7 d. s
11. to revise the
organization of 1
m y paperc
2 3 4 5
12. to revise my
spntpnrps 1 7 7 4 5
13. to correct my own 
mistakes in punctu- 1
ntion an d  iisago
2 3 4 5
14. to adjust my writing 
style according to 1
-----m y p n rp o sp  . . . . . .
2 3 4 5
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The course helped me improve my ability. . .
Very Much Somewhat
15. to adjust my writing
style according to the 1 2
A Little
3
Not At All Irrelevant
4 5
1 (\ tn  falfp p « a v  tp«tc 1 7 T 4  S
17. to judge my own
w ritin g 1 7 4  S
18. to judge other
ctiiH m tc’ w ritin n 1 7 4  S
19. to use other people's 
comments to improve
m v w ritin o
1 2 3 4 5
20. to write in other
en u rses_  _ _ 1 .  - _  , ?. * 4  S . .
Part II
Comments on drafts.
Very Much Somewhat A Little Not At All Irrelevant
I. addressed the stated 
goals of the 1
assignment
2 3 4 5
2. took into account
mv ffnftk fhr wntino 1 7 4 s
3. addressed strengths as
well as tupaWtMscs 1 7 T d s
4. that pointed out 
problems were more 
helpful than those 1
rnmmmtino nn strengths
2 3 4 5
5. identified what I had
nnrl haH nnt Hnni> 1 7 4 s
6. had a constructive
tnne 1 7 T 4 s
7. explained how the
writina was iiiHoprl 1 7 4 s
8. made suggestions
appropriate for my 1
ahility level
2 3 4 5
9. were specific enough 
to allow me to apply 1
fn  rev ision
2 3 4 5
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Part HI
Writing with the computer —
Very Much Somewhat A Little Not At All Irrelevant
1. made pre-writing
1 9 4 s
2. helped me develop
isfoac 1 7 4 _ .5
3. encouraged me to
rwicp mnrp 1 9 4 _ .5 . .
4. helped me organize
trfoac 1 9 4 5
S mvpH im» rimp 1 9 4 5
6. increased my
satisfaction with 1
thp flnklipH nrnrliirt
2 3 4 5
7. taught me computer 
skills I will continue 1
tn_use-------------
2 3 4 5
Part IV
After taking this class, I believe that. . .
Very Much Somewhat A Little Not At All Irrelevant
1. I am better able to
do my writing 1 2 3 4 5
a c c ig n n w*n tc  _______ __________________________________
2. I am more willing to
undertake writing 1 2 3 4 5
 tasks--------------------------------------------------   —-------------------------------
3. I have increased
confidence in myself 1 2 3 4 5
 as a writer-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. I am more willing to
take jobs that may 1 2 3 4 5
r p q n i r e  w r i t in g ______________________________— _ _ _ _ _ -----------------------------------------------------------------
5. I am more willing to
take courses that 1 2 3 4 5
 may, require writing_____________________________________________________
6. writing can help me
 learn______________I----------------- 2------------- 3--------------- 4--------------5----------
7. writing helps me to
clarify my irfeag_____ 1___________ 2------------- 3--------------- 4--------------5----------
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Part IV (Answer on the computer; print out, but do not save. Staple this part to the 
questionnaire.)
What were the best things about this course?__________________________________
What things need to be changed about this 
course?________________________________ _
THANK YOU FOR YOUR THOUGHTFUL AND CANDID RESPONSES!
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A. 8: Pilot Student Beginning-of-Semester Questionnaire
English 102 Needs Assessment
Name_______________________________  Spring 1992
I need to improve my ability —
Very Much Somewhat
1
2 .
to define an issue to 
write about 
to come up with ideas 
for use in writing
3. to plan papers before 
I write.
4. to state a main idea/ 
thesis
5. to support my thesis
6. to use appropriate, 
concrete details.
7. to organize my papers
8. to use appropriately 
varied tones in my 
writing.
to choose words that 
say what I mean 
. to revise my ideas 
to revise the 
organization of 
my papers 
to revise my 
sentences
13. to correct my own 
mistakes in punctu­
ation and usage
14. to adjust my writing 
style according to 
my purpose
15. to adjust my writing 
style according to the 
needs of my readers
16. to take essay tests
17. to judge my own 
writing
9.
10. 
11.
12
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
A Little
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Not At All Irrelevant
4 5
4 5
4 5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
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I need to improve my ability —
Very Much
18. to judge other 
students' writing 1
19. to use other people’s 
comments to improve 1 
my writing
20. to understand and 
recognize the features
of effective argumen- 1 
tative essays
21. to plan paper before 
writing 1
22. to write a descriptive 
thesis 1
23. to write an analytical 
thesis 1
24. to write an argumen­
tative thesis 1
25. to support thesis with 
appropriate, concrete 
details 1
26. to know patterns of 
organizing 1
27. to use strategies for 
organizing support 1
28. to locate appropriate 
secondary sources 1
29. to evaluate evidence 
using clear criteria 1
30. to understand plagiarism 
and how to avoid it 1
31 .to understand relation­
ships among writer, 1
purpose, and audience
32. to know basic terms
of argumentation 1
33.to write an introduction 
and a conclusion for an 
argumentative essay 1
34. to correctly use MLA 
documentation 1
35.to integrate support 
from primary source 1
36.to integrate support 
from secondary source 1
Somewhat A Lhtic Not At Ail Irrelevant
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
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I need to improve my ability. . .
Very Much
37 to recognize and be able 
to avoid fallacies in I 
argument
38. to use inductive logic
39. to use deductive logic
40. to know how to make 
concessions in argu­
mentative writing
41 .to think critically about 
essay topics
42. to write under pressure: 
essay exams and in- 
class essays
43 .to improve sentence 
structure by com­
bining sentences
44. to use varying sentence 
structures
45. to use principles of 
effective paragraphing
46. to write effective 
transitions
47. to follow a strategy 
in judging own writing
48. to follow a strategy in 
judging other students’ 1 
writing
49. to revise ideas
50. to revise organization
51. to use others’ comments 
to aid revision
52. to use figurative 
language
53. to consider connotation 
when choosing words
54. to use a handbook
55. to write without sig­
nificant errors in 
grammar, punctua­
tion, mechanics, and 
spelling
56. to extend the principles 
learned in this class to 
writing in other classes
Somewhat
2
2
2
2
2
2
A Little
3
3
3
3
3
Not At All
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
I need to improve my ability. . .
Very Much
57. to use the computer 
word processing capa­
bilities for all phases 1 
of writing
58. to use computerized
help programs (grammar, I 
editing, spell-check, etc.)
59. to analyze others’ 
written arguments 1
60. to identify theme of 
essay, short story, 1 
poem, drama, novel
61. to identify evidence
of theme 1
62. to read literature per­
ceptively, noticing 1 
key elements
63. to understand layer
of meaning in 1
literary work
64. to synthesize ideas 
from reading 1
65. to understand that 
literature may be read 
from numerous valid 1 
perspectives
66. to summarize another 
writer’s argument I
67.to evaluate another 
writer’s evidence and 1 
argument
68. to have a clear sense
of genre differences 1
69. to perceive impact of 
historical context on 1 
literary works
70. to perceive that 
literature initiates 
action: raises questions, 
influences various 1 
environments, etc.
71. to possess a vocab­
ulary for articulating 
understanding of 1 
literature
236
Somewhat A Little Not At All Irrelevant
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
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I need to improve my ability. . .
Very Much
72. to read critical 
materials with 1 
understanding
73. to transfer skills of 
analysis to indepen- 1 
dently explore new
text
Somewhat A Little Not At All
2 3 4
2 3 4
Irrelevant
5
5
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A-9: English 101 Student Beginning-of-Semester Questionnaire
LquisianaC o u m
August 26, 1997
Dear Student:
We need your help in assessing the effectiveness o f the Louisiana College writing 
program. The attached questionnaire asks you to indicate your learning needs in eight 
areas o f the composition process; please answer it thoughtfully and openly. At the end 
o f the semester, we will ask you to indicate the degree of improvement you made in each 
o f these areas. A comparison o f responses to the two questionnaires will provide one 
means o f determining the effects o f the instructional activities in English 101.
Because you are an important part o f this research project, you will receive a copy o f the 
results; thank you for participating in this study.
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director o f Freshman English
Department o f English, Journalism and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box 606, fineville, Louisiana 7135941606, (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
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w j f i n
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I. Getting started on an essay very some­ a not
I  need to improve my ability to . . . much what little at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 1
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 I
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 I
4. use pre-writing techniques such as brainstorming, 
branching, freewriting, & outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 I
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive essay 4 3 2 1
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 I
II. Developing an essay
I  need to improve my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to prove 
the point of the thesis
4 3 2 1
2. research a topic 4 3 2 1
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 1
4. support the thesis with appropriate, concrete 
details
4 3 2 1
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and arguments 4 3 2 I
8 use support from a primary source (the main work 
being studied)
4 3 2 1
9. use support from a secondary source (information 
related to the work being studied)
4 3 2 1
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 4 3 2 1
11. organize ideas 4 3 2 1
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II. Developing an essay
I  need to improve my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 1
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 1
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 1
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 1
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 I
17. consider connotation (associated ideas) when 
choosing words
4 3 2 I
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 1
III. Revising an essay
I  need to improve my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 I
2. revise the organization of an essay 4 3 2 I
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 I
4. adjust writing style according to the needs of the 
audience
4 3 2 1
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 I
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 1
7. determine the need for further development 4 3 2 1
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ writing 4 3 2 I
9. use other people’s comments to improve writing 4 3 2 1
10. improve sentence structure by combining sentences 4 3 2 1
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 1
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 1
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TV. Proofreading/editing an essay very some­ a not
I  need to improve my ability to — much what tittle at all
1. correct mistakes in grammar and punctuation 4 3 2 1
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 1
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 1
V. Use computer capabilities
/  need to improve my ability to use the computer 
f o r . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 1
2. conducting research 4 3 2 1
3. revising organization 4 3 2 1
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 I
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 1
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 1
VI. Writing in other contexts
/  need to improve my ability to —
very
much
some­
what
a
tittle
not 
at all
1. write essay tests 4 3 2 I
2. write in-class essays 4 3 2 1
3. transfer the principles of essay writing to writing 
in other classes
4 3 2 1
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently explore 
new text
4 3 2 1
VII. Reading/writing connections very some­ a not
I  need to improve my ability t o . . . much what tittle at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 I
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key elements 4 3 2 1
3. understand layers of meaning in literary work 4 3 2 1
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VII. Reading/writing connections 
I  need to improve my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
4. understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 1
5. understand how literature initiates action (raises 
questions, influences various environments, etc.)
4 3 2 1
VIII. Other writing related issues 
I  need to improve my ability to —
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of effective 
persuasive essays
4 3 2 1
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 1
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 I
4. understand relationships among writer, purpose, 
and audience
4 3 2 I
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 1
6. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 
argument
4 3 2 1
7. have a clear sense of genre (types of literature) 
differences
4 3 2 1
8. use appropriate vocabulary for talking about 
literature
4 3 2 1
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A. 10: English 101 Student End-of-Semester Questionnaire
L o u m C o m
*
December 9, 1997
Dear Student:
Earlier in the semester you participated in a research project by indicating your learning 
needs in eight areas o f the composition process. It is now time to assess the degree o f 
improvement you made in each o f these areas. Please respond candidly to the attached 
questionnaire; your doing so will provide us with valuable information regarding the 
effects o f the intructional activities in English 101 and will help us determine needed 
changes in the writing program.
Because you are an important part o f this research project, you will receive information 
about its results upon its completion during the 1997-98 academic year. Thank you for 
participating in this study.
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director o f Freshman English
Department of English, Journalism and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box606, PineviOe, Louisiana 7135M608, (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
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I. Getting started on an essay very some­ a not
I  improved my ability t o . .. much what little at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 1
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 1
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 I
4. use pre-writing techniques such as brainstorming, 
branching, freewriting, & outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 1
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive essay 4 3 2 I
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 I
II. Developing an essay 
I  improved my ability to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to prove 
the point of the thesis
4 3 2 I
2. research a topic 4 3 2 I
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 1
4. support the thesis with appropriate, concrete 
details
4 3 2 I
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and arguments 4 3 2 I
8 use support from a primary source (the main work 
being studied)
4 3 2 1
9. use support from a secondary source (information 
related to the work being studied)
4 3 2 1
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 4 3 2 I
11. organize ideas 4 3 2 I
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II. Developing an essay very some­ a not
I  improved my ability to . . . much what little at all
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 I
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 1
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 1
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 1
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 1
17. consider connotation (associated ideas) when 4 3 2 1
choosing words
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 1
III. Revising an essay
I  improved my ability to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 I
2. revise the organization of an essay 4 3 2 1
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 I
4. adjust writing style according to the needs of the 
audience
4 j 2 I
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 1
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 1
7. determine the need for further development 4 3 2 I
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ writing 4 3 2 I
9. use other people’s comments to improve writing 4 3 2 1
10. improve sentence structure by combining sentences 4 3 2 1
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 I
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 1
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IV. Proofreading/editing an essay very some­ a not
[improved my ability t o . . . much what ihtle at all
I. correct mistakes in grammar and punctuation 4 3 2 1
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 1
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 1
V. Use computer capabilities
I  improved my ability to use the computer f or . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 I
2. conducting research 4 3 2 1
3. revising organization 4 3 2 1
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 1
3. revising word choices 4 3 2 I
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 1
VI. Writing in other contexts 
I  improved my ability to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. write essay tests 4 3 2 1
2. write in-class essays 4 3 2 1
3. transfer the principles of essay writing to writing 
in other classes
4 3 2 1
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently explore 
new text
4 3 2 I
VII. Reading/writing connections very some­ a not
I  improved my ability t o . . . much what little at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 1
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key elements 4 3 2 1
3. understand layers of meaning in literary work 4 3 2 1
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VII. Reading/writing connections 
/  improved my ability to. . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
4. understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 1
5. understand how literature initiates action (raises 
questions, influences various environments, etc.)
4 3 2 1
VIII. Other writing related issues 
I  improved my ability to. . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of effective 
persuasive essays
4 3 2 1
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 1
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 I
4. understand relationships among writer, purpose, 
and audience
4 3 2 I
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 1
6. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 
argument
4 3 2 1
7. have a clear sense of genre (types of literature) 
differences
4 3 2 1
8. use appropriate vocabulary for talking about 
literature
4 3 2 1
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A. 11: English 102 Student End-of-Semester Questionnaire
t
May 8, 1997
Dear Student:
Earlier in the semester you participated in a research project by indicating your learning 
needs in eight areas o f the composition process. It is now time to assess the degree of 
improvement you made in each o f these areas. Please respond candidly to the attached 
questionnaire; your doing so will provide us with valuable information regarding the 
effects o f the instructional activities in English 102 and will help us determine needed 
changes in the writing program.
Because you are an important part o f this research project, you will receive a copy of the 
results upon its completion during the 1997-98 academic year. Thank you for 
participating in this study.
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director o f Freshman English
Department of English, Journalism and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box 60& Pineville, Louisiana 71359-0606, @18) 487-7229, Fax @18) 487-7310
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I. Getting started on an essay 
I  improved, my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 1
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 1
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 I
4. use pre-writing techniques such as 
brainstorming, branching, freewriting, & 
outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 1
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive 
essay
4 3 2 1
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 1
II. Developing an essay 
I  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to 4 3 2 I
prove the point of the thesis
2. research a topic 4 3 2 I
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 1
4. support the thesis with appropriate, 4 3 2 1
concrete details
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 4 3 2 I
arguments
8 use support from a primary source 4 3 2 1
9. use support from a secondary source 4 3 2 I
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n . Developing an essay very some­ a not
I  improved my ability t o . . . much what little at all
10. make concessions in argumentative writing 4 3 2 I
11. organize ideas 4 3 2 1
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 1
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 I
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 1
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 1
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 I
17. consider connotation when choosing words 4 3 2 I
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 1
III. Revising an essay
I  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 1
2. revise the organization of an essay 4 3 2 1
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 1
4. adjust writing style according to the needs of 
the audience
4 3 2 1
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 1
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 1
7. determine the need for further development 4 3 2 1
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ 
writing
4 3 2 1
9. use other people’s comments to improve 
writing
4 3 2 1
10. improve sentence structure by combining 
sentences
4 3 2 1
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 1
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 1
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IV. Proofreading/editing an essay 
I  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in grammar and 
punctuation
4 3 2 1
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 1
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 I
V. Use computer capabilities
I  improved my ability to use the computer 
f o r . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 I
2. conducting research 4 3 2 1
3. revising organization 4 3 2 1
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 1
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 1
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 1
VI. Writing in other contexts 
I  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. write essay tests 4 3 2 I
2. write in-class essays 4 3 2 I
3. transfer the principles of essay writing to 
writing in other classes
4 3 2 I
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently 
explore new text
4 3 2 1
VII. Reading/writing connections 
I  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 1
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key 
elements
4 3 2 1
3. understand layers of meaning in literary 
work
4 3 2 1
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VII. Reading/writing connections 
I  improved my ability to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
4. understand that literature may be read from 
numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 1
5. understand how literature initiates action 
(raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.)
4 3 2 1
6. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding
4 3 2 1
VIII. Other writing related issues 
I  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of effective 4 3 2 I
persuasive essays
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 I
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 1
4. understand relationships among writer, 4 3 2 1
purpose, and audience
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 1
6. use MLA documentation 4 3 2 I
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 4 3 2 1
argument
8. have a clear sense of genre differences 4 3 2 I
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking about 4 3 2 I
literature
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A. 12: English 200 Student Beginning-of-Semester Questionnaire
Louisim C ouiG E
August 26, 1997
Dear Student:
We need your help in assessing the effectiveness o f the Louisiana College writing 
program. The attached questionnaire asks you to indicate your learning needs in seven 
areas o f the composition process; please answer it thoughtfully and openly. At the end 
o f the semester, we will ask you to indicate the degree o f improvement you made in each 
o f these areas. A comparison of responses to the two questionnaires will provide one 
means o f determining the effects of the instructional activities in English 200.
Because you are an important part of this research project, you will receive a copy o f the 
results; thank you for participating in this study.
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director o f Freshman English
Department of English, journalism and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box 606, Pineville, Louisiana 713594606, (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
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I. Getting started on an essay very some­ a not
/  nee*/ to improve my ability to — much what little at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 I
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 1
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 I
4. use pre-writing techniques such as 
brainstorming, branching, freewriting, & 
outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 1
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive 
essay
4 3 2 1
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 I
II. Developing an essay
I  need to improve my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to 
prove the point of the thesis
4 3 2 1
2. research a topic 4 3 2 1
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 1
4. support the thesis with appropriate, 
concrete details
4 3 2 1
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 
arguments
4 3 2 1
8 use support from a primary source 4 3 2 I
9. use support from a secondary source 4 3 2 1
10. make concessions in argumentative 
writing
4 3 2 1
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II. Developing an essay very some­ a not
I  need to improve my ability to __ much what little at all
11. organize ideas 4 3 2 I
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 1
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 1
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 1
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 1
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 1
17. consider connotation when choosing words 4 3 2 1
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 I
III. Revising an essay
I  need to improve my ability to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 1
2. revise the organization of an essay 4 3 2 1
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 I
4. adjust writing style according to the needs 
of the audience
4 3 2 1
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 I
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 I
7. determine the need for further 
development
4 3 2 1
8. judge the effectiveness of other students' 
writing
4 3 2 1
9. use other people’s comments to improve 
writing
4 3 2 1
10. improve sentence structure by combining 
sentences
4 3 2 1
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 1
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 1
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IV. Proofreading/editing an essay 
I  need to improve my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in grammar and 
punctuation
4 3 2 1
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 1
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 I
V. Use computer capabilities 
I  need to improve my ability to use the 
computer for . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at ail
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 1
2. conducting research 4 3 2 I
3. revising organization 4 3 2 I
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 1
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 1
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 I
VI. Reading/writing connections 
I  need to improve my ability to . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 1
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key 
elements
4 3 2 I
3. understand layers of meaning in literary 
work
4 3 2 1
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently 
explore new text
4 3 2 I
5. understand that literature may be read 
from numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 1
6. understand how literature initiates action 
(raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.)
4 3 2 I
7. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding
4 3 2 I
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VTI. Other writing related issues 
I  need to improve my ability to. . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
I. understand and recognize features of 
effective persuasive essays
4 3 2 1
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 1
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 1
4. understand relationships among writer, 
purpose, and audience
4 3 2 I
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 1
6. use MLA documentation 4 3 2 1
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 
argument
4 3 2 I
8. have a clear sense of genre differences 4 3 2 1
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking 
about literature
4 3 2 1
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A, 13: English 200 Student E~ d-of-S emester Questionnaire
Lo i m i Cq u m
- t "
May 12, 1997
Dear Student:
Earlier in the semester you participated in a research project by indicating your learning 
needs in seven areas o f the composition process. It is now time to assess the degree of 
improvement you made in each o f these areas. Please respond candidly to the attached 
questionnaire; your doing so will provide us with valuable information regarding the 
effects o f the instructional activities in English 200 and will help us determine needed 
changes in the writing program.
Because you are an important part o f this research project, you will have access to the 
results upon its completion during the 1997-98 academic year. Thank you for 
participating in this study.
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director o f Freshman English
Department of English, Journalism and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive; P.O. Box 606, Pineville, Louisiana 71359-0606,018) 487-7229, Fax (318)487-7310
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I. Getting started on an essay very some­ a not
/  improved my ability t o . . . much what little at all
1. define an issue to write about 4 3 2 I
2. identify the purpose for writing 4 3 2 I
3. identify the intended audience 4 3 2 I
4. use pre-writing techniques such as 
brainstorming, branching, freewriting, & 
outlining to generate ideas
4 3 2 1
5. state a main idea/thesis for a persuasive 
essay
4 3 2 1
6. think critically about essay topics 4 3 2 1
II. Developing an essay
I  improved my ability to __
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. determine the kinds of evidence needed to 
prove the point of the thesis
4 3 2 1
2. research a topic 4 3 2 I
3. generate ideas to support the thesis 4 3 2 1
4. support the thesis with appropriate, 
concrete details
4 3 2 I
5. summarize another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 I
6. analyze another writer’s arguments 4 3 2 1
7. evaluate another writer’s evidence and 
arguments
4 3 2 I
8 use support from a primary source 4 3 2 1
9. use support from a secondary source 4 3 2 I
10. make concessions in argumentative 
writing
4 3 2 1
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II. Developing an essay
I  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
11. organize ideas 4 3 2 1
12. use principles of effective paragraphing 4 3 2 1
13. write effective transitions 4 3 2 1
14. write effective introductions 4 3 2 1
15. write effective conclusions 4 3 2 I
16. choose words that say what is meant 4 3 2 I
17. consider connotation when choosing words 4 3 2 I
18. use figurative language 4 3 2 I
III. Revising an essay
/  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. revise ideas 4 3 2 I
2. revise the organization of an essay 4 3 2 I
3. adjust writing style according to purpose 4 3 2 I
4. adjust writing style according to the needs 
of the audience
4 3 2 I
5. determine the soundness of evidence 4 3 2 1
6. determine the need for transitions 4 3 2 1
7. determine the need for further 
development
4 3 2 I
8. judge the effectiveness of other students’ 
writing
4 3 2 1
9. use other people’s comments to improve 
writing
4 3 2 I
10. improve sentence structure by combining 
sentences
4 3 2 1
11. vary sentence structures 4 3 2 I
12. revise word choice 4 3 2 1
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IV. Proofreading/editing an essay 
I  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. correct mistakes in grammar and 
punctuation
4 3 2 1
2. use a grammar handbook 4 3 2 I
3. write without significant errors 4 3 2 1
V. Use computer capabilities
I  improved my ability to use the 
computer f or . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. pre-writing (generating ideas) 4 3 2 1
2. conducting research 4 3 2 1
3. revising organization 4 3 2 1
4. revising ideas 4 3 2 1
5. revising word choices 4 3 2 I
6. checking grammar and spelling 4 3 2 1
VI. Reading/writing connections 
I  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. identify themes in literature 4 3 2 1
2. read literature perceptively, noticing key 
elements
4 3 2 1
3. understand layers of meaning in literary 
work
4 3 2 I
4. transfer skills of analysis to independently 
explore new text
4 3 2 1
5. understand that literature may be read 
from numerous valid perspectives
4 3 2 1
6. understand how literature initiates action 
(raises questions, influences various 
environments, etc.)
4 3 2 1
7. read critical (secondary) materials with 
understanding
4 3 2 1
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VK. Other writing related issues 
I  improved my ability t o . . .
very
much
some­
what
a
little
not 
at all
1. understand and recognize features of 
effective persuasive essays
4 3 2 I
2. know patterns of organization 4 3 2 1
3. understand plagiarism and how to avoid it 4 3 2 I
4. understand relationships among writer, 
purpose, and audience
4 3 2 I
5. know basic terms of argumentation 4 3 2 1
6. use MLA documentation 4 3 2 1
7. recognize and be able to avoid fallacies in 
argument
4 3 2 1
8. have a clear sense of genre differences 4 3 2 1
9. use appropriate vocabulary for talking 
about literature
4 3 2 I
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hmmSbm
*
May 5, 1992
D ear__________________________________ :
I need your help with a writing assessment project I am doing through LSU. The timing 
o f this request seems atrocious; however, the end of the semester gives you the best 
perspective for responding to the attached questionnaire. Your input will give me 
valuable information about both our writing program at LC and about the format of the 
questionnaire.
Because you have completed the three-course core requirement in English at Louisiana 
College, you are in a unique position to help us evaluate the effectiveness o f those 
courses. My goal is to assess the present program and to discover changes needed to 
provide students with skills, abilities, and understandings necessary for excellent writing 
and thinking in other courses at LC and in life after graduation.
Please take a few minutes to give me your candid response to the following items. Feel 
free to make suggestions not specifically called for concerning both the questionnaire and 
the English program.
I need your response by Friday, May 8. Separate the questionnaire from this cover letter 
(to guarantee your anonymity), and return to P.O. Box 930 (Department o f English, 
Journalism, and Languages). Thank you for helping us make our program better!
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Assistant Professor o f English
Department of English, Journalism and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box606, PineviOe; Louisiana 71359 )^606, (318) 487-7229, Fax p i8) 487-7310
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Writing Assessment Questionnaire for Juniors and Seniors
As you respond to the questionnaire, please note any hems that are not clear, suggestions you 
have for clarifying or restructuring the questionnaire, or anything else you deem helpful.
Your major___________________________ Classification________________________ _
I. During which semester did you complete each course? (Indicate, for example: spring 1990 as 
S/90, summer 1990 as SU/90, foil 1990 as F/90; leave blank any that do not apply.
______English 91  English 101  English 102
____ English 105  English 200  English 201
II. On an average, how much writing do you do each semester in classes other than English 
classes?
Number of times per semester 
0-1 2 3 4 5+
paper of one to three typed pages __  ___ ___ ___ __
paper of four typed pages __  __  ___ ___ ___
paper of five to seven pages __  __  ___ ___ __
paper of eight to ten pages __  __  ___ ___ ___
paper of eleven to fifteen pages __  __  ___ ___ ___
paper of more than fifteen pages __  ___ ___ ___ ___
essay examination questions __  __  ___ ___ __
other (describe)___________________________  __  ___ ___ ___ __
m. On an average, how much non-school related writing do you do each month?
Number of times per semester 
0-1 2 3 4 5+
letters __  __  ___ ___ __
job-related writing tasks (describe)
IV. How well have you handled the writing tasks in other classes?
______ very well  fairly well  not very well
V. How well have you handled the writing tasks outside the realm of classes?
______ very well  feirly well  not very well
VI. Which of the following do you consider to be your writing strengths? (Check all that apply.) 
 ability to generate and focus ideas for writing
 ability to define and target the audience
 clear and effective organization of ideas
 appropriate and effective organization of ideas
 vocabulary
 selection of appropriate writing style
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_ effective revision
_ proficiency in grammar, spelling, and mechanics
_ proficiency in using a word processor
other_________________________________
VII. What do you consider to be your writing weaknesses?
VTII. List the last three types of papers you have written for classes.
1 . __________________________________
2 . ________________________________________________________________
3 .__________________________________
IX. When writing a paper, (for example, with the last three), how often do you do the following?
Always Usually Often Rarely Never
Brainstorm or freewrite ___ ___ ___ ___ __
Outline before drafting ___ ___ ___ ___ __
Write at least two drafts ___ ___ ___ ___ __
Write three or more drafts ___ ___ ___ ___ __
Have someone else read and give feedback ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Write on the computer ___ ___ ___ ___ __
Run computer spell check ___ ___ ___ ___ __
Run computer help programs ___ ___ ___ ___ __
X. What do you consider to be the strengths of the LC writing program?
 invention techniques (how to get started)
 revision techniques
 multiple drafting process
 peer editing
 teacher comments on drafts
 computers
 literature (reading) component
 in-class writing
 amount of writing
 other (specify)_________________________________________________________
XI. What do you consider to be the weaknesses of the LC writing program? (Be honest and 
specific!)
XII. What should be added to the program to strengthen it?
XIII. What should be eliminated from the program to strengthen it?
Thank you for your thoughtful participation!
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A. 15: Pilot Cover Letter and Q uestionnaire for Non-English-Teaching Faculty
M E M O R A N D U M
TO: Faculty
FROM: Linda Peevy 
DATE: May 4, 1992 
RE: Assessment
I need five to ten minutes o f your help with a writing assessment project I am doing 
through LSU. The timing o f this request seems atrocious; however, the end o f the 
semester gives you the best perspective for responding to the checklist. Your input will 
give me valuable information.
I will appreciate it so much if you complete the anonymous questionnaire, separate it 
from this sheet, and return it to my box by Friday, May 8. A million thanks!
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Writing Assessment Questionnaire
I. What writing tasks are required in your classes? (Check all that apply.)
 papers of one-five typed pages; number per semester____note-taking
 lab reports
 journals
 research logs
 responses to questions (other than exams)
 reading responses
 examination essay questions
 papers of one-five typed pages; number per semester___
 papers of six-ten typed pages; number per semester___
 papers of ten-fifteen typed pages; number per semester___
 papers of more than fifteen typed pages; number per semester___
 other (describe)_____________________________________________________
n. When you grade student work described above, which of the following do you evaluate?
 clarification of subject
 depth of development
 organization of ideas
 use of secondary sources
 knowledge of subject
 correctness (grammar, punctuation, etc.)
 other
m. In general, how well do your students complete the graded written tasks?
 very well
 fairly well
 not very well
IV. Does your discipline require special written skills that you teach?
 yes
 no
Thank you for your thoughtful and candid responses!
P.S. Would you be willing, at a later date, to share with me writing samples representing A, B, 
C, D, and F work on required writing tasks? If so, return to me the separated cover letter bearing 
your name.
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A. 16: Pilot Cover Letter and Questionnaire for Alumni
L o u k ia n a College
May 4, 1992
D ear_______________________________ :
Because you completed the three-semester core requirement in English at Louisiana 
college, we are asking your help in assessing the effectiveness o f the college writing 
program. We would greatly appreciate your taking a few minutes to complete the 
attached questionnaire and return it to us by May 15.
Thank you for your generosity in helping us.
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Assistant Professor of English
Department of Engl ish, Journalism and Languages 
Louisiana College; 1140 College Drive. P.O. Box 606; PmeviOe; Louisiana 71359-0606, (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Alumni Questionnaire for Assessing Exit Writing Competencies 
Name__________________________________ Year graduated
Job following graduation (Include graduate 
school.)____________________________________
Writing instruction in addition to three-semester college writing program at Louisiana College 
(course, date, and place)______________________________________________________
I. Post-graduation writing tasks
Rank order (according to frequency) the following writing tasks required in you job. (Include 
graduate school writing tasks.)
1 = most frequently required
2 = next most frequently required, etc.
 inner- /inter-office memo
 report
 evaluation
 letter
 correspondence with constituent (client, student, student’s parent, customer, etc.)
 formal paper
 case study
 research report
 copy for publication
 advertising
 other (describe)_________________________________________________________
II. For the top three writing tasks, provide the following information:
Audience Average length Frequency per month
#1
#2
#3
III. For each of the top three writing tasks, place a check mark in the appropriate column or 
columns describing the type thinking required for the task.
Reporting Analysis Inference Judging Synthesis
# I 
#2 
#3
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IV. For die top three writing tasks, indicate the degree to which you were competent when first 
presented with the task.
NA = not applicable
1 = unable to successfully complete task
2 = able to complete task only with help
3 = able to complete task independently but did not feel confident
4 = able to complete task with confidence
task #1 task #2 task #3
clarifying purpose ______ _____  ______
expressing purpose ______ _____  ______
developing thoughts ______ _____  ______
organizing ideas ______ _____  ______
providing support/evidence ______ _____  ______
expressing thoughts effectively ______ _____  _____
documenting sources ______ _____  _____
identifying with audience__________________ ______ _____  ______
editing and proofreading ______ _____  ______
task as a whole ______ _____  _____
V. Assessment of over-all writing preparation
On the basis of your experience, evaluate your preparation for post-graduation writing tasks.
 I = inadequate
 2 = average
 3 = above average
 4 = superior
VI. Recommendations for the Louisiana College writing program
On the basis of your experience, what changes in the writing program would better prepare 
students for post-graduation writing tasks? Include additions and omissions.
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APPENDIX B 
COMMUNICATION TO FACULTY AND STUDENTS
B. 1: Memorandum to English 102 Faculty Re: Absentees
M E M O
TO: Composition faculty
FROM: Linda
RE: Assessment questionnaire
DATE: Feb. 17, 1997
Please hand out the attached letters to those students who were absent when you gave the 
assessment questionnaire. I am asking the students to indicate when they can meet with me to fill 
out the questionnaire and to return the form to you. If you will then put them in my box, I will 
appreciate it!
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B.2: Letter to English 102 Absentees
I / m m Cm j g e
February 17, 1997 
Dear Student:
Your classmates responded to a questionnaire about writing during the first class 
meeting the week o f February 3, 1997. Because this questionnaire will give us important 
information about the effects o f the Louisiana College writing program, and because you 
are a participant in our program, we need your responses to  that questionnaire. Please 
indicate below when you can meet with me for ten minutes to fill out the questionnaire; 
return this to your professor.
Thank you for your help!
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director o f Freshman English
  I will meet at 10:50. Tuesday. February 25. in AH 319 (composition classroom)
 I will come to your office (AH 305) a t_____________(indicate what time) on
Tuesday afternoon. February 25.
 I will come to your office (AH 305) a t_____________(indicate what time) on
Monday. February 24.
D epartm ent o f English, Journalism  an d  Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box 606; Pinevifle, Louisiana 71359-0606, (318) 487-7229, Pax (318) 487-7310
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B.3: Letter to Faculty Re: Juniors and Seniors
L o u h a n a C o i i i g e
May 12, 1997 
Dear
I need your help tracking down these students in order to conclude some writing 
assessment research. If  these students attend your class today, please give them the 
attached letters. If  they do not attend but you will have contact with them before 
Friday o f this week, please give them the letters at that time. If you will not have 
contact before Friday, please put the letters back in my box, and I will attempt to catch 
up with them some other way.
Thank you very much for your help!
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Department of English, Journalism and Languages 
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive, P.O. Box 606, Pinevifle, Louisiana 71359-0606, (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
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Lq u k i m C ollege
*
May 12, 1997
Dear Student:
Help! Did you receive the writing questionnaire placed in your L.C. box two weeks 
ago? This questionnaire is a crucial part o f a research project designed to assess the 
effects o f the L.C. writing program, and your input is irreplaceable. If you have not 
checked your box in a while, please do so; if the questionnaire did not reach you, please 
call me or come by the English Department to pick up a questionnaire.
Responding to the questionnaire will take ten minutes or less o f your time. I greatly 
appreciate your willingness to help me conduct this research; you are in a position to 
impact the future o f writing instruction at Louisiana College. Please return the 
questionnaire to the English Department before Friday, M ay 16. Thank you so much!
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director o f Freshman English
Department of English, Journalism and Language*
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive; P.O. Box 406; Pineville, Louisiana 71359-0606, (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
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B.5: Follow-up Cover Letter to Jimiors and Seniors
Im i m Collbge
*
June 17, 1997
D ear_________________________________
In late April, I placed in your LC P.O. box a copy o f the attached questionnaire which is 
part o f a research project assessing the effectiveness o f the Louisiana College writing 
program. The focus o f this instrument is on writing done since your completion o f the 
required English courses.
A number of students have indicated that they checked their boxes after the deadline and 
assumed that they were too late to respond. Others were simply too busy with end o f 
semester tasks to respond. Nevertheless, because you have completed the three-course 
core requirement in English at Louisiana College, your input is crucial. You are in a 
unique position to help us evaluate the effectiveness o f our writing instruction and to 
discover changes needed to provide future students with skills, abilities, and 
understandings necessary for excellent writing and thinking in other courses at L.C. and 
in life after graduation.
Please take a few minutes to give me your candid response to the following 
questionnaire. When you have completed it, place it in the enclosed self-addressed, 
stamped envelope, and drop it in the mail. As a participant in this research project, you 
will have access to the results; thank you so much for your willingness to participate!
Sincerely,
Linda Peevy
Director of Freshman English
Department of English, Journalism and Language*
Louisiana College, 1140 College Drive. P.O. Box 606, Pineville, Louisiana 71359-0606, (318) 487-7229, Fax (318) 487-7310
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B.6: FoDow-up Memorandum to Faculty 
M E M O R A N D U M
TO: Faculty
FROM: Linda Peevy, Director o f Freshman English 
DATE: April 1, 1997
RE: Writing program assessment questionnaire
Several weeks ago you received a short questionnaire designed to help us assess our 
writing program by gathering information about writing in classes across the curriculum. 
Thank you to those o f you who filled it out and returned it to  me. If  you have not turned 
in yours yet, I would greatly appreciate your doing so this week. The information you 
can give is o f great importance in this assessment effort. I f  you have misplaced your 
copy, please call me (7160), and I will put one in your box.
Thanks again for your cooperation!
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APPENDIX C 
COURSE MATERIALS
C l:  English 101 Syllabus
ENGLISH 101G: COMPOSITION I
MW: 2:30
FALL 1997
INSTRUCTOR: Ms. Peevy Office: AH305 
Phone: 487-7160
PREREQUISITE:
TEXTS &  
MATERIALS:
CONTENT:
OBJECTIVES:
GRADING SCALE:
English 91 or mastery of English fundamentals as indicated by ACT scores 
Baker, Growing Up
Harris & Cunningham, The Simon & Schuster Guide to Writing, 2nd ed. 
Two 3 V-i 1.44MB disks (high density)
English 101 is a computer-based course that teaches the essential skills of 
correct and effective written expression as well as the comprehension of 
written works and appreciation o f literary stylistic models.
To develop the student's ability to write clear, effective prose that combines a 
distinctive personal style with grammatical correctness 
To introduce the process of revision as an essential component of effective 
writing
To develop competency in using computer technology for writing 
To engage students in collaborative learning
To cultivate critical thinking skills through the reading and analysis of 
literary, journalistic, and other academic discourses 
To encourage self-examination, self-fulfillment, and an expanding sense of 
values from personal encounters with the central issues of life in literature
A = 93-100
B = 8 5 - 9 2
C = 72-84  
D = 65-71
F = 0 -6 4
COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
A) Three Major Essays 35% 
Written outside of class, these essays will be a minimum of five pages (1250 words) in length. 
Students must substantially revise their work over a sequence of drafts to produce a well- 
developed essay. Essays will be evaluated on the following basis:
Content and Form 70%
Mechanics and Sentence Effectiveness 20%
Revision Process 10%
B) Journal 15%
Students will compose responses to readings and other writing exercises both in and out of 
class. The grade for this in-class work will be based upon reasonable effort and completion of 
the assignment In-class journal assignments may not be made up except when the student is 
participating in an official college activity approved by the Academic Dean.
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Q  Portfolio based on journal entries 20%
Students will create a portfolio comprised of a short narrative essay evaluating themselves 
as writers, an in-class collaborative essay, and revisions of three or four journal writings. 
The instructor will specify which journal assignments qualify for inclusion in the portfolio. 
Due Date: Friday, December 5
D) Grammar Competency 15%
Students will demonstrate competency in grammar and mechanics by taking editing and 
proofreading tests. Three tests will be given during the semester. Students who score 85 
or above on the first or second test will have satisfied the grammar competency 
requirement and may choose not to take the test again. For students who take the test more 
than once, the highest score will be counted for the grammar competency portion of the 
total grade.
E) Final Exam Essay 10%
The final exam will be an in-class essay based on the readings from the last 
unit of the course, particularly the autobiography Growing Up.
F) Class Participation 5%
The class participation grade will be determined by the instructor based on class 
attendance, participation, and evidence of class preparation.
LATE PAPER POLICY: Late papers will be penalized five points per day; late papers will be 
accepted for one week (seven calendar days) after the due date. A paper handed in later than one week 
after the due date will be accepted but will receive a zero. In order for the student to receive credit for 
the course, all major essays assigned must be written.
PLAGIARISM POLICY: The Department of English, Journalism, and Languages follows the "Code 
of Academic Integrity" stated in the college Catalog and elaborated in the Student Handbook (35-39).
If you have questions about the policy, please consult your instructor.
ATTENDANCE AND MAKE-UP POLICY: Attendance is expected at every class meeting. The 
Department of English, Journalism, and Languages does not excuse absences; therefore, daily work may 
not be made up. A major examination missed because of such reasons as illness, a death in the family, 
or participation in an official college activity approved by the Academic Dean must be made up on the 
first Tuesday following the student's return to class. A departmental make-up session is held every 
Tuesday except holidays at 10:50 p.m. in room 323.
To apply to take a make-up exam, a student must request a test registration form from the EJL 
department secretary and submit the completed form to the department office no later than noon on the 
Monday preceding the test As a part of the registration process, the student must submit a verification 
of the reason for his absence. Names of students approved to take make-up tests will be posted Tuesday 
at 8:30 a.m. No information on approval will be given by phone. A student who foils to register for or 
attend a make-up exam forfeits the right to a make-up. The student who takes a make-up test should 
recognize that a substitute examination will not only be different from the regularly scheduled one but 
may be more difficult
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MAJOR ESSAY ASSIGNMENTS AND FINAL DRAFT DUE DATES:
ESSAY #1: RECONSTRUCTING EXPERIENCE
Write a narrative essay in which yon recount a particular celebration, ritual, or rite of 
passage you have experienced.
FINAL DRAFT DUE: September 26
ESSAY #2: INSTRUCTING, ADVISING, AND INFORMING
Write an essay that either gives advice to a specific group of students or informs readers 
about some significant change.
FINAL DRAFT DUE: October 24
ESSAY #3: PERSUADING
Write a persuasive essay which argues that something is not as it appears to be.
FINAL DRAFT DUE: November 14
COURSE OUTLINE AND DAILY ASSIGNMENTS:
(Unless otherwise indicated, assignments are from Guide to Writing.)
22 Introduction to the course
LAYING THE FOUNDATION
25 “Preface: For the Student” (xxiii-xxiv)
“How Writers and Readers Construct Texts” (3-23)
“Writing to Explore” (27-31)
“On Writing” (32-35)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” and “Computer” (35)
27 “One Writer’s Beginning” (35-41)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual,” “Collaborative” via e-mail, and “Computer” 
(41-42)
“A Writer’s Diary” (42-47)
Sept 1 Labor Day holiday
3 “On Keeping a Notebook” (48-55)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (55)
“The Diaries of Lord Lugard” (56-57)
“Writing to Explore” (59-62)
“Writing Assignment” (63-65)
“Discovering Yourself as a Writer” (65)
RECONSTRUCTING EXPERIENCE
8 “Writing to Reconstruct Experience” (66-72; 96-100)
“‘December’: From The Year o f  M y Rebirth" (73-77)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (78)
“Salvation” (78-81)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (81)
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10 “Grandpa’s Old Rocker” (82-84)
“A Thanksgiving Feast in Aburi” (84-87)
“Writing Activities”: Combine “Individual” and “Computer.” (87) 
“The Sixteenth of September” (87-90)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (90)
“The Fourth of July” (91-94)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (95)
“Writing Assignment” (101-105)
15 Editing & proofreading test# I
Writing workshop
17 Peer editing: essay 1, draft 1
“Discovering Yourself as a Writer” (105)
* 19 Essay 1, draft 2: Place in hall folder by 2:00 p.m.
INSTRUCTING, ADVISING, AND INFORMING
22 “Writing to Instruct and Advise” (106-110; 145-153)
“Campus Racism 101" (111-115)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (115)
“Class in the Classroom” (116-128)
“Writing Activities”: Combine “Individual” and “Computer” (128)
24 “Crime on Campus” (128-137)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (137) or Write a journal entry in which you describe 
potentially dangerous situations you have observed at LC.
“A Student at Any Age” (138-140)
“Vacation Tips” (141- 143)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (144)
“Writing Assignment” (152-157)
*26 Essay 1, final draft: Place in hall folder by 4:00 p.m.
29 “Discovering Yourself as a Writer” (157)
“Writing to Inform” (158-163; 200-208)
“A Blessing Sent from Heaven?” (164-166)
“Two Cities” (171-174)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” and “Computer” (166-167)
Oct 1 Fall holiday
3 Fall holiday
6 Editing & proofreading test #2
“A Changed Life” (167-170)
“Progress” (175-177)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (177)
Prepare to write in class: “Writing Assignment”; Freewrite on one of the following 
topics: #7 (152), #10 (153), #s 2-5 (208-209), or #8 (209)
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Nov.
8 “From Front Porch to Back Seat” (187-199)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (199)
“Writing Assignment” (153-157; 209-212)
Peer editing: essay 2, draft 1: Peer editing will be done outside of class and should be 
completed and returned by Friday.
* 10 Return essays and peer editing comments to authors; place in hall folder by agreed-
upon time.
PERSUADING
13 “Writing to Persuade” (214-225; 264-272)
“Misadventures with a Ruler” (226-228)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” and “Computer” (229)
“Beauty at Any Price” (229-232)
15 “On Natural Death” (232-235)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (235)
“The Day Care Demons: Make Your Own Statistics” (236-241)
Essay 2, draft 2: Place in hall folder by 4:00 p.m.
20 “Unplugged: The Myth of Computers in the Classroom” (241-245)
“Writing Assignment” (272-279)
“Letter from Birmingham Jail” (245-263)
Writing workshop: purpose and audience; thesis and implications for development
22 Writing workshop: concessions, organization, tone, and style
*24 Essay 2, final draft: Place in hall folder by 4:00 p.m.
DEALING WITH PROBLEMS
27 Peer editing: essay 3, draft 1: Peer editing will be done outside of class and should be
completed and returned by Friday.
“Discovering Yourself as a Writer” (212-213)
“Writing to Solve Problems and Present Solutions” (280-286; 322-328)
“Life Without Father” (287-293)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (293)
29 “Bridging the Communications Gap” (293-297)
“The Agressors” (298-302)
“Writing Activities”: “Computer” (302)
*31 Return essays and peer editing comments to authors; place in hall folders by agreed-
upon time.
3 “Aids Issues Haven’t Gone Away” (303-307)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” (307)
“Cultural Diversity 101" (307-310)
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5 “The New Segregation” (310-321)
“Writing Activities”: “Individual” and “Computer” (321)
Essay 3, draft 2: Place in hall folder by 4:00 p.m.
10 “Writing Assignment” (329-335)
Select specific assignment and complete pre-writing 
Editing and proofreading test #3
12 Writing workshop: creating a portfolio
*14 Essay 3, final draft: Place in hall folder by 4:00 p.m.
17 “Discovering Yourself as a Writer” (279)
Writing workshop: collaborative writing
19 Writing workshop: collaborative writing
24 Writing workshop: collaborative writing: collaborative essay due at end of class
26 Thanksgiving holiday
Dec. I Growing Up (7-127)
3 Growing Up (128-231)
*5 Portfolio due: Place in hall folder by 4:00 p.m.
8 Growing Up (231-348)
10 In-class essay
13 Final exam (10:30-12:30)
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C.2: English 102 Syllabus
ENGLISH 102E MW 2:30 COMPOSITION n SPRING 1998
INSTRUCTOR: Ms. Peevy Office: AH305 
Phone: 487-7160
Office hours: M-Th 9-11 a.m.
PREREQUISITE:
TEXTS:
CONTENT:
OBJECTIVES:
English 101
Henderson, Literature and Ourselves, Second Edition 
Conrad, Heart o f Darkness 
Heilman, The Little Foxes 
Secondary sources
English 102 is a continuation of the first-semester composition 
course. The analysis of fiction, poetry, and drama will provide the 
subjects for class discussions and essays.
To increase the student's ability to write clear, effective prose 
To introduce students to the methods of reading the major genres of 
literature
To develop critical and analytical skills through writing 
To develop the ability to write a documented paper using multiple 
sources
To encourage self-examination, self-fulfillment, and an expanding 
sense of values from personal encounters with the central issues of 
life in literature
COURSE GRADING SCALE: A = 93-100 
B = 85 - 92
C = 72 - 84 
D = 65 - 71
F = 0-64
COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
A) Three Major Essays
Students will analyze literary works, using secondary sources to clarify and support 
their own interpretations. Essays must be substantially revised through a sequence of 
drafts and peer editing. Final drafts will be evaluated on the following basis:
Content and Form 70%
Mechanics and Sentence Effectiveness 20%
Revision Process 10%
50%
B) Class Journal 20%
Students will compose responses to literary works, participate in on-line discussions 
with their classmates and complete a variety of exercises in close reading and literary 
analysis. Journal assignments missed because of absences may not be made up, except 
when the student is participating in an official college activity approved by the dean.
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C) Reading Tests (3) 30%
Unit tests will measure familiarity with assigned texts, reading comprehension, 
and analytical skills.
LATE PAPER POLICY:
Late papers (final drafts) will be penalized five points per day; late papers will be accepted for 
one week (seven calendar days) after the due date. A paper handed in later than one week after the due 
date will be accepted but will receive a zero.
All papers assigned must be written and submitted in order for the student to receive credit for 
the course.
ATTENDANCE AND MAKE-UP POLICY:
Attendance is expected at every class meeting. The Division of English. Journalism, & 
Languages does not excuse absences; therefore, daily work may not be made up. A major examination 
missed because of such reasons as illness, a death in the family, or participation in an official college 
activity approved by the Academic Dean must be made up on the first Tuesday following the student’s 
return to class. A departmental make-up session is held every Tuesday (except during college vacation 
periods and when there is a Tuesday chapel period) at 10:50 in room 323, Alexandria Hall.
To apply for a make-up exam, a student must request a test registration form from the EJL 
division secretary and submit the completed form to the division office no later than noon on the 
Monday preceding the Tuesday make-up exam. As a part of the registration process, the student must 
submit an official verification of the reason for his/her absence. Names of students approved to take 
make-up tests will be posted on Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. No information on approval will be given by 
phone. A student who fails to register for or attend a make-up exam forfeits the right to a make-up.
The student who takes a make-up test should recognize that a substitute examination will not only be 
different from the regularly scheduled one but may be more difficult.
PLAGIARISM POLICY:
The Division of English, Journalism, and Languages follows the policy stated in the college 
Catalog and elaborated in the "Code of Academic Integrity" section of the Student Handbook.
ESSAY ASSIGNMENTS AND FINAL DRAFT DUE DATES:
ESSAY #1 FINAL DRAFT DUE FEB. 20
Focusing on literary technique in the short story, students will examine choices the author 
makes to shape his or her work. The student should demonstrate, through close reading of the text and 
appropriate use of secondary sources, how literary form operates within a specific text.
ESSAY #2 FINAL DRAFT DUE MARCH 27
In an analysis of Lillian Heilman’s The Little Foxes, students will summarize the range of 
interpretations in film and stage productions and in critical commentary on the play, articulate their own 
interpretation, and support their claims through close reading of the text and appropriate use of 
secondary sources.
ESSAY #3 FINAL DRAFT DUE APRIL 20
In this essay the student will analyze Joseph Conrad’s novella Heart o f  Darkness by applying 
insights gained from studying various critical approaches to literature, from the lecture by Prof. Etsiah, 
and from reading material in other disciplines.
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COURSE OUTLINE AND DAILY ASSIGNMENTS:
L TRADITION
Jan. 19 Introduction: "Literature" (1-3), "Essays” (3-7), and “Fiction” (7-13)
Walker, "Everyday Use” (1085)
21 Walker, “Nineteen Fifty-five” (1092)
Reading secondary sources:
Byerman, “Women’s Blues: Toni Cade Bambara and Alice Walker” (1111) 
Christian, “Alice Walken The Black Woman as Wayward” (1112)
26 Walker, “In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens” (1103)
Using secondary sources:
Baker and Pierce-Baker, “Patches: Quilts and Community in Alice Walker’s 
‘Everyday Use’” (1115)
Brannon, “What Is Art Without Heritage?” (1122)
28 Writing workshop: progressing from assignment to tentative thesis, researching both
primary and secondary sources, and writing the working draft 
“Documenting a Research Paper MLA Style Sheet” (37-45)
Feb. 2 O’Connor. “A Good Man Is Hard to Find” (1321)
4 Essay 1, draft 1 due: peer editing
9 Woolf, "Professions for Women” (271)
Osborne, “Beyond the Cult of Fatherhood” (281)
Essay 1, draft 2 due: 4:00, hall folder
11 Gilman, “The Yellow Wallpaper” (299)
Wright "The Man Who Was Almost a Man" (774)
16 “Poetry” (13-22)
Plath, “Metaphors” (358)
Mirikitani, “Breaking Tradition” (359)
18 Dugan, “Love Song: I and Thou” (356)
Donne, “A Valediction: forbidding Mourning” (344)
Chopin, “Desirde’s Baby” (292)
*20 Essay 1, final draft due: 2:00, hall folder
23 Spring holiday
25 “Drama” (22-29)
Heilman, The Little Foxes, Acts I & II
Mar. 2 Heilman, The Little Foxes, Act HI 
Reaction paper
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4
9
11
16
23
25
*27
30
April 1
*3
6-13
15
20
22
27
Secondary sources (in class)
Film: The Little Foxes
Film: The Little Foxes 
Essay 2, draft 1 due: peer editing
Exam 1
n. QUEST
“Quest” and “Writing About Quest” (1129)
Plato, "Allegory of the Cave" (1131)
Matthew, "The Sermon on the Mount" (1138-41)
Essay 2, draft 2 due: 4:00, hall folder
18 No class meeting
NOTE: Lecture by Prof. Etsiah: Thursday, Mar. 19,7:00 p.m., Bolton Chapel (GA) 
NOTE: Attend a performance of The Little Foxes: 20th, 21st, 26th, 27th at 7:30 
p.m., or 28th at 2:00 p.m., MPAC (compensation day: April 20)
Conrad, Heart o f Darkness, I-II (1-50)
Conrad, Heart o f Darkness, HI (50-72)
Secondary sources
Essay 2, final draft due: hall folder, 2:00
Roth, “The Conversion of the Jews” (1175)
Clarke, “The Star” (1171)
Frost, “Desert Places” (687)
Frost, “Acquainted with the Night” (687)
Golding, “Thinking As a Hobby” (1 141)
Hughes, “Harlem” (1225)
Essay 3, draft 1 due: hall folder, 2:00
Easter holidays
Exam 2
No class meeting: compensation day for attendance of The Little Foxes 
Essay 3, final draft due: 4:00, hall folder
HL FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY
“Freedom and Responsibility” and “Writing About Freedom and Responsibility” (719) 
Dillard, “Heaven and Earth in Jest” (457)
Jefferson, “The Declaration of Independence” (728)
Thoreau, “Civil Disobedience” (732)
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29 Angelou, “from I  Know Why the Caged B ird Sings” (765)
May 4 Ellison, “‘Repent, Harlequin!’ Said the Ticktock Man” (789)
6 King, “Letter from Birmingham City Jail” (752)
Okita, “In Response to Executive Order 9066” (826)
11 Vonnegut, “Harrison Bergeron” (784)
18 Final exam: 10:30-12:30
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C.3: English 101 Essay #1 Evaluation Form 
ENGLISH 101: ESSAY EVALUATION FORM
NAME  ESSAY # I
101 DATE
CONTENT AND FORM = 70%
(1) THESIS 20_ 
The presence of a controlling idea or thesis, either stated
or unstated, that is evident to the reader and that supplies 
the purpose for writing the essay
(2) DEVELOPMENT & ORGANIZATION 20_ 
The presence and adequate development of supporting
ideas presented in an order that helps communicate the 
author’s thesis
(3) CONCRETENESS 20_ 
Use of details about the persons, places, and/or events
to “show” rather than “tell,” making the reader feel 
“on the scene”
(4) SIGNIFICANCE 10_ 
The success in conveying the significance of the
event(s)
MECHANICS AND SENTENCE EFFECTIVENESS = 20%
The competency the writer demonstrates in proofreading and 
editing his or her text to eliminate errors
(1) GRAMMAR (fragment, comma splice, subject-verb 5__
agreement, etc.)
USAGE (its/it’s, to/too, their/there, effect/affect, etc.)
(2) STYLE (variety of sentence structure, clarity, appropriate 5__
diction, conciseness, etc.)
(3) PUNCTUATION (commas, apostrophes, etc.) 5_
(4) SPELLING 5__
REVISION PROCESS = 10% 10_
Improvement in content, concreteness, organization, and 
effectiveness of the essay evidenced in a series of drafts 
submitted on time; participation in peer editing or other 
exercises in revision
POSSIBLE TOTAL 100
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C 4: English 101 Essay #2 Evaluation Form
ENGLISH 101: ESSAY EVALUATION FORM
NAME_____________________________ ESSAY #_
101___________  DATE
CONTENT AND FORM = 70%
(1) THESIS 20_ 
The presence of a controlling idea or thesis, either stated
or unstated, that is evident to the reader and that supplies 
the purpose for writing the essay
(2) DEVELOPMENT & ORGANIZATION 20_ 
The presence and adequate development of supporting
ideas presented in an order that helps communicate the 
author’s thesis
(3) CONCRETENESS 20_ 
Use of details about the persons, places, and/or events
to “show” rather than “tell,” making the reader feel 
“on the scene”
(4) SIGNIFICANCE 10_ 
The success in conveying the significance of the change or 
information
MECHANICS AND SENTENCE EFFECTIVENESS = 20%
The competency the writer demonstrates in proofreading and 
editing his or her text to eliminate errors
(1) GRAMMAR (fragment, comma splice, subject-verb 5_
agreement, etc.)
USAGE (its/it’s, to/too, their/there, effect/affect, etc.)
(2) STYLE (variety of sentence structure, clarity, appropriate 5_
diction, conciseness, etc.)
(3) PUNCTUATION (commas, apostrophes, etc.) 5_
(4) SPELLING 5 
REVISION PROCESS = 10% 10_
Improvement in content, concreteness, organization, and 
effectiveness of the essay evidenced in a series of drafts 
submitted on time; participation in peer editing or other 
exercises in revision
POSSIBLE TOTAL 100
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C-5: English 101 Essav#3 Evaluation Form
ENGLISH 101: ESSAY EVALUATION FORM
NAME_____________________________ ESSAY #3_
101 PATE
CONTENT AND FORM = 70%
(1) THESIS & INTRODUCTION 20_ 
The presence of a controlling idea or thesis, either stated
or unstated, that is evident to the reader and that supplies 
the purpose for writing the essay; the development of an 
introduction that engages the reader, establishes the purpose 
and audience of the essay, and establishes the thesis.
(2) DEVELOPMENT & ORGANIZATION 20_ 
The presence and adequate development of supporting
ideas presented in an order that helps communicate thesis
(3) CONCRETENESS & ATTENTION TO AUDIENCE 20_ 
Use of details connecting the audience to the ideas & events
of the essay
(4) PERSUASIVENESS & SIGNIFICANCE 10_ 
Success in stating and proving the argument and in conveying
the significance of the subject for both author and audience
MECHANICS AND SENTENCE EFFECTIVENESS = 20%
The competency the writer demonstrates in proofreading and 
editing text to eliminate errors
(1) GRAMMAR (fragment, comma splice, subject-verb 5_
agreement, etc.)
USAGE (its/it’s, to/too, their/there, effect/affect, etc.)
(2) STYLE (variety of sentence structure, clarity, appropriate 5_
word choice, conciseness, etc.)
(3) PUNCTUATION (commas, apostrophes, etc.) 5_
(4) SPELLING 5_
REVISION PROCESS = 10% 10_
Improvement in content, concreteness, organisation, and 
effectiveness of the essay evidenced in a series of drafts 
submitted on time; participation in peer editing or other 
exercises in revision
POSSIBLE TOTAL 100
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C 6: English 102 Essav Evaluation Form 
ENGLISH 102: ESSAY EVALUATION FORM 
NAME     ESSAY_#_________  DATE
CONTENT AND FORM = 70%
(1) THESIS 15_ 
The presence of a controlling idea or thesis, either stated
or unstated, that is evident to the reader and that supplies 
the purpose for writing the essay
(2) DEVELOPMENT & ORGANIZATION 30_
The presence and adequate development of supporting 
ideas presented in an order that helps communicate the 
author’s thesis
(3) CONTRIBUTION TO SCHOLARSHIP 10_
Degree to which the essay contributes more than 
routinely recognized ideas regarding the work
(4) USE OF SOURCES 10_ 
Incorporation of others’ ideas into the argument of the essay
(5) DOCUMENTATION & WORKS CITED 5_
MECHANICS AND SENTENCE EFFECTIVENESS = 20%
The competency the writer demonstrates in proofreading and 
editing text to eliminate errors
(1) GRAMMAR (fragment, comma splice, subject-verb 5_
agreement, etc.)
USAGE (its/it’s, to/too, their/there, effect/affect, etc.)
(2) STYLE (variety of sentence structure, clarity, appropriate 5_
diction, conciseness, etc.)
(3) PUNCTUATION (commas, apostrophes, etc.) 5_
(4) SPELLING 5_
REVISION PROCESS = 10% 10_
Improvement in content, concreteness, organization, and effectiveness 
of the essay evidenced in a series of drafts submitted on time; 
participation in peer editing or other exercises in revision
POSSIBLE TOTAL 100
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